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ABSTRACT 

The surfaces of Ganymede and Callisto are made mostly of water-ice and a spec

trally bland non-ice material. Small amounts of other materials, including C02 and SOi. 

have recently been discovered on the surfaces of the them [Carlson et al., 1996; McCord 

et al., 1998] as well as a very thin exosphere of C02 on Callisto [Carlson, 1999]. These 

discoveries were made by the detection of absorption bands in infrared spectra obtained 

from the Near Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) aboard the Galileo spacecraft over 

the last 5 years. Both the C02 and S02 on the surface appear to be contained in a less-vol

atile host material that keeps them stable when they would otherwise quickly escape into 

space. McCord et al. also showed that the distribution of C02 and S02 over the surfaces 

of Ganymede and Callisto are affected by the local geology and space environment. 

One goal of this dissertation is to pin down the relationships between the surface 

geology and the distribution of these volatiles on Ganymede and Callisto. The other goals 

are to determine if all the C02 and S02 are trapped in similar host materials, identify this 

host material, determine the origins of the C02 and S02, and determine what implications 

can be inferred from the distribution of C02 and S02. These are grand objectives to fulfill 

in a single dissertation and there have been many hurdles along the way, including a very 

complex and still not completely resolved calibration of the NIMS data. Additionally, the 

distribution of S02 could only be mapped on Callisto because its band is too shallow to be 

observed in most places on Ganymede. Despite these limitations, I have been able to 

accomplish most of the goals. The C02 and S02 on their surf aces, are indigenous to the 

satellites, and are contained in the darker, non-ice materials that are likely either oxyhy

droxides or clay-like serpentines. It also appears that the subsurface of Ganymede may 

have lost much of its internal C02 compared to Callisto. 
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CHAPfER 1: INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND 

1.1. Introduction and Objectives. 

To the first order, Ganymede and Callisto are very similar. They have nearly iden-

tical sizes, bulk densities, and surfaces composed of water-ice and an unidentified, darker 

non-ice material. Although we do not have a sample of the surface of either moon, similar 

ground-based telescopic reflection spectra suggest that the non-ice material on Callisto's 

surface is of uniform composition. The reflection spectra are also quite similar to that of 

very primitive, hydrously altered meteorites [Calvin et al., 1995]. However, spacecraft 

observations have shown them to have completely different surface morphologies, inter-

nal structures, and vastly different proportions of ice on their surfaces [Smith et al, 

1979a,b; Kivelson et al., 1996; Zimmer and Khurana, 2000]. Table 1 compares the physi

cal properties of Callisto and Ganymede. On Ganymede, the non-ice, dark material 

appears to also contain hydrated salt-like minerals, similar to Europa [McCord et al., 

2001]. Both moons also contain C02 and S02 in their optical surfaces that have been 

detected by absorption features in the mid-infrared spectra from the Near Infrared Map

ping Spectrometer (NIMS) aboard the Galileo spacecraft [Carlson et al., 1996; McCord et 

al., 1998] . These volatiles are trapped in one or more stabilizing host materials, but the 

identity of the host material and the origin of the C02 and S02 have remained unknown . . 
Primitive meteorites and comets, possible sources of material for these moons, could be 

the sources of these materials, either during the accretion of the moons or during post-

accretional impact. Although primitive meteorites (such as CM3 Murchison) do not con

tain large amounts of C02 or S02, they do contain up to 10% sulfur [DuFresne and 

Anders, 1962; Browning and Bourcier, 1998] . Comets can have over 10% carbon by 

weight [Delsemme, 1982] and contain several percentages of CO and C02 [Krankowsky, 

1991]. 
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Table 1.1: Physical characteristics of Ganymede and Callisto 

Ganymede Callisto 

Radius (km) 2633 .7 2408.7 
(from USGS) 

Density (g/cm3) 1.94 1.79 

[Hartman , 1980] · 

Bulk ice:non-ice ratio 28:72 39:61 
[Hartman, 1980) 

Bond albedo 0.35 0.11 
[Squyres and Veverka, 1982] 

Differentiation 3 layers, with a metallic core weakly 
[Anderson et al., 1996) [Anderson et al., 1998) 

Surface morphology cratered terrain; mass wasting cratered terrain; 
resurfacing by extensional tectonism mass wasting 

[Smith et al., 1979a,b; [Schenk, 1995; 
Pappalardo et al., 1998) Moore et al., 1999] 

Magnetosphere dipole and induced induced 
[Kivelson et al., 1998; [Zimmer and Khurana, 

Kivelson, 2000] 2000) 
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Despite their different internal structures, surface morphology, relative amounts of 

water-ice in their optically active surfaces, and small compositional differences, 

Ganymede and Callisto are largely composed of similar materials, albeit in different pro

portions. In this chapter, I discuss the major constituents: the H20 ice and the dark, non

ice materials, as well as trace constituents, and place this information in context of their 

distributions over the surfaces of the two moons and the relevance this has for their origin. 

In the remaining chapters, I draw upon this background knowledge as a context for inter

preting the relevance of the C02 and S02 distributions. 

A major objective of this dissertation has been to determine whether the C02 and 

502 originate from within these satellites, are implanted from another source(s), or are 

created in their surfaces. This work shows that both the C02 and S02 likely originate 

from within the moons. This dissertation also attempts to identity their host material(s) 

and the composition of the non-ice material(s). This work shows that the host material is 

the dark, non-ice material , but large-grained water-ice may also host these volatiles. 

Finally, the distribution of C02 and 502 in the surfaces of these two moons is explored for 

what they can imply about the compositional evolution of the moons. It appears that the 

subsurface of Ganymede is depleted in volatiles compared to the subsurface of Callisto, 

and thus is more evolved. 

In order to accomplish these objectives, the strengths of the C02 and 502 absorp

tion bands at - 4.26 µm and 4 microns, respectively, are used as proxies for relative abun

dance. Radiative transfer modeling to determine the absolute abundances of these volatiles 

can not be used because the optical properties of the host material(s) are not known. The 

characteristic shapes of the C02 and 502 absorption bands will also be investigated. The 

shape and wavelength of the minimum reflectance of an absorption band for a particular 

molecule depends on how, or if, that molecule is bonded to other molecules [Pierson et 
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al., 1956; Fleyfel and Devlin, 1990; Sanford et al., 1988]. Although the shape and posi

tion of an absorption feature are not diagnostic of composition, they are diagnostic of 

structure, though possibly not uniquely so [McCord et al., 1998]. Therefore, a band shape 

or position of C02 or S02 that is found to vary over the surface of either Callisto or 

Ganymede would imply that the physical state of the volatile is terrain-dependent, perhaps 

by being incorporated into different host materials in different areas. Conversely, if the 

shape and position of the absorption features do not change, then there is only one host 

material or, possibly, there are different host materials that bond with the C02 or S02 in 

very similar physical manners. It is also possible to discriminate spectrally between ice as 

a host and dark, non-ice material as a host. 

The infrared spectra have been obtained by the NIMS aboard the Galileo space

craft. Every NIMS observations returned by the Galileo spacecraft of these two moons 

have been analyzed in order to make this investigation as complete as possible, but not all 

were used to map the distributions of C02 and S02 because of very poor spatial resolution 

or artifacts in the images that could not be adequately removed to allow for detailed analy

sis of the C02 and S02 absorption bands. For those NIMS observations that were used, the 

respective band depth maps have been registered to panchromatic images of the moons' 

surfaces in order to obtain a geological context for interpreting the compositional informa

tion. These panchromatic images are mixtures of Voyager images and images returned by 

the Solid State Imaging subsystem (SSI) also aboard the Galileo spacecraft. In the 

remainder of Chapter 1, a summary of what is currently known about the moons' compo

sitions and geology will be presented. Chapter 2 will discuss procedures used to deter

mine the results presented in Chapters 3 and 4, for Callisto and Ganymede, respectively. 

Finally, the implications of the results will discussed in order to fulfill to objectives of this 

dissertation. 
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1.2. Galilean satellite surface environment 

The surface temperatures for the Galilean satellites are known from Earth-based 

radiometry [Morrison and Cruikshank, 1973] and satellite observations [Spencer, 1987; 

Orton et al., 1996; Spencer et al., 1999b] to be in the range of about 90 - 160 K. The sur

face temperatures of the very low albedo material on Ganymede and Callisto are estimated 

to exceed 165K, while the predawn minimum can approach 80K [Moore et al., 1999]. 

Moore et al . also estimate that the very porous nature of the dark material will result in a 

very low thermal conductivity on the order of< 5E4 ergs cm-2 s-0·5 K- 1, and at a depth of 

- 10 cm the diurnal temperature is a nearly constant 110K. These temperatures fall in a 

critical range because the water ice structure can irreversibly change from porous amor

phous to amorphous to crystalline (cubic as well as hexagonal structures) as temperature 

increases through 130K and through 150K [Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999] and will begin 

to sublimate rapidly near 160K when exposed to a vacuum [Moore et al., 1999]. These 

phase changes have significant effects on the ability of water ice to trap gasses. In addi

tion, the effects of radiation on water ice, including sputtering yields and secondary elec

tron reactions, vary strongly with temperature in this range [Sieger et al., 1998]. 

The radiation environment has been summarized recently by Ip et al. [1998] and 

Cooper et al. [2000] from results returned by the Galileo Energetic Particle Detector. They 

presented the energy spectra for protons, oxygen and sulfur ions, and significantly 

improved the calculation of ion sputtering rates. At Callisto, the intensities for W, o+, and 

s+ are about 103 particles cm-2 s-1 Sr-1 KeV-1 in the 10 to 102 KeV range before dropping 

linearly to - 10-6 particles at 105 KeV (Figure 1.la). The intensities at Ganymede begin 

about an order of magnitude higher (Figure 1.2b) and drop at first slowly and then sharply 

to similar final numbers. The particle energy fluxes to Ganymede's equator and Callisto 

are similar (-2-3x108 keVcm-2s- 1), but about a factor of five greater at Ganymede's poles. 

They estimate surface water ice sputtering rates to be only a few centimeters per 100 Myr 
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Figure 1.1. Flux spectra for (a) Callisto and (b) Ganymede. DG-83 is a model. From Cooper et al., 
2000. 

on Callisto, about the same for equatorial Ganymede, and as high as 40 cm per 100 Myr 

for polar Ganymede. These low sputtering rates, resulting in equally low redeposition 

rates of water ice, emphasize the importance of electron-induced chemistry for non-ice 

materials on the evolution of the surface composition. An important related issue is that 

sputtered water ice should result in a higher partial pressure of water on the surface and 

will tend to keep the non-ice minerals hydrated. This may have important implications for 

chemistry between sulfur and carbon-bearing compounds and water for the production of 

S02 and C02. Additionally, the ion flux itself could be an important source of sulfur for 

the production of S02 in an icy surface and oxygen for the production of C02 in a carbon 

rich surf ace. 
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1.3. Water-ice on Ganymede and Callisto 

1.3.1. Identification of water-ice. 

Early observations showed that the outer 3 Galilean satellites have similar color in 

the visible wavelengths to - 1 µm [Kuiper, 1961 ; Moroz, 1965; Johnson and McCord, 

1970]. This similarity was extrapolated to the Near Infrared (NIR) wavelengths and 

showed that Europa to Callisto have water-ice on their surfaces by Pilcher et al., [1972], 

who gave estimates of percent coverage of ice on the moons' surfaces that are close to 

those used today. Kieffer and Smythe , [1974] obtained additional NIR data from - 1.25 to 

2.5 µm confirming that water ice is a major component on the surfaces of Europa and 

Ganymede. They also suggested that clathrates could exist, and that other frozen volatiles 

such as NH3 and CH4 were not present on the surfaces at greater than 10 to 20%. Water

ice was to be the only major compositional material to be specifically identified on the icy 

Galilean satellites until the arrival of the Galileo spacecraft carrying the NIMS. Much of 

the intervening time was initially spent determining the amount and distribution of surface 

water-ice as well as the identification of and distribution of the dark, non-ice material. 

More recently several minor constituents have been discovered in their surfaces, including 

S=O, S02, C02, 02 and 0 3, H20 2, C-H, S-H, and C-N. Figure 1.2 presents an average 

spectrum of a Ganymede and a Callisto observation by NIMS that contains many of these 

absorption bands. The greater brightness of the Ganymede spectrum in the 1 to 2.5-µm 

region is primarily due to a greater abundance of fine-grained water ice, although a lower 

phase angle for the Ganymede observation also makes it brighter. The lower phase angle 

of the Ganymede observation causes its 3 to 5-µm spectral region to be as bright as for 

Callisto. At similar phase angles, the icier Ganymede spectrum would be darker than the 

less-icy Callisto spectrum in the 3 to 5-µm spectral region. The effect of grain size on the 

reflectance of ice from over the spectral range of NIMS is demonstrated in Figure 1.3, 
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Figure 1.2. Example spectra of Callisto and Ganymede from the Near Infrared Mapping Spectrometer 
aboard the Galileo spacecraft. The Callisto spectrum (solid line) is an average of - 5800 pixels on the anti
Jovian portion of the leading hemisphere. The Ganymede spectrum is an average of - 6300 pixels on the 
anti-Jovian hemisphere. Data from each of the 17 detectors is plotted separately. Water-ice related absorp
tion bands occur at 1.04, 1.25, 1.5, and 2 µm. The large absorption at 2.7 µmis related to the OH-stretch 
vibration, in any OH-bearing mineral, not just water-ice. A reflection peak at 3.1 µm is the Fresnel (first 
surface) reflection from water-ice. The other bands were identified by McCord et al. [1998]. The absorp
tion band in the Callisto spectrum at - 4 µmis due to S02. The absorption at - 4.26 µmin both spectra is 
due to C02. The absorption at 4.57 µmin the Callisto spectrum is due to CN. The calibration of the first 
two detectors for the Callisto spectrum is not correct, so the absorption features in the Callisto spectrum 
from 0.7 to 1 µmare not real. A greater abundance of water ice on Ganymede compared to Callisto causes 
the reflectance of Ganymede in the 1 - 2.5-µm region to be larger. 

The NIMS observation names are descriptive. For the Ganymede observation GI GLOBAL, 'G' is the pri
mary target of the orbit, 'l' is the orbit number, and 'GLOBAL' is the name or style of the observation. 
Similarly for the Callisto observation, 'C' is for Callisto and '3' is for the third obit. The prefix, 'C' or 'G' 
only represent the primary target of the orbit, not of the particular observation. 
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which presents albedo models for infinitely thick films of 10-µm and 500-µm sized grains 

of ice (data courtesy of G Hansen). 

1.3.2. Distribution of water-ice. 

Telescopic observations of Ganymede by Dollfus, [1975] and Mills and Thompson, 

[1975] showed considerable visible polarization from which it was inferred that 

Ganymede is covered with discretely-mixed water frost and non-ice materials. Similar 

results were derived for Callisto, for which polarization data implies the trailing hemi

sphere is a dust-free, rough surface and the leading hemisphere is a fine-grained particu

late surface [Dollfus, 1975]. Pollack et al., [1978], having available the greatest 

wavelength range to date (0.7 to - 5 µm) by using the Kuiper Airborne Observatory, also 

inferred the ice to be distributed discretely (as separate areas of pure substances), consis

tent with visible telescopic albedo variations. Clark and McCord, [1980] also interpreted 

the 1.5, 2, and 3-µm absorptions as being due to water-ice, and were the first to give a 

quantitative estimate of the composition for the surface as - 65% water ice on Ganymede 

and somewhat less on Callisto. Clark, [1980] revised the abundance of water-ice upwards 

of -90% on Ganymede by assuming an intimate mixture. He also inferred the presence of 

a non-ice material spectrally similar to carbonaceous chondritic meteorites. 

The presence of a 3-µm absorption fundamental on Callisto and Ganymede sug

gests there is water-ice or an OH-bearing material in the surface. The fact that the reflec

tance at 3 µm is not zero also suggests that there are ice-poor regions on the surface or that 

the ice has a sub-micron structure that scatters some photons before they are absorbed 

[Spencer, 1984; Clark et al., 1986]. Relatively large 1.04- and 1.25-µm band depths on 

Callisto imply that the ice is relatively coarse-grained [Calvin and Clark, 1993; Calvin et 

al., 1995], especially on the trailing hemisphere [Calvin and Clark, 1993]. On Ganymede, 

the brighter poles have been of interest since their discovery [e.g. Smith et al., 1979]. 
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They have been inferred to be more icy [Hillier et al., 1996] and have been interpreted to 

result from magnetospheric bombardment [Johnson, 1985, 1997], a theory that has been 

recently corroborated by the discovery of Ganymede's magnetosphere by Galileo [Kivel

son et al., 1997]. Because determining the abundance of ice depends on whether the ice 

and darker, non-ice materials are intimately on a grain-by-grain basis, or discretely mixed 

patches of pure materials, it has so far not been possible from reflectance spectra alone to 

prove the abundance of ice vs. non-ice. However, imaging from Voyager and especially 

the Galileo missions provide a great deal of assistance. 

Accumulation of water ice on the north facing slopes of impact craters in the 

northern latitudes was observed only in Voyager images of Callisto, but not Ganymede 

[Spencer and Maloney, 1984]. This implies water-ice on Callisto is mobile, sublimating 

from warm areas and accumulating in cooler areas. Spencer, [1987] further modeled the 

thermal segregation of water ice on the Galilean satellites incorporating the concept that 

any ion sputtering and consequential mobilization of water ice on Callisto or in the subpo

lar latitudes of Ganymede would be dominated by thermal migration. This migration 

tends to discretely segregate areas into bright, icy spots and larger darker, non-ice regions. 

He concluded that thermal conduction at small scales will make the minimum size of the 

icy areas - 1 cm. Although Voyager images show no discrete areas within the subpolar 

regions of Callisto and Ganymede that are smaller than 1 km, this is also the limit of image· 

resolution. Recently, the SSI aboard the Galileo spacecraft has corroborated the theory of 

discretely-mixed ice and non-ice regions with - 10 rn/pixel images of both satellites show

ing areas comprised only of dark material(s) and separate knobs of brighter, icy material 

[Pappalardo, 1998]. Results from the NIMS show that this dark material appears to be 

ice-free [McCord et al., 1998]. 
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Ganymede's northern polar regions are redder on the trailing side than the leading, 

and the frost on the south pole is less opaque than on the north pole [Denk et al., 1999]. 

They also show that frost at the north pole reaches down to 40° latitude on the leading 

side, and only to 60° latitude on trailing. Similar asymmetry exists for the south pole, but 

in the south, the frost on the leading side reaches down to 25° latitude. Denk et al. inter

preted this difference as a terrain dependence of thermal segregation, but it could be due to 

preferential sputtering and removal of water-ice on the trailing side or possibly due to the 

accumulation of dust that was bound to the Jovian magnetosphere. The first attempt to 

model the polar caps of Ganymede as a frost overlying a non-icy substrate was performed 

by Hillier, [1996], who by using data from the camera aboard the Voyager spacecraft esti

mated the optical depth of the poles to be - 4, while the equator is a negligible - 0.1. He 

inferred that if the polar frost is a single layer, it must be less than 1 millimeter thick, espe

cially near the edges. He inferred that the poles are in equilibrium between thermal subli

mation and redeposition of sputtered molecules. 

1.3.3. Physical nature of the water-ice and near surfaces. 

Several attempts have been made to determine the physical properties of the sur-

faces of Ganymede and Callisto from their optical properties [Veverka, 1977; Squyres and 

Veverka, 1981, 1982; Johnson et al., 1983; Buratti et al., 1988; Buratti, 1995]. A study of 

·the opposition surge in the visible and ultraviolet suggests that the average particulate 

slope is - 30° and implies greater surface porosity and roughness [Buratti, 1991, 1995]. 

Callisto has a large opposition effect in the UV for the leading hemisphere that is similar 

to its opposition surge in the visible [Buratti, 1991]. Applying the concept an opposition 

effect known as the 'shadow hiding opposition effect' where grains hide in the shadows of 

other grains except at phase angles less than 10°, the optical surfaces of Ganymede and 

Callisto are estimated to be 83 and 92% porous, respectively. Furthermore, the leading 
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side of Callisto is more porous than the trailing [Buratti, 1991, 1995] . Buratti proposed 

moderate micrometeoroid gardening to explain these findings. Micrometeoroid impacts, 

greater on a moon 's leading hemisphere, will roughen the surface at a microscopic level 

and add dark material, as well. This would explain why the leading hemisphere of Cal

listo is darker than its trailing, and the roughening of the surface would account for the 

greater opposition surge on the leading hemisphere [Buratti, 1991; Calvin and Clark, 

1993; Calvin et al., 1995]. 

In addition, other physical parameters of the surface ice and of the subsurface 

structures for Ganymede and Callisto have been inferred from near infrared and radar 

observations. Circular polarization of 12.6 cm radar signals are greater for Ganymede 

(and Europa) than for Callisto and imply that there are differences in the subsurface struc

tures between Ganymede and Callisto to at least - 70 cm below the surface [Ostro, 1982]. 

Infrared spectral measurements have been used to address differences in the crystallinity 

of the ice on the surfaces of the moons [Hansen and McCord, 2000a,b]. They have 

shown that the water-ice on Callisto is entirely crystalline, while the water-ice on 

Ganymede is often amorphous, especially at the poles. They interpret this to imply that 

ion bombardment at the poles of Ganymede destroys the crystal structure in the ice at a 

rate greater than the thermally-driven transition to hexagonal, crystalline ice can occur. 

There is also amorphous ice on the surface of Ganymede at latitudes below the polar 

boundary which may be due to high-energy ion bombardment, but no patterns have yet 

been recognized in the distribution of the ices there. 

In an attempt to tie changes in photometry to surface geology, Squyres and 

Veverka, [1981] used Voyager spacecraft panchromatic observations between the phase 

angles of 10 to 24° to determine that the normal albedo of Ganymede cratered terrain 

(regiones) is - 0.35, and the albedo of brighter grooved terrain (sulci) is - 0.44. The bond 
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albedo for Ganymede is - 0.35 and for Callisto it is - 0.11 [Squyres and Veverka, 1982], 

which also has the lowest global geometric albedo of the Galilean Satellites, not exceeding 

25% in groundbased telescopic observations at NIR wavelengths [Pollack et al., 1978, 

Calvin and Clark, 1991, 1993; Buratti, 1995]. Panchromatic photometric variations of 

Ganymede and Callisto are very similar to the Moon's, perhaps implying the dark materi

als on the Moon, Ganymede, and Callisto are physically, if not compositionally, similar. 

Variations in the phase function between 0.4 to 0.6 µm for individual terrain types on 

Ganymede and Callisto are very small over the phase angles of 0 to 12° [Veverka, 1977], 

and 50 to 90° [Squyres and Veverka, 1982]. Since this wavelength range is where the visi

ble reflectance changes greatly between terrains, the authors interpret this very small 

wavelength dependence for the brightness of a particular terrain on both Ganymede and 

Callisto to imply that a single photometric correction will suffice for all visible wave

length observations of the satellites. 

1.4. The composition of the dark, non-ice, non-volatile material 

1.4.1. Spectral analogues to the non-ice material 

In order to duplicate the low reflectance and bland absorption features of primitive 

meteorites, Johnson and Fanale [1973], were among the first to try to approximate the 

spectra of carbonaceous chondrites using a mixture of montmorillonite, magnetite, and 

carbon black (to reduce the albedo and suppress the water bands). These and other materi

als were also to be used in modelling the reflection spectra of Callisto and Ganymede. 

The global average reflectance spectrum of Callisto was approximated with mixtures of 

water ice and various dark materials including neutral dark absorbers and phyllosilicates 

[Pilcher et al., 1972; Pollack et al., 1978; Clark, 1980; Clark et al., 1986; Spencer, 1987]. 

Calvin and Clark, (1991] attempted to model Callisto's reflectance spectrum with intimate 

mixtures of various CM carbonaceous chondrites and multiple grain sizes of water ice. 
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They found that telescopic spectra of Callisto, with the water-ice component removed, is 

spectrally similar to mixtures of Mg and Fe-phyllosilicates. Their spectrum of the dark 

material is very similar to the spectrum of the dark material derived from NIMS data by 

McCord et al., [1998]. 

Calvin and King, [1997] made extensive spectral comparisons between CM chon

drites and Fe-phyllosilicates from 0.3 to 25 µm and present spectral analogues to the chon

drites composed of Fe and Mg-phyllosilicates. However, care should be taken to correctly 

interpret the significance of the width and depth of the -3-micron absorption which is due 

to the OH- stretch vibration of the OH- bond in either water or an anion-OH- vibration. 

The relationship between the strength of this absorption and the abundance of phyllosili

cates, water, or the amount of alteration as determined by the Fe3+ content of serpentine 

remains unclear [Miyamoto and Zolensky, 1994]. 

1.4.2. Composition of the spectrally analogous CM-chondritic material 

The similarity of the spectra of CM chondrites to Callisto (and possibly 

Ganymede) non-ice spectra suggest a compositional similarity [Calvin and Clark, 1995]. 

Differences between them may be explained by the presence of reduced carbon, organic 

materials, and perhaps the hydration state of the dark material on Callisto. The hydration 

state of the non-ice materials on the surfaces of the Galilean satellites may span the full 

range of being desiccated to fully hydrated; the hydration state being controlled by the 

local abundance of sublimated and sputtered water [Fanale and Cannon, 1979]. Addition

ally, the bulk composition of CM chondrites are mineralogically and texturally diverse. 

The matrix and chondrule rims in CM chondrites are dominated by Mg and Fe serpen

tines, tochilinite, pyrrhotite and can contain pentlandite. 

Fanale and Cannon, [1974] inferred that the dominant minerals in the Orgueil 

CM2 chondrite are phyllosilicates, perhaps montmorillonite, based on its extremely 
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hydroscopic nature, which is reversible except when completely dehydrated. They esti

mate up to 6% water by weight is adsorbed onto the free surface of the matrix material 

(and lost during pumpdown in a vacuum chamber). This estimate is consistent with the 

prominent water bands in the spectra of the Orgueil meteorite. These physical characteris

tics are also identical to the behavior of hydrating and drying interlayer water within sili

con-oxygen tetrahedra-octrahedra-tetrahedra (t-o-t) structure phyllosilicates. However, 

Browning et al., [1991] showed that these meteorites are mostly composed of amorphous 

serpentines that have a tetrahedra-octrahedra (t-o) structure, and do not have interlayer 

sites for trapping large numbers of ions or water molecules. The very fine-grained nature 

of the matrix and its disordered crystal structure may increase its adsorptive nature. 

The magnesium and iron abundances in the silicates in Murchison meteorite 

appear to vary from 20 to 60% in the serpentines which makes up about 70% of the mete

orite as a largely amorphous phase in the matrix [Browning et al., 1991]. If the dark mate

rial on the Galilean satellites is compositionally similar to the matrix material of 

chondritic meteorites then there will be similar proportions of MgO and FeO. McSween, 

[1979) showed that the production of matrix in CM chondrites increases with amount of 

alteration and Tomeoka and Buseck [1985] show that the matrix will likely become mag

nesium rich with greater aqueous alteration. Although the bulk composition of the meteor

ite does not change, the migration of magnesium into the matrix was shown to be a linear 

relationship by Browning et al., [1996). Thus, if the surfaces of Callisto and Ganymede are 

made of CM-chondritic materials, the mineralogy of the surface could depend on the alter

ation state of the chondritic material of which it is composed. There may also be as much 

as 10% sulfur in the matrix material, while the CaO is only on the order of two percent 

[Rubin and Wasson, 1986]. Organic compounds in the Murchison were studied by photo-
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ionization mass spectrometry by Tingle et al. [1991] who showed the aliphatic fraction of 

the organic material in Murchison to be about 35 ppm by weight. 

1.4.3. Jovian system dust as an additional component of the non-ice material 

Dust from the Jovian system may contribute to the inventory of non-ice materials 

on the surfaces of Ganymede and Callisto. Nanometer-sized grains have been detected at 

Callisto 's distance from Jupiter in Jupiter's co-rotating magnetic field by Galileo's dust 

detector trapped at - 20-1000 times the background level [Griin et al., 1998]. Within 

Ganymede's orbital distance of 15 Jupiter radii, nanometer-sized particles have also been 

detected and are believed to be impacting the trailing and Jovian-facing hemispheres of 

Ganymede. The dust detector also provided information on the flux of large, micrometer

sized particles. These larger particles are not a significant fraction of the dust population 

at Callisto or Ganymede. Io and/or its torus is proposed as sources for the nanometer

sized and micrometer-sized particles [Griin et al., 1998]. The composition of these parti

cles is presumably basaltic or sulfur-rich, although the dust detector provides no composi

tional information. It is therefore possible that the abundance of basaltic and altered 

basaltic materials such as palagonite, as well as sulfur-bearing materials on Ganymede and 

Callisto could vary with longitude. 

1.5. Trace materials 

There are several materials in the surfaces of Callisto and Ganymede that have 

been detected by their absorption bands in the ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared, but 

are not as abundant as either the water-ice or cryptic non-ice material(s). The list in Table 

1.2 includes these materials, as well as the nature of the water-ice and non-ice materials, 

that are on the surfaces of Ganymede and Callisto. 
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1.5.1. Sulfur (S=O and S) 

Trace amounts of materials other than ice and the cryptic dark component were 

first positively identified in ultraviolet reflection spectra. Nelson et al., [1987] interpreted 

the low UV albedo of all Galilean satellites from the International Ultraviolet Explorer 

(IUE) as being due to sulfur or S02 on their surfaces. The shape and position of the ultra

violet absorption was later refined to be centered at 0.28 µm, and interpreted by Lane and 

Domingue, [1997] to be indicative of sulfur dioxide or possibly the OH- radical trapped in 

ice. The absorption was also detected by the Hubble Space Telescope's (HST) Faint 

Object Spectrometer [Noll et al., 1997]. The 0.28-µm absorption, present in both the HST 

and IUE spectra on the leading hemisphere of Callisto, is absent in both instruments' data 

of the trailing hemisphere. Lane and Domingue, [1997] suggest that the longitudinal dis

tribution may be due to implantation of neutral sulfur atoms flowing radially from Jupiter 

into a water-ice surface. However, this interpretation may be subject to observational bias 

since the entire surfaces of the satellites were not imaged by IUE. The IUE observations 

of Callisto were centered on the Jovian-facing quadrant of the leading hemisphere, and 

near the center of the trailing hemisphere. The anti-Jovian portion of the leading hemi

sphere of Callisto was not measured by IUE. Domingue et al. , [1997a;1998] detected a 

secular variation in the concentration of S02 (identified by a 0.32 µm-absorption band) on 

Ganymede in IUE data of the 1984-86 and the 1996 observations. The Ultraviolet Spec

trometer (UVS) aboard Galileo imaged both the leading and trailing hemispheres of Cal

listo containing Asgard Basin, as well as parts of Ganymede (primarily the anti-Jovian 

hemisphere), at greater spatial resolution than either IUE or HST. The UVS data corrobo

rate the IUE detection of a 0.28-µm absorption within the Valhalla hemisphere on Callisto 

[Hendrix et al., 1998]. Finally, the multispectral capability of the SSI confirms that 

regiones (the large, dark, less icy areas that are morphologically similar to the surface of 

Callisto) on Ganymede are redder than sulci (the bright, icy, fractured terrain) at long visi-
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ble wavelengths, but have similar albedos near the UV, implying one or more global UV 

absorber other than ice is present in order to account for the low UV reflectance in both 

terrain types [Denk et al., 1999]. 

1.5.2. Oxygen (02 and 03) 

Radiolysis appears to be chemically destroy ice on Ganymede. This destruction 

has not been detected on Callisto. The HST observed polar aurorae emissions on 

Ganymede at 1304A and 1356A that are consistent with electrons impacting into an 0 2 

atmosphere. From this, Ip et al., [1997] estimated the sputtered production rate of water 

from the poles to be - 1026 to 4xl026 molecules/sec and suggest that - 15% of the ice may 

dissociate by photolysis to create the transient H+ atmosphere which was detected by 

Frank et al., [1997] using the plasma analyzers (PLS) aboard Galileo. Frank et al., [1997] 

also estimate the temperatures to be - 4 x104 Kand the number density at - 100 cm-3, sug

gesting that the H+ is derived from the sputtering of ice and that the 0 2 is left on the sur

face. They estimate - 3 x109 g/yr is lost, which is equivalent to a global layer of - 60 cm 

over 1 Ga. Barth et al., [ 1997] infer the surface density of molecular oxygen to be -1.5 

xl0-4 cm-3 from the presence of H2 Lyman-a emission lines in Galileo UVS spectra of 

polar regions on Ganymede. Spencer et al., [1995] and Calvin et al., [1996] reported the 

presence of02 in groundbased visible and NIR telescopic spectra of Ganymede's trailing 

hemisphere. The visible absorption bands due to 0 2 are at 5773A and 6275A, with the 

first being the strongest, but only a 2% band depth at the most. The shapes and positions 

of these two absorption bands are consistent with condensed oxygen presumably trapped 

in the surface ice. The NIR absorption, while detectable, is in the middle of the 1.25-µm 

water-ice band and its shape is difficult to quantify. 

Experimental evidence, though, suggests that the oxygen may not be trapped in the 

ice. Vidal et al., (1997] determined from laboratory studies of 0 2 and H20 mixtures that, 
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at 26K, spectra of an 0 21H20 mixture looks like those of Ganymede, but at Ganymede's 

daytime surface ice temperatures of - lOOK the absorption is too weak to be responsible 

for the observed absorption band even though in their experiments 20% 0 2 still remains in 

the ice. This is because at these temperatures, the 0 2 dissolves in the ice and does not 

form bubbles. This fact, however, indirectly supports the concept that 0 2 resides in 

defects, and is adsorbed onto the water-ice. And, in support of this, Kouchi et al., [1994] 

determined in laboratory studies that vapor deposited ices can have many defects and even 

areas of amorphous phases. Strazulla et al., [1998] studied ion beam induced amorphiza

tion of ice and determined 25% of the irradiated ice becomes amorphous at lOOK, 60% at 

77K. Heavier ions, which impact Ganymede, are even more effective. However, it takes 

only -10 sec at 150K for amorphous ice to revert to crystalline ice. Therefore, perhaps 

only the ice at cooler high latitudes on Ganymede maintain sufficient disorder to trap 0 2. 

This dependence on degree of disorder is consistent with the higher abundance of amor

phous ice in the polar regions [Hansen and McCord, 2000a,b]. Due to foreshortening of 

the groundbased telescopic observations, it would take 30% more 0 2 trapped in the sur

face at polar latitudes(> 40° latitude) to create the observed absorptions bands on the trail

ing hemisphere than would be required if the 0 2 were evenly distributed over the trailing 

hemisphere. 

0 3 exists on the trailing hemisphere of Ganymede as well [Noll et al., 1996]. Noll 

et al., [ 1996] detected an 0 3 or 0 2 ultraviolet absorption feature on the subpolar trailing 

hemisphere centered near 2600A. They estimated a column density of - 4.5 x 10-16 cm-2. 

However, the accuracy is only an order of magnitude due to not knowing the cross-section 

of 0 3 at UV wavelengths when hosted in ice at Ganymede temperatures. As with 0 2, 

Spencer et al., [ 1999a] found 0 3 to be concentrated on the trailing side (a 2600A absorp

tion). The absorption is strongest at mid latitudes (±40°) and expresses no dependence on 
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terrain type. Hendrix et al., [1999a] report the greatest concentration of 0 3 at the mid to 

polar latitudes of 60 to 70° and also suggest from the shape of the absorption band that it is 

trapped in an ice lattice, rather than existing as a gas. Hendrix et al. also report that the 0 3 

appears to be destroyed by solar irradiation during the day, and is therefore likely rapidly 

produced through ion or electron bombardment. As proposed for 0 2, the 0 3 may be 

adsorbed onto imperfections in the surfaces of amorphous ice grains, prevalent at high lat

itudes, rather than trapped in the ice lattice. 

1.5.3. H102, C-H, S-H, and C-N. 

From the presence of a variety of absorption bands in the 3 to 5-µm range in spec-

tra returned by the NIMS aboard the Galileo Spacecraft, it has been inferred that trace 

amounts of several other non-ice materials also exist on Ganymede and Callisto. H20 2 

has been detected by its absorption at 3.5 µm [Carlson et al., 2000]. H20 2 also absorbs in 

the ultraviolet, and on Ganymede this absorption is strongest on the leading (brightest) 

hemisphere [Hendrix et al., 1999b]. On Callisto, the UV H20 2 absorption is weak, is not 

noticeably concentrated anywhere, and is distinctly absent from leading, anti-Jovian quad

rant. Other, spectral identifications through the analysis of NIMS data are C-H, S-H, and 

C-N, with absorption bands at 3.4, 3.88, and 4.57 µm, respectively [McCord et al., 1998]. 

Each of these materials are present on both Ganymede and Callisto. However, their host 

materials (if any) have not been identified and these compounds could either be of endo

or exogenic origin. 

1.5.4. S02 and C02. 

S02 and C02 have been detected in the surfaces of Ganymede and Callisto by their 

absorption bands at - 4 µm and - 4.26 µm, respectively [Carlson et al., 1996; McCord et 

al., 1997, 1998]. The C02 and S02, likely trapped in stabilizing host materials, have been 

observed on the surf aces of Callisto and Ganymede in both bright, ice-rich and darker, ice-
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poor areas. McCord and co-workers determined the center of the C02 absorption to be 

4.256 µm ±0.008, differing from that of 4.27 µm for a frost. They inferred from this band 

position difference that the C02 exists in a physical state in which the rotation of the mol

ecule is inhibited. If trapped in a host material, the C02 would also be more stable than 

C02 frost on the satellites' surfaces. The equilibrium temperature of C02 frost on Cal

listo, which has a C02 atmosphere of - 10-12 bars [Carlson, 1999], is approximately 65K 

[James et al., 1992). The very coldest the surfaces of Callisto and Ganymede become is -

80K. McCord et al. [1998] also determined the center of the S02 absorption band to be -

4.05 µm, and attributed this shift shortward from the 4.07-µm band minimum for a frost 

[Fanale et al., 1979; Smythe et al., 1979] to imply the S02 also resides in a constrained 

physical state that is neither a free gas (sharp absorption band at - 4.03 µm [Pierson et al., 

1956]) nor a solid. 

Table 1.2: Materials in the optical surfaces of Ganymede and Callisto 

Ganymede Callisto 

02 x 

03 x 

H202 x x 

S02 x x 

C02 x x 

SH x x 

CH x x 

CN x x 

Water-ice crystalline crystalline 
and amorphous 

Non-ice Hydrated salts?, carbonaceous 
material carbonaceous chondrite 

chondrite? 
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1.6. Internal structure and geology of Ganymede. 

The composition of the surface of Ganymede is inseparable from the geology of 

the surface. The geology is driven by internal tectonic processes as well as external pro-

cesses such as impact cratering and sublimation erosion. Global regions of younger ter-

rain, identified by fewer impact craters, are brighter and icier than older terrain, which is 

saturated with impact craters. Individual geologic features such as ridges, scarps, and 

impact craters physically erode with time and in the process accumulate a greater propor-

tion of dark, non-ice material. To understand the relationship between surface composi-

tion and geology, a basic understanding of the geology of Ganymede is needed. 

1.6.1. Internal structure and magnetosphere 

Dynamic models have shown that 

accretional energy should have been 

great enough to melt Ganymede (or 

Callisto) completely [e.g. Consol-

magno and Lewis, 1978] and that it 

would now have an ice crust perhaps 

- 250 km thick. Subsequent mantle 

diapirism of warmer, less-dense ice 

from the upper mantle could have 

then flooded onto the surface in a 
Figure 1.4. The internal structure of Ganymede. 
Inferred from multiple flyby's of the Galileo Spacecraft process coined 'cryo-volcanism' 
(courtesy R. Papallardo). 

[Parmentier and Head, 1979]. How-

ever, no conclusive evidence has been found of volcanic activity on either moon [Pappa-

lardo et al., 1998]. Ganymede's mean density is known from Voyager flyby data to be -

1.94 gm cm-3 consistent with a - 28:72 mixture of ice:chondritic material [Hartman, 

1980]. Calculations from recent gravitational measurements from several close flybys by 
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Galileo (where Doppler shifts in radio transmissions are related to perturbations in the 

spacecraft's orbit caused by a non-uniform distribution of mass within the satellite) have 

shown Ganymede to be differentiated into what are likely a metallic core, silicate mantle, 

and an icy crust perhaps hundreds of kilometers thick [Anderson et al., 1996] (Figure 1.5). 

Ganymede is also now known to possess its own magnetic field which is best approxi

mated by a model of a uniform field and a Ganymede-centered dipole [Kivelson et al., 

1996, 1997, 1998]. Its magnetic field is also suggestive of a convecting inner metallic 

core surrounded by a silicate core [Schubert et al., 1996]. They argue that although a 

mantle of convecting saltwater could also create the observed dynamo, the required con

vection velocities are several orders of magnitude greater than those that should exist. 

However, Ganymede also has a weak magnetic field induced by the much stronger Jovian 

magnetosphere in which Ganymede resides. It implies that there is an extensive conduc

tive layer, perhaps a saltwater ocean, within a few hundred kilometers of the surface [Kiv

elson, 2000]. 

Ganymede's dipole magnetic field dominates over Jupiter's magnetosphere out to 

- 2 Ganymede radii and effectively shields its equator ±30° from all electrons and from 

ions below the stermer cutoff energy(< 0.5 MeV) [Cooper et al., 2001]. The stermer ions 

have such large gyroradii that they also impact the leading hemisphere, with only a slight 

bias towards the trailing. However, Cooper et al. also model that low-energy ions (below 

the 20 keV cut-off of the Galileo EPD experiment) penetrate Ganymede's magnetosphere 

to impact only the trailing hemisphere. 

1.6.2. Geology. 

Ganymede's surface has areas of relatively young terrain that has been completely 

fractured and deformed, usually multiple times, by brittle and ductile extensional tec

tonism [Shoemaker et al., 1982]. This tectonism is so complete that the original surface 
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Figure 1.5. Simple cylindrical projection of Ganymede ±90° latitude (courtesy Bjorn Johnnson, 2001). Relevant terrain features are labelled. 



has been effectively erased and in the process, the surface is brightened by exposing sub

surface ice [Pappalardo et al., 1998]. These terrain are called 'sulci' [Smith et al., 

1979a,b]. There is also much older, darker, cratered-terrain that has not been modified 

through tectonism, called 'regiones'. Figure 1.6 is a simple cylindrical projection of Voy-

ager and SSI images of Ganymede with the most important terrain features labelled. 

Figure 1.6. Suggested formation process 
of a palimpsest in a brittle layer underlain 
by a ductile layer. Diameter of the basin 
is on order of lOOs of kilometers (cour
tesy R. Papallardo). 

1.6.2.1. Sulci. The sulci are younger than the 

regiones and are not saturated with impact craters 

[Chapman et al., 1997]. Surface strain (tensile 

deformation) of up to 15% from planetary differen-

tiation is a possible mechanism for explaining some 

of the extensional tectonism, which in the sulci can 

exceed 50% [Squyres, 1980; Collins et al., 1998a,b]. 

However, the presence of other styles of extensional 

tectonism, some of which changes its preferred ori

entation over time, suggests another planetary-

scaled force is at work, perhaps low-order mantle 

convection [Collins et al., 1998b]. If the exten-

sional tectonism is not entirely due to global expan-

sion, then the extensional tectonic processes 

responsible must be compensated by areas of result-

ing compressional deformation. Amazingly, no area 

of compressional deformation has yet been identi-

fied on Ganymede. 

The ridged plains of sulci are dominated by horst-

and-graben normal faulting over which is super-imposed km-scaled, tilt-block style nor-
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· mal faulting [Pappalardo et al. , 1998]. These two styles of faulting imply brittle failure in 

a few kilometer thick rigid crust and deeper ductile necking of the lithosphere, respec

tively. Current models for tectonic deformation of the sulci assume a thin crust< 10 km 

thick at time of deformation, and Collins et al., [1998b] concluded that the brittle ductile 

transition occurred as shallow as 2 km at time of the faulting. This depth for the brittle/ 

ductile transition appears to be largely consistent over all of Ganymede. The dominant 

wavelengths of deformation in the brittle and ductile faulting in many sulci on Ganymede 

of - 1 to 5 km [Patel et al., 1999] suggests similarly thin brittle crust everywhere at the 

time of formation; except for slightly thicker crust in one of the northern sulci. 

1.6.2.2. Regiones. Regiones are the darker, more heavily cratered, and therefore 

older terrain on Ganymede. They are less tectonically deformed than sulci although they 

are often transected by arcs of km-wide furrows [Smith et al., 1979a,b]. These are large 

scars of ancient, large impacts that consist of ring structures with minimal relief ( < 1 km) 

extending lOOs to 1000s of kilometers radially from a center location and are devoid of 

any obvious impact craters [Smith et al., 1979a,b] . These features, called palimpsests, 

imply the brittle icy crust is underlain by a ductile layer [McKinnon and Melosh , 1980]. 

Figure 1.7 graphically demonstrates an impact into a thin brittle surface underlain by a 

ductile material. After impact and formation of the transient cavity (b ), compressional 

shock waves fracture the brittle crust out to one or two crater radii . Then the ductile sub

surface viscously relaxes flowing radially inward during which the fractured surface is put 

under tension so that grabens form (c) . Finally, the transient cavity is largely filled in by 

the viscously-relaxing ductile subsurface (d). 

The sun-facing surfaces of the furrows within the palimpsests tend to be darker 

than the remaining portions of the furrows . Prockter et al. [1998] infer the accumulation 

of a lag deposit similar to what Spencer, [1987] was to find for Callisto. The lowest albedo 
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units are in the low lying areas, consistent with mass movement degradation. Two fossae 

have been mapped in Galileo Regio: Lakhmu Fossae and the cross-cutting Zu Fossae 

[Prockter et al., 1998]. 

1.6.2.3. Impact craters. There are impact craters on Ganymede that have dark, 

presumably less icy impact ejecta, and craters with bright, presumably icy ejecta. In a 

detailed review, McKinnon and Parmentier, [1986] suggest that smaller, dark ray craters 

most likely represent impactor contamination and not penetration into a darker subsurface. 

Conca, [1981] also proposes that dark ray craters are indicative of projectile contamina

tion. He bases this on the fact that dark ray craters are a small minority of all ray craters 

but occur in all terrain types and are of all sizes. He suggests the concentration on the 

trailing hemisphere is a consequence of sputtering effects preferentially removing the 

masking water-ice. However, Hartman, [1980] claims that dark ray craters are indicative 

of subsurface chondritic silicates being exposed by impacts. A drawback to Hartman's 

arguments is that he bases them on the misinterpretation of others that dark ray craters 

only form in cratered terrain and have a minimum radius and thus penetrate to a ice-poor 

layer beneath a previously-melted, ice-rich crust. Later work by [Schenk and McKinnon, 

1991] supports the theory of an exogenic origin for dark ejecta for one impact crater. They 

have shown that the dark ejecta of Kittu impact crater is unique among dark-ray craters. 

Its spectrum in the visible is flat, consistent with C-type material from an impactor, and 

not sloped red like the ejecta from other dark-ray craters. 

Schenk et al., [1996] noted that most of the crater chains on Ganymede (3 identi

fied) and Callisto (8 identified) appear to be from disrupted comets, and are not secondary 

craters. They determined that an individual comet appears be made of similarly sized 

masses, butthe sizes of comets appear to vary by many orders of magnitude. Schenk et al. 

interpreted this to be consistent with the view of comets as rubble piles [Donn et al., 1985; 
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Weissman, 1986]. Many of the crater chains on Ganymede are consistent with comet 

diameters on the order of 1 km, composed of many fragments of different sizes. The diam-

eters of the impact craters vary from -3 to 53 km. The lower limit is likely due to low 

Voyager resolution. 

1. 7. Internal structure and geology of Callisto 

1.7.1. Internal structure and magnetosphere 

The internal structure of Callisto has 

not evolved significantly through differ

entiation. Repeated flybys by the Gali-

leo spacecraft have determined that 

Callisto is only partially differentiated, 

possessing a moment of inertia - 0.38 

(an isotropic sphere has a moment of 

inertial of 0.4) [Anderson et al., 1998] 

(Figure 1.8). The reason(s) Callisto has 

not differentiated are not fully under-
Figure 1. 7. Callisto is partially differentiated, with a pos-
sible ocean underneath its thick ice crust (courtesy, JPL). stood. The somewhat lower impact 

velocities at Callisto, a lower abun-

dance of radiogenic material, and most importantly, little tidal interactions with the other 

moon were mitigating factors in Callisto's differentiation [Pappalardo, 1999]. Although 

Callisto does not generate its own magnetic field, an induced magnetic field has been 

detected which implies there is a large conducting layer within 300 km of the surf ace, per-

haps a subsurface ocean [Zimmer and Khurana, 2000]. A subsurface ocean would be con-

sistent with internal evolution by solid-state convection which would lead to only partial 

differentiation resulting in an icy crust (except for the top few kilometers which would be 
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unaffected by differentiation) and a relatively isotropic mantle/~ore enriched in rock 

[Nagel et al., 1999]. 

1.7.2. Geology. 

The geology of Callisto is very simple compared to the geology of Ganymede 

(Figure 1.9). It is dominated by impact cratering and mass wasting [Smith et al., 1979a, b; 

Schenk, 1995; Klemaszewski, 1998; Moore et al., 1999; Greeley et al., 2000a,b] and the 

surface morphology appears to be only indirectly affected by endogenic processes. There 

is no evidence of tectonic resurfacing, volcanism, or any other internally-driven process of 

resurfacing. Because there is no internal magnetic field, all magnetospheric particles, 

including the electrons that are shielded at Ganymede's equator, are free to strike Cal

listo's surface. Again, a large gyroradii of the larger particles greatly reduces their trail

ing/leading side asymmetry [Cooper et al., 2001]. 

Large ancient impact structures, similar to but better preserved than those in Gali

leo Regio on Ganymede, leave palimpsests over 1000 kilometers in diameter as subdued 

scars on the surface with only a few kilometers of relief [Schenk, 1995; Iaquinta-Ridol.fi, 

and Schenk, 1995]. As for Ganymede, McKinnon and Melosh, [1980] proposed that these 

and other palimpsests formed by brittle failure of a rigid crust that was fractured during 

the relaxation of a rather fluid or ductile asthenosphere after a large impact. The most-rec

ognizable impact palimpsests are Asgard and Valhalla on the leading hemisphere which 

were discovered during the Voyager flybys [Smith et al., 1979a,b]. Their central plains 

units are several hundred kilometers across [Schenk, 1995; Bender et al., 1998] and their 

ring structures extend to a radial distance of 800 to 2000 kilometers from the center, 

respectively. 

High-resolution images by the SSI on the Galileo spacecraft have shown that 

impact craters dominate the surface topography down to a few kilometers, at which point 
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Figure 1.8. Simple cylindrical projection of Callisto ±90° latitude (courtesy Bjorn Johnnson, 2001). Relevant terrain features are labelled. 



they become sparse, and in places totally absent [Chapman et al., 1997; Wagner et al., 

1997; Greeley et al., 2000a,b]. Impact cratering gardens the upper kilometer (at least) of 

Callisto's crust and exposes subsurface ice. Cratering provides a mechanism for volatile 

loss not only through impact heating [Sugi et al., 1998], but also through sublimation by 

simply exposing more ice to vacuum at the surface. Impact cratering, initially thought to 

be the only major resurfacing process based on Voyager data [Smith et al., 1979a,b; 

Schenk, 1995 and references therein] , is seen in higher-resolution Galileo images to be 

coupled with the degradation of near surface features via sublimation erosion [Moore et 

al., 1999; Greeley et al., 2000a,b]. Evidence of mass wasting is seen on impact crater 

walls and floors [Klemaszewski et al., 1998; Chuang et al., 1998] resulting in polygonal 

crater outlines. Current models [e.g., Moore et al., 1999] infer a loose, non-aggregated, 

dark, non-ice material which fills low-lying areas as a lag deposit originating from a subli

mating mixture of water-ice and dark, non-ice material. The accumulation of this dark 

material in low-lying areas and observations of massive slumps and downslope move

ments suggests origins from the disaggregation of high-standing, bright terrain [Chuang, 

1998, 2000; Moore et al., 1999]. 
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CHAPTER 2: OBSERVATIONS & PROCEDURES 

2.1. NIMS instrument 

The NIMS instrument [Carlson et al., 1992] is a mapping spectrometer that covers 

the spectral range 0.7 to 5.2 µm with up to 408 spectral channels and a resolving power of 

40 to 200 (AIM). The full-width half-maximum (FWHM) is - 26 nm. The instrument's 

instantaneous field of view (IFOV) is 0.5 mrad, giving a spatial resolution and pixel size 

of - 5 km at 10,000 km distance. The instrument has 17 discrete detectors in the focal 

plane distributed in a picket-fence-like layout with space between them. At one time 17 

different spectral channels, distributed across the full spectral range, are measured for the 

same IFOV. The IFOV is scanned in 20 steps across the surface being imaged by using 

the secondary mirror in the foreoptics telescope. This creates a line of 20 pixels of 17 

spectral channels. Then, the grating is stepped (incrementally moved) and slightly differ

ent 20 IFOVs are measured at a different, but adjacent set of 17 spectral channels. This 

process is repeated until the grating has stepped 24 (long map mode), 12 (full map mode) 

or 6 (short map mode) times to fill in the spectral channels for each of the 20 IFOVs to 

build up an image containing either 408, 204, or 102 spectral channels, respectively. Dur

ing this process, steady scan-platform motion compensates for the spacecraft motion so 

that the new line will begin with an IFOV that is ideally 1/2 of an IFOV offset from the 

first. Thus, not-quite identical IFOVs are imaged for each grating position. Spacecraft 

and scan platform motions continue to slowly scan the 20-pixel line in the orthogonal 

direction to the line to build up a 20 by n-pixel image at all spectral channels. The spec

trum can have a different number of spectral channels, depending on how the grating is 

stepped. It is also possible to hold the grating still so that only 17 wavelengths are 

acquired. 

In the 408 channel mode, the spectrum is sampled every 26 nm. Since this is the 

same spectral width as the FWHM, each channel within a detector overlaps with half of 
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the adjacent channels to the left and right. At 204 channels , the center of the channels are 

52 nm apart, so the channel edges just touch, and at 102 channels, the spectrum is sampled 

every 104 nm. There is also a one or two channel overlap at the ends of the spectral seg

ments measured by each detector. The amount of overlap changes as the calibration 

changes, with the overlap increasing as the mission progresses. However, the spectral 

sampling in full map and short map modes remains sparse enough that there never is 

greater than one channel overlap in those modes. It requires about 4.3 seconds to acquire a 

204-spectral channel spectrum for all 20 pixels in the line, and the time required scales 

approximately with the number of channels measured. Full-map and short-map modes 

were often selected in order to reduce the observation times when the subspacecraft point 

changed rapidly. This usually occurred near closest approach to the target. Therefore, the 

highest spatial resolution observations have sparse spectral coverage. Additionally, nearly 

any possible sub-set of the 408 spectral channels could be selected for download. This is 

an option in the electronics for reading and recording the data from NIMS onto the tape 

recorder. It was often employed in order to reduce data volume so as to conserve limited 

space on the tape recorder or limited downlink time to Earth. 

The data were encoded into ten-bit data numbers (DNs), formatted, usually written 

to the spacecraft tape recorder and later transmitted to Earth. There was also real-time 

transmission mode that bypasses the tape recorder, which is used for a few selected obser

vations. Onboard the spacecraft, the data are treated to lossless compression (a factor of 

1.5 to 2.0) and spectral channel editing mentioned above (selecting specific spectral chan

nels) to further reduce data volume. After receipt on the ground, the data are decom

pressed, nominally calibrated, geometrically corrected, and formatted into image cubes for 

analysis. I obtain the data after it is nominally calibrated, but before it is geometrically 

reprojected so I can perform several additional steps in improving the data quality before 
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the data is resampled during geometric projection. During the processing the DN are con

verted in radiance and to I/F units. I/Fis the radiance from the Sun that is illuminating the 

target divided by the flux reflected from the target. 

2.2. NIMS Observations 

Any NIMS observation of a resolved object can be grouped by four criteria: 1) 

spatial resolution, 2) number of wavelengths, 3) cone angle (look direction relative to 

spacecraft orientation) and, 4) co-ordination with the SSI camera. For the NIMS observa

tions to be useful for mapping the distributions of C02 and S02, the spatial resolution 

needs to be on the order of lOOkm/pixel, the spectral sampling at least short map (102 

channels), the cone angle should be such that so that portions of the rotating spacecraft do 

not move through the field of view, and finally, for NIMS to fulfill its mapping role, it 

needs to be operating independently of the SSI so that scan platform motion can be co

ordinated with the NIMS imaging mode. 

2.2.1. Spatial resolution. 

The instantaneous field of view of NIMS (IFOV) for the Ganymede observations 

range from better than 1 km/pixel to as bad as 400 km/pixel. For Callisto, the IFOV of the 

observations range from - 2 to 900 km/pixel. In both cases, the most useful observations 

have spatial resolutions between 2 and 200 km/pixel. If the spatial resolution is too low, 

such as for the G 1 GLOBAL observation of Callisto (Appendix A), then the mapping 

capabilities are severely curtailed. However, at the other extreme, such as near closest 

approach to either moon when the spatial resolution is on the order of 1 km/pixel, the 

phase angle is often high. While this is a preferred condition for the camera which 

requires shadows for recognizing topography, it is detrimental to a spectrometer because 

the shadows cause severe patterns in the spectra that are very difficult to remove. Shadows 

extensively degrade three observations of Callisto, though none of Ganymede, to such a 
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degree that the mapping capability of the NIMS is lost. However, even for these observa

tions, it is still possible to extract useful spectra on a pixel-by-pixel basis. 

2.2.2. Spectral characteristics. 

The full width half maximum (FWHM) of each channel is - 26 nm and each chan-

nel is spaced 1 FWHM from another when used in the 408-channel mode. Therefore, a 

monochromatic feature will always be detected in two spectral channels when the 408-

channel mode is used. The 408-channel mode also provides the greatest spectral detail of 

absorption bands. If few channels are used, or if spectral editing is implemented during 

downlink, fewer NIMS channels will detect absorption bands. If the number of channels 

is too few, such as if the grating is fixed so there are only 17 wavelengths, then no absorp

tion bands will be resolved. This mode has been sometimes selected for NIMS observa

tions linked to SSI observations during close-approach to a moon for which there is not 

sufficient time to utilize greater spectral range. For this reason, the 'ride-alongs' with SSI 

that are the highest resolution observations of NIMS are often not useful for detecting 

absorption bands. The 102-channel mode has also been commonly employed during 

higher-spatial resolution observations as a time saving technique. The 102, 204, and 408-

channel modes are adequate for detecting absorption features, but sampling effects are sig

nificant. Since the C02 band is narrow, affecting only 13 of the 24 channels in detector 

14, then it is poorly resolved but still present in short map mode in which only 3 to 4 chan

nels define the band. However, the S02 and water-ice bands are broad enough to affect all 

or most of the 24 channels in a detector, so they are well-resolved even in short map mode 

in which only 1/4 of the wavelengths are selected. The 408-channel mode has proven 

most useful in constraining the shapes of absorption features. The 102 and 204-channel 

mode observations help to do this, but were generally most useful in mapping the depths 

of these absorption bands over the surfaces of the moons. 
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2.2.3. Cone angle (look direction). 

The most debilitating problems with NIMS observations resulted from the periodic 

rotation of portions· of the spacecraft through the NIMS field of view. This occurs when 

the NIMS instrument is looking within 90° of the front of the spacecraft and the radio-iso

tope thermal generators (RTG) and magnetometer booms can pass through the field of 

view. This viewing geometry is required most commonly for observations at phase angles 

of 80° or greater. Since the low gain antenna at the front of the spacecraft must always 

point Earthward, high phase angle observations require the optical platform to tum 

towards the front of the spacecraft as well. If the periodic obstruction is not too severe, 

most of the effects are removed at JPL by processing the data immediately after receipt 

from the spacecraft. However, for Callisto, at least 5 observations are currently not usable 

because of severe periodic obstruction of the field of view, and for Ganymede, at least 3 

have been rendered not useful. However, work is being done to more adequately remove 

the "booming" of these observations. Also, particular portions of the moons tend to be 

repeatedly observed at high phase angles, so rendering these observations more useful will 

significantly increase the spatial coverage of the moons, especially for Ganymede. 

2.2.4. Other limiting factors. 

There are a significant number of NIMS observations that have been either con-

strained by requirements of the SSI camera (ride alongs) or that purposely imaged a com

bination of deep space and a portion of the moon's limb in an attempt to observe a possible 

tenuous atmosphere. These later observations are termed 'limb scans'. The the SSI cam

era often controlled the motion of the scan platform during close approaches to the moons. 

Because of the fast flyby rate and short duration of the observations, there was not suffi

cient time for NIMS to make spectrally complete observations. Instead, the NIMS grating 

was usually fixed so that only 17 wavelengths were acquired, making the observation 

unusable for detecting absorption features. Occasionally, NIMS was place in its 102-
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channel mode regardless of the fast flyby rate. In these cases, NIMS' secondary mirror 

could not move quickly enough to compensate for scan platform motion and the individ

ual NIMS pixels do not overlap and therefore can not be precisely located on the moons' 

surfaces. These observations can not be projected and the mapping information is lost, 

although the spectral integrity remains, so it is not possible to map the distribution of C02 

or S02 using these observations. In the case of observations of the moons' limbs (more 

common for Callisto than Ganymede), there was no problem with a too slow instrument 

slew rate. Instead,. the limbs are foreshortened and only occupy a few pixels of the obser

vation. Little spatial information is obtained from these observations. 

2.2.5. Observations of Callisto. 

There are approximately 38 NIMS observations of Callisto from the second 

through the 21 fil orbits. The spectra in twenty-five of them have been analyzed on a pixel

by-pixel basis (Figure 2.1, Appendix A), while 13 are sufficiently plagued with artifacts 

that reliable spectral information could not be derived from them. Of these 25, some 

cover the same areas on Callisto at multiple spatial resolution, and 10 have spatial resolu

tions of 10 km/pixel (projected FOV) or better and consequently prove useful in relating 

spectral information to surface geology. The leading hemisphere of Callisto has been 

observed many more times than the trailing, and the observations usually image the anti

Jovian or Jupiter-facing quadrant, but not both. 

The anti-Jovian portion of the leading hemisphere was imaged at high-resolution 

and globally during the third orbit. The overlapping C3ARINGS and C3ASGARD obser

vations, with a projected FOV of approximately 3.3 and 8.8 km/pixel, respectively have 

proven quite useful in mapping spectral features. There are additional global observations 

from the eighth and tenth orbits which help provide a global context, and a small 

ASGARD observation from the tenth orbit that is of little use because it is plagued by 
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shadows. The Jupiter-facing portion of the leading hemisphere has been imaged largely 

during the eighth, ninth and tenth orbits. The approximately 5 km/pixel-resolution obser

vation within the ring structure of Valhalla, ClOVALHAL ('B' in Figure 2.1) shows the 

most interesting correlations between geology and spectral features . The G8BURI, and 

C9SKULD observations, at -9 and - 5 km/pixel, respectively, also show interesting pat

terns in the spectr'!l features. The other high-resolution observations are of terrain con

taining eroded impact craters and palimpsest scarps, but contain no unusual patterns in the 

spectra. The trailing hemisphere was only imaged once at better than 10 km/pixel, the 

C21FEATRE04 observation of Igaluk Crater, once at - 16 km/pixel, and three times at 

global resolution. The global observations of Callisto, which are usually between - 40 to 

60 km/pixel, provide a context for interpreting the higher-resolution observations. They 

have also proven essential for exploring photometric dependencies of spectral features. 

2.2.6. Observations of Ganymede 

There are 31 NIMS observations of Ganymede (Appendix A) that were investi-

gated for this research. In seven of the observations, the spectra are not of sufficient qual

ity to be analyzed on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The remaining twenty-four of these are 

outlined in Figure 2.2. Of these 24 observations, 13 have spatial resolutions of the pro

jected pixel of less than 10 km. Their names are highlighted in black in Figure 2.2. The 

majority of them are of the anti-Jovian hemisphere between 80° and 240° longitude. 

Twelve of them are at relatively high spatial resolution (- 2 to - 20 km/projected pixel) 

and there are an additional two low resolution global observations (- 43 and - 55 km/pro

jected pixel). From - 240 to 005°, and from -50 to 80° longitude, Ganymede has been 

imaged only at low resolution (mostly >50 km/projected pixel) except for two small 

observations of impact craters and an observation in the northern high-latitudes of the 

trailing hemisphere. Longitudes from 5 to 50° have not been imaged and from 50 to - 80° 
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was observed only once at low spatial resolution and high phase angle. The phase angles 

of the G 1 and G2 observations are all less than 32°. The 07 and G8 observations have 

phase angles from 60 to 90°, and occasionally higher. The lower phase angle GlGLOBAL 

and E6GLOBAL observations are the most useful for providing a global context for inter

preting the higher-resolution images. 

2.3. Pre-processing of NIMS Data 

The NIMS spectra exhibit anomalies that are not completely removed by standard 

Galileo Mission processing. These anomalies include incorrect dark subtraction, obscura

tion of NIMS caused by portions of the spacecraft moving through its field of view, posi

tive and negative data spikes in individual spectral pixels, and improper wavelength 

calibration. Improper dark subtraction have been corrected in the l/F products, but not 

completely successfully. There appears to be instrument mode dependent patterns in the 

dark current which will need to be addressed more thoroughly in later calibration efforts. 

The effects induced by parts of the spacecraft moving through the field of view are 

removed, sometimes incompletely, by standard Galileo processing. The spacecraft parts 

can not only obscure the field of view, fully or partially, but can also contribute to the sig

nal if lit by the sun or, as is the case for the RTGs, they are warm. If not fully removed, the 

effects can be crippling to the usefulness of an observation. 

2.3. J. Removal of anomalous data spikes 

The data spikes are believed to be caused by radiation particles striking the detec-

tor resulting in a positive spike when striking the detector while the chopper (a shutter 

over the detector) is open, and resulting in a negative values if striking the detector while 

the chopper is closed (because the spike then causes a false positive signal in the back

ground data that is then subtracted from the observation data resulting in a the appearance 

of negative spike). These anomalous signals range from a few data numbers (DN) to tens 
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line: original data. Solid line: despiked. Both versions exhibit effects of improper wavelength cali
bration. 
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of DNs. Lower signal levels in the -3-µm region of the spectra exacerbate the effects of 

the spikes. Several algorithms have been used for the automated removal of these data 

spikes [McCord et al., 1997, 1998 and Appendix B]. These procedures are applied before 

geometric reprojection, which subsamples data and smears the spikes over several pixels 

making identification more difficult. An example of a spectrum of a single unprojected 

pixel from the ClOVALHAL observation demonstrates the effects of data spikes in a par-

ticularly extreme example for Callisto (Figure 2.3). Low light level resulting in low sig

nal-to-noise is largely responsible for the erratic appearance of the spectrum, especially 

beyond 3 µm. Low signal levels also make small DN spikes more obvious in I/F spectra. 

Two techniques developed by Dr. Gary Hansen have been used to remove these 

spikes. For observations on Callisto, the following procedure was used. An observation is 

analyzed one wavelength at a time, with the pixel in question compared to a low-order 

polynomial surface fit to the surrounding spatial and spectral pixels, optimally 3 samples 

x 3 lines x 3 bands. The spectral dimension is confined to a single detector to avoid mis

identifying poor relative detector calibrations as spikes. Data is then compared to the 

mean of the 9 pixels and discarded if they do not meet specific criteria. Usually, values 

four times the mean are discarded (facl = 4); the mean is recomputed and values discarded 

again. Two to three times the mean seems to work well (fac2 = 2 or 3). This is performed 

once more (fac3 = 2 or 3). In each stage of identifying spikes, the data in question must 

vary by more than a user-input minimum number of DN from the predicted value for it to 

be labeled as a spike. The data in over 30% of the pixel~ can be expected to vary by more 

than 1.5 DN, assuming the instrument noise is normally distributed. Thus 1 or 1.5 DN is 

used as the minimum variation required in order to be considered as a spike. For some 

observations, a single DN is -5% or greater of the signal within the last 3 detectors (Figure 

2.4). Therefore, this procedure is not expected to work well at low signal-to-noise levels. 
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Figure 2.4. The average spectra from the Callisto E14GLOBAL, C3ARINGS, and ClOVALHAL obser
vations with vertical bars representing an l/F equivalent of a ± 1.5 data number (DN) provide a qualita
tive comparison of instrument noise to a single spectrum. The l/F equivalent of a 1.5 DN instrument 
noise is not plotted for wavelengths under 2.7 µm, but would be about equal to the linewidth. The 
instrument noise of these average spectra is approximately 50-60 times less than the error bars. 
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Although the thoroughness of this procedure has not been quantitatively explored, 

it appears quite robust. It assumes the observations will have no single pixel structure spa

tially or spectrally. Partially overlapping pixels in the mirror-scanning direction and 

Nyquist sampling in the spectral dimension for observations in long-map mode ensure 

multiple measurements of the same area at the same wavelength. Therefore, when operat

ing in the 408-channel mode, spectral features will not be mistaken as spikes, even if sub

pixel spatially or a single channel spectrally. When operating in a 204 or 102-channel 

mode, spatial features will still occur in at least two spatial pixels, even if the spectral fea

ture is narrow enough to be observed at only one wavelength. However, no high fre

quency spectral structure has been found in any observation of Callisto or Ganymede, 

despiked or not. If despiking constraints are too loose, though, unidentified spikes may 

remain in the spectra. Therefore each cube is visually inspected after despiking to ensure 

a large number of spikes do not remain and is reprocessed with different constraints if nec

essary. In most cases, constraints were chosen which consistently found -10% of the data 

to be spikes (Table 2.1). 

Ganymede observations tend to contain a higher percentage of data spikes (Figure 

2.5). Therefore, a modified version of the despiking routine has been developed (Appen

dix B). The new procedure also analyzes the data in spatial (in both sample and line direc

tion) and spectral (band dimension) bins of 3 x 3 x 3 pixels, detector by detector. It also 

assumes the observations have no high frequency spatial and spectral structure. As for 

Callisto, no high frequency spectral structure has been found. First, outliers that have val

ues less common than a user defined percentile of the data are replaced with a mean of the 

data. The default that works best is choosing pixels larger than 4 times the pixel of the 

75th percentile. Occasionally, the 84th percentile (which is the program default of facl = 

16) is used. A 3-D polynomial is then fit to this modified set of 9 (now possibly fewer) 
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Table 2.1: Callisto spike analysis 

Observation Orbit Constraints Number of Spikes Found 

(fac 1,fac2,fac3) Wavelengths (%of Total) 

GLOBAL 2 4,2,3 408 14.9 

CRATER 3 4,2,3 102 10.6 

ARIN GS 3 4,3,3 204 2.2 

ASGARD 3 4,2,3 102 7.8 

GLOBAL 3 4,3,3 204 3.7 

GLOBAL 8 JPL+ 216 

SKULD 9 4,2,2 228 23 .1 

VALHAL 9 4,2,3 228 10.7 

VALSPC 9 4,2,3 228 8.8 

PALIMP 10 4,2,3 360 11.5 

CATENA 10 4,2,3 228 11.2 

VALHAL 10 4,2,3 228 10.3 

GLOBAL02 10 4,3,3 228 4.6 

GLOBAL 14 4,2,3 228 11.5 

BRAN 20 JPL+ 228 

GLOBAL 20 JPL+ 228 

FEATRE04 21 JPL+ 228 

+despiking was performed at JPL with their algorithm 
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pixels. Further data is discarded by comparing them to the mean. Usually, values twice 

the mean are discarded (fac2 = 2); the mean is recomputed and values discarded again. 

And again twice the mean seems to work well (fac3 = 2). A summary of the despiking of 

the Ganymede observations is in Table 2.2. 

2.3.2. Wavelength Calibration 

Improper wavelength calibration has been a continuing issue in the analyses of all 

NIMS observations and has been corrected on an orbit by orbit, or even observation by 

observation, basis. The wavelength calibration of NIMS has changed with time relative to 

the laboratory calibration [McCord et al., 1999], probably affected by interactions with 

Jupiter 's high radiation environment (J. H. Shirley, personal communication, 1999). The 

calibration changes affect both the grating position: the center wavelength of each band 

within a detector (pshift), and the spacing between adjacent channels (inflation). These 

effects are most extreme at the end wavelengths of each detector and, although the 

changes are incrementally small, the cumulative effect has become significant for late 

nominal mission, Galileo Europa Mission (GEM), and Galileo Millennium Mission 

(GMM) observations. Over the - 6 year duration of these missions the central wave

lengths for all channels has changed by - 2.84 grating steps (Figure 2.6). Since NIMS is 

nyquist sampled spectrally, a single grating step represents - 13 nm for detectors 3 

through 17, which have Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of -26 nm. The 

'inflation' has broadened the channel spacing and wavelength range of each detector -

20% during the same interval (Figure 2.7). From the effect of the pshift alone, the 

expected wavelength shift over the entire mission would exceed 36 nm. However, the 

wavelength shift over the entire mission is only on the order of - 30 nm due to the effect of 

how the pshift and inflation combine to determine the wavelength calibration. 

The correct calibration has been derived through extrapolation between orbits. In 
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Table 2.2: Ganymede spike analysis 

Observation Orbit Constraints Number of Spikes Found 
(facl,fac2,fac3,pct) Wavelengths (%of Total) 

AMON 1 4,2,2 (old*) 228 19.8 

GLOBAL 1 4,2,2 (old*) 228 12.6 

MEMPIS 1 4,2,2 (25%) 228 21.7 

MIRRAY 1 4,2,2 (25%) 228 26.7 

NIPPUR 1 4,2,2 (25%) 228 26.5 

PTAH 1 4,2,2 (25%) 228 22.9 

ANTUM 2 4,2,2 (25%) 204 19.1 

SIPPAR 2 JPL+ 204 

TAMMUZ 2 JPL+ 204 

GLOBAL 6 4,2,2 (old*) 192 16.8 

NHILAT 7 JPL+ 192 

KITTU 7 4,2,2 (25%) 360 16.9 

MEL KAR 8 JPL+ 216 

OSIRIS 8 JPL+ 216 

URUK 8 4,2,2 (25%) 216 21.5 

LID ARK 8 JPL+ 216 

DRKLIT 9 JPL+ 228 

*old: the depiking routine developed for the Callisto observations was used 

+despiking was performed at JPL with their algorithm 
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Figure 2.6. Central wavelength pshift (channel shift) increased relative to laboratory calibration as the 
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some cases, the calibration provided by JPL was used, but in most cases, a different cali

bration was derived and used which was independent of the official Galileo Mission cali

bration. Using separate methods, JPL and UH decided on mutually acceptable calibration 

for observations of Callisto from the eighth orbit. This calibration became the reference 

for other calibrations developed at UH for observations from both later and earlier orbits. 

Orbit 8 was a fortuitous choice because both the Jovian and anti-Jovian portions of Cal

listo's leading hemisphere were imaged. These same areas were imaged again during 

orbits 3, 7, 9, and 10. Assuming the spectral nature of the surface of Callisto did not vary 

between orbits, the calibrations between multiple orbits could be made consistent between 

the eighth orbit and orbits 3, 7, 9, and 10. 

The calibration method used at UH was based on that assumption that the shape of 

the single C02 absorption feature (discussed in Chapter 3) did not vary over time for a 

specific area on Callisto. The official Galileo calibration is based upon two methods. One 

is a PCT calibration using a laser diode which only provided information at a single wave

length. The other was a bootstrapping method of comparing the Io spectrum from NIMS 

to that of ground-based observations and laboratory spectra of cold S02 frost. There are 

eight S02 absorption features from about 2 microns to 4.5 microns that can be used to con

strain the wavelength calibration. With eight absorption bands to use, the Io-based official 

method should be more accurate than either the PCT, or the UH method which only relies 

on the single C02 absorption band. However, because the calibration appears to depend 

on the radial distance of Galileo from Jupiter, and appears to change over time as well, the 

calibration required for the observations of Callisto (and Ganymede) are often different 

from the calibrations best suited for the Io observations, even from the same orbit. One 

noticeable effect of the IPL-derived calibration was that it often made the water-ice 

absorption bands on Callisto and Ganymede 'look' unrealistic. Therefore, the UH method 
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was often used (Table 2.3). The appearance of the water-ice bands were significantly 

Table 2.3: NIMS wavelength calibration change relative to laboratory calibration 

Callisto Ganymede 

Orbit PSHIFT Inflation PSHIFT Inflation 
(Grating Steps) (Percent) (Grating Steps) (Percent) 

-1.3 none 

2 -1.57 none -1.3 none 

3 -1.18 2 

6 -0.4 5 

7 -0.25 or -0.30 6 

8 0.15 7 0.13 7 

9 0.47 8 0.47 8 

10 0.75 9.5 

14 0.75 15 

20 1..27 19.8 

21 1.123 20 

improved using the UH method. Additionally, very small shifts in the calibration, which 

did not effect the position of the C02 band by more than a few nanometers, often further 

improved the appearance of the water-ice absorption bands and were therefore incorpo-

rated into the wavelength calibration. In effect, the appearance of the water-ice absorption 

features were used as a qualitative check on the COrderived calibration. 

2.3.3. Possible sources of inaccuracies in the current calibration 

There is a limitation to the UH method of calibration. Calculating a calibration for 

orbits 3,7, 9, and 10 is straight-forward because observations from these orbits image the 

same terrain as was imaged during orbit 8, which provides the reference calibration. 

However, orbits 2, 14, 20, and 21 only imaged the trailing hemisphere, which was not 

imaged during orbit 8. Therefore, there is no way to positively know the shape of the C02 

absorption band on the trailing hemisphere. For the fourteenth orbit, the shape of the C02 
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absorption band on the trailing hemisphere was 'assumed' to be the same as on the leading 

hemisphere. The newly derived calibration improved the appearance of the spectra from 

that of the JPL-derived calibration, but was further fine-tuned as before to make the water

ice absorption features look as realistic. However, for observations from the 20th and 21st 

orbits, the IPL-derived wavelength calibrations were used. These calibrations will likely 

need to be refined in later analyses. Different wavelength calibrations were often used for 

Ganymede and Callisto observations from the same orbit. However, the differences do 

not necessarily have significant effects on the position of absorption features. For 

instance, for the second orbit, the wavelengths calculated using a pshift of -1.57 (for 

Ganymede) compared to those using a pshift of -1.3 (for Callisto) are only 3 nm longer, a 

shift that is barely 10% of the FWHM. 

Effects of miscalibration also remain in other spectral regions. This miscalibra

tion is often exacerbated for observations later in the mission (such as E14GLOBAL) for 

which the changing wavelength calibration has moved the central wavelength of channels 

at the ends of some detectors outside of the range calibrated on the ground. Overlapping 

wavelengths from adjacent detectors do not always agree with each other, implying the 

wavelength calibration will need to be improved in later efforts. Most notably, in the aver

age spectrum from E14GLOBAL, the long wavelength portion of the detector 13 turns 

upward and the long wavelength portion of detector 15 turns downward. Therefore, data 

from channels the ends of detectors are not used when performing spectral analyses. 

2.3.4. Geometric projection 

If the location on the ground of spectral features are to be determined, then the 

observation needs to be geometrically correct. Spacecraft point perspective, which is a 

special case of the orthographic projection in which the image is projected onto a tangent 

plane that is not at an infinite distance [Snyder and Voxland, 1989], is the standard projec-
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tion for the NIMS images. 

Geometric and spectral rectification are both required before spectral patterns can 

be mapped within the observation. Geometric rectification is complicated because the 

IFOV moves somewhat during the acquisition of a full spectrum. Most observations are 

composed of spatial pixels that overlap - 50% in the direction of spacecraft motion. This 

overlap is the intentional result of instrument operation for which scan platform motion 

only partially compensates for the relative motion between the moon and the spacecraft. 

Therefore, the spatial pixels contain redundant information from which sub-pixel informa

tion is extracted during geometric projection. 

While the field of view is moving 1/2 a pixel, the secondary mirror is scanning 

across the grating to collect the spectrum desired. Since the spectrum is being collected as 

the field of view is changing, each spectral pixel represents a slightly different portion of 

the terrain. If the underlying terrain varies with high spatial frequency, there are notice

able patterns impressed on the spectra. These patterns are removed (although in some 

cases incompletely and with difficulty) in the spectral rectification and resampling pro

cess. Other patterns caused by high frequency spatial variations can not be removed. 

Because the optics are designed so that an infinitely small object will be focused onto a 

0.05 µm point at the slit that is 0.5 µm wide [Carlson et al., 1992], sub-pixel variations in 

brightness will cause perceived random variations in the wavelength calibration that are 

up to 1110 the FWHM, or 2.6 nm. 

Spacecraft vibrations and other motions also produce patterns in the spectra which 

may not be fully corrected [McCord et al., 1994]. In developing the fully formatted image 

cube data sets, attempts are made to place each pixel for each spectral channel at the cor

rect spatial location, but some spatial smearing or mislocation from spectral channel to 

spectral channel is inevitable. The corrected image cubes are oversampled spatially to 
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minimize any effects of the averaging. Then the NIMS data are projected to a geometri

cally correct image, in our case to the perspective as seen from the spacecraft, with the 

data oversampled by a factor of - 2 in order to obtain subpixel spatial resolution. 

2.3.5. Mosaics 

For both Ganymede and Callisto, several NIMS observations of adjacent and over-

lapping portions of each moon are combined to create image mosaics of the greatest 

amount of spatial coverage at the highest spatial resolution possible. Although conceptu

ally simple, the process has been fraught with complexities arising from non-standard pro

jections and platform-dependent programs. 

The NIMS mosaics of Callisto have been c~eated at the JPL image-processing lab

oratory. The procedure began with the creation of ISIS cubes for every observation con

taining the information included in the mosaic. Using ISIS, all but 3 spectral bands are 

removed from an individual ISIS cube which would then be replaced with the band depth 

maps and albedo map which were to be mosaicked together. After conversion to vms plat

form data type, the file would be sent to JPL for mosaicking using the VICAR program

ming language on a vms platform. 

2.4. The SSI instrument and observations 

The SSI subsystem is a 800 x 800 detector CCD camera attached to a Cassegrain 

telescope with panchromatic and multispectral capabilities provided by various filters on a 

wheel [Belton et al., 1992]. I only use the panchromatic images obtained with the pan

chromatic (clear) filter that has an effective center wavelength at 611 nm and a FWHM of 

440 nm. The detector array has a FOV of 8.1 mrad and the individual pixels therefore 

have an IFOV of 0.0101 mrad. This is - 50 x better than NIMS resolution, so a SSI pixel 

in an observation from 10,000 km would have a IFOV of - 100 meters. 

Several sets of 800 x 800 images were obtained during a flyby. These have been 
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combined in later processing to provide a mosaic image sufficiently large to provide a 

high-resolution background to NIMS observations. Additionally, observations of adjacent 

and overlapping areas from separate flybys have been mosaicked together if needed, and 

Voyager images used, if better. The complexities which exist for NIMS observations do 

not apply to SSI and Voyager observations. A standard USGS product that has combined 

the best of the SSI and Voyager observations into one very large sinusoidally-projected 

ISIS cube at lkm/pixel resolution has been used as a base map. When this mosaic did not 

provide sufficient spatial resolution, mosaics of higher resolution SSI observations (if they 

exist for the region of interest) were used. This customized mosaicking has been done by 

collaborators at Brown University (R. Pappalardo) for Ganymede observations and at Ari

zona State University (J. Klemasewzski) for Callisto observations. 

2.5. Co-Registering the NIMS and the SSINoyager Data 

The low resolution of NIMS data does not resolve most morphologic details on the 

surfaces of Ganymede and Callisto. Fortunately, SSI and Voyager high-resolution imag

ing exists for many regions observed by NIMS. The most useful combination of SSI and 

NIMS imaging result when SSI observations provide significant morphological detail 

over the 10 - 100 kilometer-wide areas observed by NIMS. The SSI images used are gen

erally - 10 x better resolution than NIMS images. For instance, for Callisto in which the 

SSI and NIMS observations were well-coordinated, a series of SSI panchromatic images 

of the Asgard basin at -1 km/pixel were obtained during the 3rd orbit, and a series of SSI 

images at -500 m/pixel were obtained of the Valhalla basin and surrounding scarps during 

the 9th orbit's flyby. Both of these sets of observations are on the order of 10 times better 

spatial resolution than their corresponding NIMS observations, except for the NIMS 

C3ARINGS observation for which the difference in resolution is only about a factor of 

three. The SSI and NIMS observations of Ganymede were not as well co-ordinated until 
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the end of the nominal mission after most of the NIMS observations had occurred. The 

result is that in many cases, there were only Voyager images and very high-resolution SSI 

observations that were too small to provide useful morphological context of terrain 

imaged by NIMS. Fortunately, the Voyager coverage of Ganymede is excellent in com

parison to the other satellites, with much of the surface imaged at 1 - 2 km/line pair resolu

tion. Therefore, in many instances for Ganymede, Voyager images provide the geologic 

context. The SSI and Voyager images of both Callisto and Ganymede were obtained under 

a range of illumination geometries, providing both uncalibrated albedo data with which to 

correlate the data sets, as well as morphologic information. The images have been photo

metrically corrected using a Minneart function. There has been no correction for scattered 

light in the SSI images, which may introduce as much as a -10% uncertainty in the 

albedo, primarily brightening the low albedo features [Akkennans et al., 1988; Mish

chenko, 1992; Thompson and Lockwood, 1992). 

To align the NIMS and the panchromatic images, the SSI and Voyager observa

tions were first projected to the same NIMS instrument spacecraft point-of-view perspec

tive. The panchromatic images were chosen for reprojection simply because they were in 

a standardized format which was much more easily reprojected. After projection to a 

common perspective, the NIMS and the panchromatic images were often misaligned by 

up to a few NIMS pixels. This misalignment is presumed to result from the observations' 

targeting information being based on different telemetry data and had to be corrected 

before detailed analyses between morphology and spectral characteristics could proceed 

2.5.1. Refining the registration of NIMS and SS! observations. 

It was necessary to identify morphological features common between the NIMS 

and panchromatic observations to act as tie points, so that the images could be registered 

together. Due to initially very poor calibration of the first two detectors of NIMS, it was 
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not possible to reliably match bright features in NIMS observation with bright features in 

SSI observations. Another method was needed. It is known that water-ice makes features 

visibly bright on the surfaces of Ganymede and Callisto and that water-ice absorption 

bands occur at - 1.5-µm, 2.0-µm, and a broad band at 3.0-µm. Also, the 1.5-µm band 

does not deepen as quickly as the 2.0-µm band with increasing pathlength in water-ice, 

and is not always saturated in the NIMS observations of Callisto, and only rarely saturated 

in observations of Ganymede. Thus, the depth of this 1.5-µm water-ice absorption feature 

should correlate with albedo enabling NIMS and SSI observations to be compared in lieu 

of reliable NIMS albedo information. Improved calibration for the first two NIMS detec

tors for the Ganymede observations made using the depth of the 1.5-µm water-ice band as 

a proxy for albedo, unnecessary. Instead, an average of the first few visible NIMS wave

lengths were used. 

Co-registering NIMS and panchromatic images of Callisto has been accomplished 

by aligning bright features with areas possessing deep 1.5-µm absorption band depths. 

The brightest albedo features, which also have deep 1.5-µm band depths, are the impact 

craters. The high-albedo scarps and graben rims associated with ring structures can also 

show deep 1.5-µm band depths. The dark, ice-poor material accumulated between the 

scarps or associated with some impacts have very shallow or non-existent 1.5-µm band 

depths (Figure 2.8a,b). For Ganymede, an average of the first few NIMS visible wave

length channels are used. The bright areas include the sulci, latitudes above - 40°, and 

some impact craters. On Ganymede, unlike Callisto, impact craters (especially their 

ejecta) can be darker than the surrounding terrain. There are many more bright ridges and 

scarps on Ganymede, which if unresolved, brighten the surface as well. The result is that 

there are more bright features to correlate between SSI and NIMS images on Ganymede 

than on Callisto, but the background is brighter as well, reducing the contrast between the 
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Figure 2.8. The NIMS 1.5-µm band depth maps and associated SSI panchromatic images of terrain at the identical perspective for the (a) 
C3ASGARD and (b) CIOVALHAL observations on Callisto. Note how bright albedo areas of sufficient size in the SSI imagery have deep 
1.5-µm band depths in the NIMS images. The 1: 1 correlation of high albedo units in SSI images with deep 1.5-µm band depths in the 
NIMS imagery allow precise registration of the two instruments' data sets. The numbered locations are tie-points used to align the images. 



dark and bright features. 

In aligning panchromatic and NIMS images of both Callisto and Ganymede, the 

NIMS observations were first oversampled to the resolution of the panchromatic images. 

By sampling to the highest spatial resolution, the morphological features of the panchro

matic image were preserved for later analyses. The panchromatic images were then 

warped to fit to the NIMS images. The accuracy of this technique was limited by the spa

tial resolution of the NIMS observations. If a high albedo feature in a panchromatic image 

is too small, it will not be bright in the lower-spatial resolution NIMS observation nor 

induce a deep 1.5-µm band depth. Therefore, very small terrain features, even if bright, 

could not be used for registering the observations. These characteristics of the data sets 

resulted in a registration that is accurate to better than 1 projected NIMS pixel where there 

are multiple features in a small area to which the data sets can be registered, usually 

impact craters and ejecta. When there are few high albedo features or few areas of deeper 

water-ice band depths, then the registration is less precise, but still not worse than 2 or 3 

projected NIMS pixels. Thus, the registration is most accurate for bright, fresh-appearing, 

impact craters. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS - CALLISTO 

3.1. Introduction 

The goal of this chapter is to describe the nature of the C02 and S02 absorptions 

bands and the distributions of these volatiles over the surface of Callisto. There is compel

ling evidence that for C02 on Callisto: 1) the absorption band is uniform in every observa

tion, 2) the C02 is in the dark material, 3) there are COTrich impact craters, 4) impact

related C02 is transient over geologic time, and 5) there is a concentration of C02 on the 

trailing hemisphere relative to the leading that is related to the Jovian magnetosphere. The 

goals for understanding the S02 are more limited, largely due to lower signal-to-noise and 

still-imperfect wavelength calibration. There is compelling evidence that: 1) the shape of 

the S02 absorption is broader than originally reported by McCord et al., [1998], though 

still characteristic of S02 bound to a host material, 2) the S02 is also in the dark material, 

3) there are some, but vastly fewer, SOz-rich impact craters, 4) large palimpsests are 

depleted in S02 relative to surrounding terrain and, 5) the Jovian magnetosphere, which 

appears to enrich C02 on the trailing hemisphere, erodes S02 from the trailing hemi

sphere. 

3.2. The 1.5-µm water-ice, C02, and S02 absorption bands 

The 1.5, 2.0, and 3-µm water absorption bands are the strongest absorption fea-

tures on Callisto. The C02 absorption at - 4.26 µm is the next most obvious absorption 

with depths exceeding 40% of the continuum. The S02 band depth is significantly 

weaker, often not detectable and not greater than 15% of the continuum. The strength of 

an absorption feature is measured by its depth as a fraction of the continuum, which is 

expressed as a percentage using: 

Band depth= [(c - min)/c] x 100, 
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where 'c' is the I/F of the continuum at the same wavelength that the minimum of the 

absorption occurs at, and 'min' is the minimum I/F of the absorption. This is the defini

tion of the term 'band depth' as used from now on in this dissertation. The shapes of the 

absorption bands are estimated with mathematical shape models, so the minimum I/F is 

actually the calculated I/F for the wavelength at the minimum of the shape model. These 

models have been developed to approximate the shapes of these absorption bands in order 

to accurately measure band depth, assuming that the shapes of the absorption bands do not 

vary over the surface of Callisto. As will be demonstrated, the shape of the C02 appears 

to not vary. The nature of the S02 band is less certain but its shape is not wildly variable. 

The change in the shape of the 1.5-µm water-ice band on Callisto is minimal. Addition

ally, neither the C02 nor S02 bands appear to broaden significantly when they deepen. 

Th~refore, mathematical functions that are a single gaussian curve, or a combination of 

two curves, are used to approximate the shapes of the 1.5-µm water-ice, C02, and S02 

absorption bands. These shape models of the C02 and S02 absorptions are modified from 

initial models developed by McCord et al., [1997, 1998] from averages of data within 

individual observations during the first three orbits of Galileo. 

3.2.1. Water-ice 1.5-µm absorption band 

The shape model of the 1.5-µm absorption is not modified from the multiple-gaus-

sian model used by McCord et al. [1998]. Also, in an individual observation on Callisto, 

the shape of the 1.5-µm water-ice absorption band varies only slightly from area to area, 

observation to observation (Figure 3.la). This variation is expected since the absorption 

band shape changes with ice grain size and abundance of dark, non-ice material [Clark, 

1981; Clark and Lucey, 1984]. Thus, the ability of a single mathematical shape function 

to successfully approximate the water-ice absorption band over a large range of possible 

shapes is limited. However, the 1.5-µm band shape model appears to be sufficiently flexi-
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Figure 3.1. Average spectra from 15 NIMS observations. The 1.5-µm water-ice absorption band is 
plotted with the modeled fit in (a). The S02 (-4 µm) and C02 (-4.26 µm) absorptions and band 
shape models are plotted in (b). The data are plotted as solid lines and the band fits by dots connected 
by dashed lines. The 1.5-µm and C02 absorptions occur in all observations' averaged spectra. S02 
absorptions are strongest on the anti-Jovian portion of the leading hemisphere. The spectra are offset 
for clarity and are labeled to their right. 
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ble to accommodate the variations that occur on Callisto. Additionally, high signal levels 

in the 1 to 2-µm spectral region increases signal-to-noise, thereby allowing the shape 

function to match the depth of the 1.5-µm water-ice band with little error intrinsic to the 

data. The very strong correlation between high-albedo terrain features seen in SSI images 

and deep water-ice band depths in NIMS observations permit the co-registering of SSI 

camera images to NIMS observations (Chapter 2). However, because the depth of the 1.5-

µm water-ice absorption band is dependent on grain size as well as abundance, it cannot 

be used as a proxy for the absolute abundance of water ice. 

3.2.2. C02 absorption band 

The C02 absorption band at - 4.26 µm is found in every observation of Callisto. 

Its presence in observations that have widely different spatial resolutions, over nearly the 

entire surface of Callisto, sampled at different spectral resolutions and wavelengths has 

allowed me to better characterize the spectral nature of the C02 absorption band. The pro

gressive change in the wavelength calibration of NIMS during the Galileo mission has 

resulted in a slight spread of wavelength centers for individual channels which, in the end, 

has assisted as well. This change in the center wavelengths of the channels helps to con

strain the shape of the C02 absorption band at greater spectral detail than would be possi

ble if the calibration were constant. I developed mathematical model of the absorption to 

approximate the shape of the average spectra from three observations from the eighth orbit 

for which the wavelength calibration is best known (J. H. Shirley, personal communica

tion, 1999). This model is a slightly modified shape from the model of the 4.25-µm C02 

absorption used by McCord et al., [1998], also based on a Gaussian curve. The shape of an 

asymmetric gaussian is defined by the following equation: 

curve= exp(-((wl - cwl)/wid)2), 
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where 'wl' is the wavelength selector, 'cwl' is the center wavelength, 'wid' is a weighting 

factor which broadens either the left or right wing of the curve. More details about the 

development of the shape model can be found in Appendix B, section asygauss.m. The 

straight line continuum-removed C02 absorption in the averaged spectrum of these three 

observations is now best approximated by a single 'asymmetric' gaussian model with a 

center at 4.258 ±0.004 µm (Figure 3.2). The model is also - 10% broader on the left side 

of the absorption band than the right. This shape appears to match the spectra of all the 

C02 absorption bands on Callisto as is demonstrated by the model's success in approxi

mating the shape of the normalized C02 absorption in 16 additional observations from the 

second through the twentieth orbits. This uniform nature is further demonstrated by plot

ting the modelled-fit along with the actual absorption in these, and other, unnormalized 

spectra (Figure 3.lb). 

The 19 observational averages in Figure 3.2 have been normalized between 0 and 

1 at one or more channels near 4.15 and 4.31 µm. The scatter to the left of the normalized 

spectra is likely due to variations induced in the slope of the average spectra by varying 

contributions of ice abundance and grain sizes. Since fine-grained water-ice has a signifi

cant slope at these wavelengths and large-grained water ice is black, a grain size difference 

will induce changes in the slope which are totally unrelated to the C02 absorption band. 

A possible weak absorption centered at 4.37 µm, present in many of the observations' 

averaged spectra (Figures 3.lb and 3.2), is likely responsible for much of the scatter in the 

right wing of the normalized C02 bands. Although the 4.37-µm band position is consis

tent with that expected from C130 2 [Falk and Seto, 1986; Falk, 1986; McCord et al., 

1998], this absorption is not present in many individual spectra that contain strong 4.26-

µm C02 absorptions, as would be expected if it were related to the presence of C1302. 

Calibration artifacts could be responsible for some or all of this absorption feature and 
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Figure 3.2. The C02 absorption band shape model (solid line) is an asymmetric gaussian which best 
matches, in a least squares minimization, the straight-line, continuum-removed C02 absorption from 
the G8GLOBAL01, G8GLOBAL02, and G8BURI observations. Error bars represent the effect a 
!sigma variation in the wavelength calibration has on the center wavelengths for the G8 observations. 
The center of the gaussian curve is - 4.258 µm. The normalized, straight-line, continuum-removed C02 
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form nature of the C02 absorption over all of Callisto's surface imaged by NIMS. Note the small 
absorption near 4.37 µm, which may be responsible for the considerable scatter in the normalized data 
from the curve near 4.31 µm . 
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need to be investigated further. 

3.2.3. S02 absorption band 

The S02 absorption was originally modeled by McCord et al., [1998] as a narrow 

asymmetric absorption centered at 4.05 µm, based on observations from the first three 

orbits. We have used the additional observations, and improved calibration, to define the 

shape of this band to be broader and centered between 4.01 and 4.02 µm (Figure 3.3). The 

band shape model (solid line) is weighted heavily towards fitting the data from the third 

orbit ('*') because those band depths are significantly greater than the band depths from 

later observations on the Jovian-facing portion of the leading hemisphere (Figure 3.1). 

There appears to be a systematic difference between the absorption band shape on the anti

Jovian and Jovian-facing hemispheres. A shape more narrow on the left wing will better 

approximate the data from the third orbit, and a shape that is more narrow on both the left 

and right wings will better fit the shape of the data from the 8th, 9th, and 10th orbits. 

However, these differences do not necessarily suggest that the S02 band shape changes 

over the surface of Callisto. Instead, some of the variation is due to errors in the latest cal-

ibration. The S02 absorption band shape from the C3GLOBAL observation of the anti

Jovian portion of the leading hemisphere ('*') is broader than the band shape from the 

G8GLOBAL observation ('o') which is of the same area on Callisto. The implication is 

that the wavelength calibration for detector 13 (containing most of the S02 absorption 

band) is inconsistent between the 3rd and the 8th orbits. Therefore, although these spectra 

are derived from calibrations that produce consistent results in the shape of the C02 and 

water-ice bands, the calibration needs to be refined further. Detector 13 is much more sen

sitive to small wavelength calibration variations than either detector 14 (C02) or detectors 

3 through 6 (the water-ice bands) because the sensitivity of detector 13 varies more with 

wavelength than do the others. Therefore, a detailed analysis of the S02 band within over-
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lapping observations from different orbits (such as C3GLOBAL and G8GLOBAL) has the 

potential of further improving the calibration of NIMS. Data from the trailing hemisphere 

was not used because those average S02 absorption band depths are almost negligible. 

The depth of the S02 absorption band, if not the exact wavelength at which it 

occurs, appears to be well-approximated by the band shape model, largely because accu

rate determination of the wavelength for the band minimum is not essential for such a 

broad absorption. The most significant discrepancies reside in the width and symmetry of 

the S02 band. The inconsistent shape between the model and the data will reduce the 

goodness of fit of the model to the data when calculating individual band depths from the 

data but will not affect the estimated depth of the absorption band. From Figure 3 .1, it 

appears that the shape of the S02 band in averages of a large number of pixels is well 

approximated, even for the later orbits where the discrepancy between the model and the 

absorption feature is greatest. Therefore, the current S02 band shape model can be used to 

successfully determine generalities about the distribution of the S02 band depths over the 

surf ace of Callisto. The calibration and band shape model will need to be improved in 

order to determine if the band shape is uniform over the surface of Callisto and to discern 

details in the distribution of S02. 

3.2.4. Absorption band depth and error estimates 

Knowing the accuracy of the calculated absorption band depths is essential for 

understanding the limits for interpreting the data. I use a least squares method to estimate 

the error between the modeled approximation and the actual band depth. The error is 

expressed as a unitless ratio in fraction of continuum: 8 (fractional error)= (cr/c), where c 

(I/F) is the continuum and cr (absolute error in I/F) is derived by the following equation 

cr(I/F) = jI.(mi - xi)
2 
In 

Here, m is a point on the gaussian model, xi is a real data point, and n is the total 
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number of real data points. Dividing the error by the band depth (in units of fraction of 

continuum) converts the error to a unitless fraction of band depth which we term the band 

depth signal-to-noise ratio (SNRbd). Therefore, 

SNRbct=Dl(bdlc) 

=albd, 

where bd is the band depth and the other variables are the same a before. Lower SNRbd 

signify poorer fits of the model to the absorption band and, consequently less reliable band 

depth estimates. For instance, a SNRbd of 20, 10, and 5 would have band depth estimate 

precisions of± 5, 10, and 20%, respectively. Figure 3.4 shows examples of this technique 

applied to individual spectra within the E14GLOBAL observation. Selective averaging of 

pixels can increase the SNRbd· In this work, pixels for which the SNRbd are low are spa-

tially averaged over 3 x 3 pixels and, if necessary, over 5 x 5 pixels in order to reduce the 

error in the fit. This improves the quality of the band depth approximation, although 

decreasing spatial resolution of the measurement. A minimum SNRbd value of 7.5 for the 

C02 band and 5 for the S02 and water-ice bands have been found to produce the greatest 

increase in band depth map accuracy without sacrificing appreciable spatial resolution. 

Significantly nonzero band depth approximations whose SNRbd remain< 5 for S02 (7.5 

for C02 bands) are discarded in order to ensure the precision of the maps are within ± 

12.5% for C02 band depth estimates, and within ±20% for S02 band depth estimates. 

However, near-zero band depth estimates almost always have low SNRbd simply because 

of shallow band depths. Band depths should not be discarded simply because they happen 

to be shallow estimates, therefore, another check is performed on band depth estimates 

that are less than the average band depth for the observation. If the absolute error is < 115 

precision (%) = ~ x 100 
c 
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the continuum, i.e. the precision is < ± 20%, the band depth estimates are discarded as not 

sufficiently precise. Since the shape model of the C02 absorption band accurately fits the 

C02 absorption of all depths so far encountered [Hibbitts et al., 2000], the least-square · 

error will be randomly distributed and does not skew towards large or small values. This 

technique is also more accurate than selecting the band center and continuum points on 

both sides in cases where only a few wavelengths are available (e.g. short map mode in 

which only 6 of the 24 available wavelengths per detector are selected) and is also tolerant 

of noise and spikes in the data. 

3.2.4.1. Sources of poor band depth estimates 
Band depth estimates with low SNRbd may be caused by (1) shallow band depths, 

which will always have low signal-to-noise ratios, even if the fit is excellent, (2) a change 

in the shape of the absorption band, (3) non-random patterns in the spectra, and (4) other 

spectral variations such as anomalous spikes in the data. For the 1.5-µm band depth esti-

mates, patterning has a great effect on SNRbd· Shallow band shapes and band shape 

changes are not significant, nor are other spectral variations such as anomalous data spikes 

which are a small effect on the signal in this spectral region. Patterning also effects the 

C02 and S02 bands greatly. However, for C02 and S02, the signal levels are much lower 

in this part of the continuum, and data spikes or shallow band depths can significantly 

effect the SNRbd' especially for S02. 

Patterning in the spectra can be due to mixing of on-planet and off-planet pixels or 

to periodic obstruction by passing spacecraft parts on the spun section through the field of 

view in observations in the direction of the spacecraft axis toward the Sun (low cone 

angles). Patterning caused by the mixing of on-planet and off-planet pixels on the limb 

during projection of the observation is severe enough to render those pixels unsuitable for 

determining reliable band depths. Fortunately, this type of patterning occurs only in a 

region a few pixels wide in observations that image the limb of Callisto. More signifi-
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cantly, patterning due to the periodic obstruction of the field of view by occulting space

craft parts can severely degrade the quality of data in high-phase angle observations. 

These effects are largely removed by the preprocessing of the data before it is received by 

us. If the 'debooming' is inadequate however, artifacts remain in the spectra, especially 

for highly obstructed observations, and can degrade the band-fitting algorithm rendering 

band depth estimates unreliable. Low signal levels in the 3-to 5-µm region exacerbate the 

effects of instrument noise, effects such as radiation "spikes", and imperfections in the 

"depatteming" of near-limb pixels and periodically obstructed observations. However, the 

unvarying shape of the C02 absorption band compared to that of the water-ice absorptions 

tends to counter these effects, and the SNRbd for C02 and the 1.5-µm water-ice absorption 

bands in individual spectra are often roughly equivalent (Figure 3.4). But patterning can 

severely reduce the utility of an observation for deriving band depth information from the 

S02 absorption. 

3.2.5. Absolute abundances of water-ice, C02, and S02. 

Quantitative estimates of absolute abundances for C02 are S02 can not be reliably 

estimated because the optical properties of their host material(s) are not known. However, 

concentrations can be estimated for specific examples of host materials. For instance, 

based on pre-Galileo and Galileo results discussed in Chapter 1, some reasonable candi

dates for hosting the C02 and S02 are water-ice, clays, oxyhydroxides, and carbon-black. 

A range of concentrations can be derived for the C02 (and S02) in these types of host 

materials on the surfaces of Callisto and Ganymede by using previous estimates of the 

total number of C02 molecules needed to completely absorb light at 4.26 µm. 

Beer's Law states that light is attenuated in a surface according to: 

-kx I = I 0 e , 
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where 10 is the initial radiance of the light, k is the absorption coefficient, and x is the dis

tance travelled through the material. Therefore, knowing the fraction of the radiance of 

light reflected from the surface 'I/I0 ' (which is the same as the I/F measured by NIMS, 

multiplied by pi), and the absorption coefficient of the material reflecting the light, it is 

possible to calculate the total distance that the light travelled, 'x', through that material. 

-ln[(I/F) x n] x = -~---'--~ 
k 

This path length for three different materials are presented in Table 3.1. The concentration 

of C02 or S02 in terms of weight percent can then be estimated. The derivation of the 

mass of C02 or S02 molecules becomes a straight-forward calculation by assuming there 

are 150 molecules, an estimate based on work by McCord et al., [1998]. They also esti

mated these 150 molecules would represent a thickness of - 0.06 µm. The fraction of the 

path length in the host material that is occupied by the C02 (or S02) molecule is also pre

sented in Table 3.1. These small numbers, which are all less than 1 % of the total path 

length, suggests that the percent of C02 or S02 in the host material is very small. The 

mass of the 150 volatile molecules is simply derived with, 

( # of molecules) x (molecular weight) 
mass= 

NA 

where NA is Avogadro's Number. The molecular weight of C02 is 44 g/mole and the mass 

of C02 molecules is therefore l. lE-20 g. The molecular weight S02 is only little different 

at 64 g/mole, so a similar total mass is a reasonable estimate for S02 as well. 

The weight% of volatiles can be determined if the mass of the host material can be 

derived. This can be derived directly from the volume and density of the host material for 

these 150 molecules. The mean density of the host materials are known (Table 3.1), and 

the volume (which contains the 150 molecule of C02 or S02) can be determined by mak-
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ing the assumption that there is no scattering in the host material. This is a reasonable 

assumption considering these low VF values at 4 µm, even for fine-grained ice. The vol-

ume is therefore the cross-section of the C02 molecules along the optical path, - 3 .6E-7 

µm2, multiplied by the path length in the host material. The mass immediately follows. 

Table 3.1: Concentrations of C02 & S02 in 3 possible host materials 

VF 
Absorption Path length Concentration of 

Material @4µm 
coefficient in host material (C02 or S02) 

(µm-1) 'x' (µm) (%path) (weight%) 

Ice 0.08* 0.07 20 0.3 0.16 

(p=0.95g/cm3) 0.011 * 48 0.125 0.07 

'Callisto' dust 0.07 0.015# 101 0.06 0.01 

(p - 3 g/cm3)$ 

(n - 50%)$ 

Very dark material 0.02 0.3 9 0.67 0.11 
(e.g. carbon black) 

(p - 3 g/cm3) 

*Ice grain sizes of 10 and 500 µm albedo model, respectively (refer to Figure 4.1) 

#Based on estimates from Mars dust analogue [Clancy et al., 1995] 

$Lunar surface properties. p: density. n: porosity [Carrier et al., 1991] 

The weight percent of C02 and S02 do not exceed 0.1 % of the host material, except for 

fine-grained ice, and for the 'Callisto' analogue is on the order of 0.01 %. These volatile 

molecules are indeed trace constituents in the optical surface at an abundance of parts per 

thousands. Assuming an average porosity of 50%, light at 4 µm will penetrate - 200 µm 

into the surface if it has Mars-like optical properties with lunar-like physical properties, 

and only 18 µm into dark material like carbon black. 

The above calculations assume that the bright, icy and darker, non-icy materials 

will not be intimately mixed. This is a valid assumption for non-polar regions on both 
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Callisto and Ganymede. Thermal segregation of bright water ice from the darker non-ice 

material occurs at all latitudes on Callisto and at non-polar latitudes on Ganymede [Spen

cer, 1987; Moore et al., 2000]. Therefore, the ice and darker, non-ice materials are not inti

mately mixed on the surfaces of Callisto and Ganymede, although different non-ice 

materials may be. Finally, the band depths of the C02 and S02 will deepen with a greater 

number of molecules in the optical path. Since the optical path through a particular host 

material will be independent of the minor amounts of trapped C02 or S02, the band 

depths are a measure of the relative abundance. 

3.2.6. Photometric dependencies within the NIMS data. 

Any photometric dependency in the band depth of the C02 or S02 absorption 

should be removed before comparing distributions of band depths between observations. 

It is known that the amount of light reflected from a low-albedo planetary surface gener

ally decreases with increasing phase angle [Hapke, 1981, McEwen, 1991]. By comparing 

absorption band depths between similar spatial resolution observations at differing phase 

angles, a model of the effect of phase angle on particular absorption bands can be 

obtained. Among all the NIMS observations of Callisto, only the - 50 km/pixel resolution 

C3GLOBAL, G8GLOBAL01, and the ClOGLOBALOl observations of the anti-Jovian 

portion of the leading hemisphere cover identical terrain at similar spatial resolution and at 

relatively different phase angles (- 53° to - 96°). Therefore, we use these observations to 

determine if there is a dependence of the water-ice and C02 band depths on phase angle. 

The effect is not measured for the S02 band depths, because they are more uncertain, and 

improper calibration may also induce systematic effects between the observations which 

would be confused with photometric effects. 

C02 and water-ice band depths from fifteen identical or nearly identical areas on 

the surface are compared between the C3GLOBAL, G8GLOBAL01, and the 
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Figure 3.5. (a) From left to right, 1.5-µm band depth maps of C3GLOBAL, G8GLOBAL01 , and ClOGLOBALOl used to investigate band depth 
dependencies on photometry. There are 13 boxes which outline of the locations of the regions of interest (ROI) from which averaged water-ice 1.5-µm 
and averaged C02 band depths were obtained. Numbered from 1 to 13, the lowest numbers are closest to the limb. ROI 1and2 in G8GLOBAL01 are 
over-sized relative the same ROis in C3GLOBAL and ClOGLOBALOl to compensate for less foreshortening. 
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Figure 3.6. Scatter plot of the (a) water-ice 1.5-µm and (b) C02 absorption band depths from 12 of the 13 
ROis in Figure 3.5 for the C3GLOBAL ('"') a=53°, G8GLOBAL01 ('x') a=70°, and ClOGLOBALOl 
('o') a=96°, observations. The C3GLOBAL data are normalized to their mean. The band depths from 
G8GLOBAL01 and ClOGLOBALOl are scaled by the same normalization factor. The average band 
depth for each orbit ±1 standard deviation is plotted to the right. These standard deviations have not 
been normalized. 
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ClOGLOBALOl observations (Figure 3.5). Each outline subscribes a -150 km x 150 km 

area on the surface for which average C02 and water-ice band depths and standard devia

tions are calculated. The depth of the 1.5-µm water-ice band shows a dependence on 

phase angle which is significant to greater than one standard deviation. The average 1.5-

µm band depth trends from 0.1445 to 0.0893 (a 38% decrease) over a range of phase 

angles from 53° to 90°, which is an average 1 % decrease in the depth per degree of 

increasing phase (Figure 3.6a). This is significantly greater than the decrease in the depth 

of the C02 absorption over this same range of phase angles. The average 4.26-µm C02 

band decreases from 0.1631 to 0.1433 (a 12% decrease), which is an average 0.3% 

decrease in band depth per degree of increasing phase (Figure 3.6b). The variation in 

depth of the C02 band over this range of phase change can be explained by random varia

tion within one standard deviation (Figure 3.6b). Therefore, due to the inconclusive nature 

of any photometric dependence within the NIMS C02 band depth maps, photometric cor-

rections are not made. 

3.3. Surface Distributions of C02 and S02 

The C02 and S02 absorption band distributions have been mapped on the leading 

hemisphere using four observations from the 3rd orbit and seven observations from the 

9th and 10th orbits, and mapped on the trailing hemisphere using five observations from 

the 2nd, 14th, 20th, and 21st orbits. The resolutions of these observations range from 

-100 km/pixel to just over 1 km/pixel. The result of McCord et al., [ 1998] is confirmed 

that C02 appears to exist everywhere observed. The distribution of C02 is precise to 

±13% of the observed band depth, so the mottled patterns of the band depths that are at 

20%, are precise to - ±2.5 variation. Deeper C02 band depths are observed to be corre

lated with ice-rich impact craters and the trailing hemisphere. There is no dependence of 

C02 band depth on latitude (Figure 3.7). A global mosaic of the 1.5-µm and C02 band 
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Figure 3.7. C02 band depths on Callisto's leading hemisphere. The band depths range from - 8 to 25%. C02 band depths from global observations 
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depth maps of many observations displays the mottled nature of the C02 as well as the 

correlation of deeper band depths with impact craters and the trailing hemisphere (Figure 

3.8). Because Figure 3.8 is a mosaic of several observations over a range of photometric 

conditions, this figure also confirms the lack of a strong photometric dependence in the 

depth of the C02 band. However, it shows that band depths derived from low spectral-res

olution observations, such as the 102-wavelength C3ASGARD observation, may be shal

low relative to observations with better spectral resolution. The C3ASGARD observation 

is the only 102-channel observation for which band depths have been derived. This 

implies that the model used may have some dependence on spectral resolution. Band 

depths appear consistent between observations of 204- and 408-mode. 

The surface distribution of S02 is not so well defined. The band depths are gener

ally shallow, with a mottled nature precise to ±20% (equivalent to a variation in band 

depth of about ±1 to 2%). Deeper band depths are occasionally correlated with large, icy 

impact craters, largely independent of the C02 concentrations. There are also newly iden

tified regional (100-km-scaled) areas on the leading hemisphere devoid of S02 and a gen

erally lower concentration of S02 on the trailing hemisphere relative to the leading. Some 

correlations were initially discussed by McCord et al., [1998], that are now better defined 

in this dissertation. 

3.3.1. Trailing Hemisphere 

The trailing hemisphere of Callisto was observed five times with NIMS IFOVs of 

200 km/pixel (G2GLOBAL), 115 km/pixel (E14GLOBAL), 90 km/pixel (C20GLOBAL), 

35 km/pixel (C20BRAN) and 14 km/pixel (C21FEATRE04). The G2GLOBAL, 

E14GLOBAL, C20GLOBAL, C20BRAN, and C21FEATURE04 observations show deep 

(up to 34% of the continuum) C02 absorption bands about the center of the trailing hemi

sphere, decreasing with the cosine of the angle when progressing away from the center in 
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Figure 3 .8. These Mercator-perspective 1.5-µ m water-ice and C02 band depth maps are centered at 180° W longitude between ±57° latitude. Band 
depth maps from the following observations were used to produce the mosaics: G2GLOBAL, C3GLOBAL, C3AR1NGS, C3ASGARD, C3CRATER, 
C9YALHAL, C9SKULD, C9YALSPC, ClOYALHAL, ClOPALIMP, ClOCATENA, ClOGLOBAL02, El4GLOBAL, C20BRAN, and C20GLOBAL. 
Each band depth map was produced from photometrically uncorrected data. Though some photometric anomalies exist (for example: the deep water
ice absorption bands in the left portions ofC9YALHAL and C 1 OGLOBAL02. The deep C02 bands on the left side of the C3GLOBAL observation may 
be photometric, although the lack of a significant effect in Figure 3.5 suggests otherwise. Note: there is considerable smearing of pixels at edges of glo
bal observations. and spatial resolution can induce a large effect in the absolute depths. 



either longitude or latitude (Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10). The C02 band depths decrease to 

a non-zero background level at -330°W longitude. Additionally, the correlation of deep 

C07 bands with ice-rich impact craters is observed. Igaluk at 316°W, 5°N has large C02 

band depths associated with it (Figure 3.10) and does Bran impact crater, more obvious in 

the scatter plot of Figure 3.9. 

S02 is less concentrated on the trailing hemisphere in comparison to the leading 

with band depths not exceeding 5% there (Figure 3.11) compared to 15% for the leading 

hemisphere. The leading/trailing hemisphere asymmetry is consistent with results from 

the UVS, IUE, and HST instrument teams, which reported an absorption band centered at 

0.28 µm on the leading hemisphere. There is no suggestion of a sinusoidal nature to its 

distribution, nor are there any observed correlations of deep S02 bands with ice-rich 

impact craters, as is found on the leading hemisphere. 

3.4. Impact craters that have deep C02 band depths relative to surrounding terrain 

Many high-albedo, ice-rich impact craters , such as Burr and Tornarsuk in the 

northern hemisphere, have deep C02 band depths within or near them. Four of the 10 

observations that have better than 10 km/pixel resolution (highlighted in Figure 2.1) also 

contain one or more examples of impact-related C02. Using false topography derived 

from the 1.5-µm water-ice band depth maps of the 10-krn/pixel C3ASGARD correlation 

between deep 1.5-µm bands and deep C02 bands can be seen (Figure 3.12). Figure 3.13 

compares the impact-related C02 in the C3ASGARD observation to the C02 band depths 

in the 3-krn/pixel C3ARINGS observation. As demonstrated in the map of C3ARINGS, 

deep C02 band depths do not correspond only to the icy portions of the impact crater. 

3.4.1. Relationship between water-ice and C02 band depths 

C02 is concentrated in approximately the same areas as high and moderate water-

ice band depths on the crater rim and in the dark material inside for the crater in the south-
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Figure 3.9. C02 band depth versus longitude for the G2GLOBAL, El4GLOBAL, C20GLOBAL, 
C20BRAN, and ClFEATRE04 observations of the trailing hemisphere. The center of the trailing hemi
sphere is delineated with a vertical dashed line, and the profile of a sinusoidal distribution with a maximum 
at 0.28 and minimum at 0.09 is plotted as a solid line. Note the general correlation of C02 abundance with 
the sinusoidal profile, the relatively deep band depths associated in both C20BRAN and C20GLOBAL 
with Bran Crater, and the convergence to a background non-zero abundance. 
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Figure 3.10. An orthographic projection, centered at 330°W longitude, of a mosaic created from the C02 
band depth maps of the G2GLOBAL, E 14GLOBAL, C20BRAN, and C20GLOBAL observations. It qual
itatively shows the approximate ly sinusoidal distribution of C02 around the center of the trailing hemi
sphere (270° longitude) . The white "x" delineates lgaluk Crater, showing that C02 enrichments associated 
with ice-rich impact craters on the leading hemisphere also occur on the trailing hemispheres. 
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Figure 3.11. S02 absorption band depth map for the E 14GLOBAL observation on the trailing hemisphere. Note 

the scale is from 0 to 5% of the continuum, compared to 0 to 15% for the C9YALHAL observation on the leading 

hemisphere. With the deepest S02 bands on the trailing hemisphere not exceeding 5% of the continuum, there is evi

dence of depletion on the trailing hemisphere relative to the leading. This may indicate processes related to Jovi an 

magnetospheric interactions. 
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east portion of the C3ARINGS observation and in and around Tomarsuk crater in both ice

rich and ice-poor pixels within the C3ASGARD observation. However, it is the dark 

material in the center of the crater in the C3ARINGS observation that appears to contain 

the highest concentrations of C02 for that area (31 % of the continuum) and darker areas of 

Tornarsuk Crater exhibit C02 absorptions that reach 45 % of the continuum, among the 

deepest seen on Callisto. Other bright craters and Asgard Basin itself appear to have deep 

C02 bands compared to the less ice-rich dark plains material unassociated with craters. 

High spatial resolution NIMS observations which contain no bright, ice-rich impact cra

ters, such as the C3CRATER, C9VALSPC, ClOPALIMP, and ClOCATENA observations, 

show only mottled distributions of C02. 

3.4.2. Relationships between suiface morphology and C02 band depths 

Detailed analyses of the relationships between surface morphology and C02 band 

depths can only be accomplished with co-registered NIMS and panchromatic observa

tions. Registered NIMS and panchromatic observations prove that the deepest C02 bands 

appear to be associated with ice-rich, less-degraded impact craters. At higher spatial reso

lution, panchromatic images of resolved impact craters show that impact-related C02 is 

generally associated with parts of a crater's interior (either icy or ice-poor), its icy rim, the 

less-icy material adjacent to the impact, and in the relatively icy impact ejecta. Within the 

C3ASGARD, C3ARINGS, ClOVALHAL, and the C21FEATRE04 observations, deep 

C02 bands are associated with the brightest and least-degraded impact crater within each 

observation. There are also several much smaller and partially-degraded craters within 

three of the observations which appear to have deep C02 bands compared to the surround

ing terrain, but do not exhibit band depths as deep as the brighter, less-degraded craters. 

For small COrbearing impact craters approaching the limits of NIMS resolution within a 

particular observation, it is not possible to discern the distribution of C02 with respect the 
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Figure 3. 12. False topography maps of the C3ASGARD observation. Left: 1.5-µm band depth information is used to provide the fa lse topography 
(hills represent deep band depths , valleys represent shallow band depths) . The color is also 1.5 -µm band depth information; red are deep bands and 
blue are shallow bands. Right: 1.5-µm band depth false topography provides the terrain . C02 band depths provide the co lor information ; red are deep 
C02 band depths. Note Tomarsuk Crater has both the deepest water-ice and C02 bands in this observation. The center of the basin also has deep 
water-ice bands, and deeper than average C02 bands. There are several other small features that a lso have deep water-ice and C02 absorption band 
depths . 
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Figure 3.13. False topography derived from the 1.5-µm water-ice band depth map is colored with C02 band depth information for the C3AR1NGS and 
C3ASGARD observations. Hills denote deep 1.5-µm band depths , valleys denote shallow 1.5-µm band depths. Therefore red hills are areas of deep 
1.5-µm and deep C02 bands. This presentation method allows the C02 and water-ice distributions to be easily related. The highest concentrations of 
C02 are consistently related to areas of very high water-ice concentrations (associated with bright impact craters), but not confined to ice-rich pixels . 
The dark-floored crater in the C3ARINGS observation contains the highest C02 levels for that observation. Note the effect of spatial resolution on 
band depths : the ice-rich pixels with the deepest 1.5-µm absorption bands within C3AR1NGS are almost invisible in C3ASGARD. 



morphology. However, even for these craters for which morphology is unknown, the C02 

concentrations are often located adjacent to the crater and may be associated either with 

the ejecta and/or other material adjacent to the impact. There are very few associations of 

C02 enrichment with other ice-rich features such as the scarps of the Asgard or Valhalla 

ring structures. 

In the C3ARINGS observation, relatively deep C02 band depths are associated 

with several morphological units: icy impact crater walls, dark, ice-poor crater floor, and 

terrain unrelated to the large crater. These correlations can discerned in Figure 3.14 in 

which the SSI panchromatic images have been colored according to the strength of the 

C02 absorption band. The deepest bands of C02 within the C3ARINGS observation are 

correlated with the moderate and low albedo material on the floor of the crater (Feature 

A). Portions of the bright and icy crater wall exhibit C02 band depths almost as deep. Sev

eral craters distributed through the C3ARINGS observation also appear to be COrbear

ing, though not to as high a degree. Finally, there are generally deep C02 bands in the SW 

corner of the observation which do not appear related to any feature there, but are possibly 

related to the larger crater adjacent to and south of where observation ends. 

The ClOVALHAL, C3ASGARD, and C21FEATRE04 NIMS observations resolve 

m less detail similar C02 distributions within larger COrbearing craters. In the 

ClOVALHAL observation, the C02 bands in the large impact crater (-39°W, 21°N) are 

deepest in the moderate albedo material within and outside the crater but are also deep in 

the very bright crater wall and a portion . of the bright crater floor (Figure 3.15). The 

impact-related C02 appears non-uniformly distributed throughout the continuous ejecta 

blanket. Smaller impact craters on the scarp of Valhalla (Features A and B) appear contain 

C02, such as one particularly well-formed crater in the plains material (Feature C). The 

scarps of the impact basin do not have deep C02 bands. 
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Figure 3.15. ClOYALHAL observation. (a) C02 band depth map coloring SSI image. (b) SSI image. 
The deepest C02 band depth are consistently associated with the darker portions of the large impact 
impact crater at the left. However, substantial enrichment is also associated with the brighter area at the 
bottom of the crater. The continuous ejecta blanket is enriched in C02 as well , but not the discontinuous 
ejecta blanket. In addition to the large COrrich impact crater at left side of image, there are 3 smaller 
impact craters (A,B, and C) which are enriched in C02 
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Figure 3.14. C02 band depths from the C3ARINGS NIMS observations color the corresponding registered Voyager 
observation. Blue represents the shallowest band depths and red, the deepest. Smaller COrrich impact craters, and 
other COrrich terrain are outlined. 
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Within the C3ASGARD observation, dark terrain inside Tornarsuk Crater 

(-127°W, 28°N) and outside its northwest wall contain some of the deepest C02 absorp

tion band (Figure 3.16). In Tornarsuk Crater, deep C02 band are also associated with 

some of the brightest material within the crater and on its rim. However, a significant 

amount of the bright material in the crater does not exhibit deep C02 absorption bands. 

This effect is seen as a large variation in the C02 band depth for the highest albedo mate-

rial. C02 bands are also deep in the discontinuous ejecta blanket as well as in the continu

ous ejecta blanket. Several smaller impact craters throughout the observation also exhibit 

deep C02 bands. These other examples of impact-related C02 are largely confined to or 

near the basin, with only one COrbearing crater at the bottom of the observation. Three 

smaller areas of deep C02 bands that are 5° to 10° west and slightly south of Tomarsuk in 

a line (Features A, B, C) are actually one impact crater and two areas of dark material 

adjacent to portions of icy scarps of Asgard. These and the other portions of Asgard's icy 

scarps themselves do not contain deep C02 bands. 

For the highest-spatial resolution NIMS observation on the trailing hemisphere, 

C21FEATRE04 of Igaluk Crater, the C02 is associated with the impact crater, portions of 

its continuous ejecta blanket, and with the dark plains material southeast of the impact 

(Figure 3.17). The iciest portion of the crater's interior does not have exceptionally deep 

C02 bands, although other portions of the crater and its ejecta is and the crater rim appears 

to. The brightness of the rim is due to illumination from the left, not due to iciness. 

3.5. S02 on the leading hemisphere 

The distributions of S02 are mottled and not well correlated with C02. McCord et 

al. [1997, 1998] determined the S02 to be depleted in the northern hemisphere (containing 

Asgard Basin) relative to the southern portion. They also pointed out deep bands of S02 

in Tomarsuk Crater. These finding are confirmed in this work using despiked observa-
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Figure 3.16. C3ASGARD NIMS observation presented with the same technique used in Figure 3.14. Including a 
close-up of the Tomarsuk region. 
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Figure 3.17. C2 I FEATRE04 observation of Igaluk impact crater on the trailing hemisphere. (a) C02 band depth map coloring SSI image. (b) 
SSI image. The deepest C02 band depths are associated with the darker portions of the impact crater and portions of its continuous ejecta blan
ket. Substantial enrichment is also associated with the dark terrain to the left apparently unassociated with the impact. The continuous ejecta 
blanket is enriched in C02 as well, but not the discontinuous ejecta blanket. 



tions and selective averaging, and additional correlations between other ice-rich impact 

craters and relatively deep S02 bands have been identified. Impact-related S02 is associ

ated adjacent to two large impact craters (one near 0°N, 30°W and the other at 10°N, 

30°W) on the Jupiter-facing portion of the leading hemisphere (Figure 3.18). Also, there 

is a regionally extensive area of shallow of S02 bands associated with Valhalla Basin, as 

well as with Asgard Basin. 

3.6. Possible Mechanisms Causing the C02 and S02 Distributions 

Several exogenic and endogenic mechanisms exist which could explain the deep 

band depths associated with impact craters and the distributions of C02 and S02 globally. 

For impact-related C02 and S02, possible mechanisms include (1) excavation or exposure 

of a COrrich substrate, (2) implantation of C02 by COrrich impactors (e.g., comets), 

and (3) in situ chemistry driven by impact energy. Possible explanations for deeper C02 

band depths on the trailing hemisphere include (1) implantation of magnetospherically 

bound dust grains containing C02, (2) sputtering of ice, resulting in the gradual accumula

tion of a COrbearing dark material lag deposit, (3) in situ radiolysis, and (4) alteration of 

a host material to make it more suitable for trapping (hosting) C02. The depletion of S02 

is presumably from sputtering by energetic particles in the magnetosphere or by chemistry 

induced by these particles. 

3.6.J. Tenuous C02 exosphere 

Any process or processes responsible for the C02 on the surface of Callisto will 

also need to replenish the tenuous and continually escaping C02 exosphere which has a 

mean residence time of - 4 years and a column density of - 8 x 1014 molecules cm-2 

±60% [Carlson, 1999]. This equates to yearly flux from the surface of 3.3 moles km-2 of 

C02. Over the surface of Callisto, this results in a 1.05 x 107 kg yr-1 loss of C02 which 

would need to be offset by infalling cometary material at a rate of 3.47 x 108 kg yr-1 
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(assuming a 3% C02 abundance) . A 1 km3 impactor with a density of 1 g cm-3 (lOOOkg 

m-3) would provide 1012 kg of material. Although, one of these sized objects striking Cal

listo every few thousand years would offset the loss of the exosphere, this rate is much 

greater than that which currently exists [Moore et al., 1999]. Therefore cometary impacts 

are not a reasonable origin for the C02. Additionally, the flux will need to more uni

formly distributed over time in order to maintain the short-lived exosphere. Also, no C02 

exosphere has yet been discovered on Ganymede, which should experience the same infall 

of cometary material as Callisto, although several NIMS observations have been con

ducted to look for such an atmosphere. Therefore, the steady accumulation of COrbear

ing cometary material does not explain the observed distributions of C02 on either 

hemisphere of Callisto, nor does cometary material contribute significant C02 for main

taining the exosphere. 

3.6.2. Trailing hemisphere C02 

3.6. l. l. Exogenic sources. Fine-grained dust trapped in Jupiter 's corotating mag-

netosphere is continually bombarding the trailing hemisphere of Callisto [Griin et al., 

1998]. If the dust grains contain C02, perhaps from comets which contain a few percent 

C02 [Krankowsky, 1991], then the rate of accumulation on the surface may be sufficient 

to produce an observable effect. At Callisto's distance from Jupiter, nanometer-sized dust 

impacts the Galileo spacecraft's detector at 0.2-10 min- 1 on a sensitive area of 0.011 m2
, 

[Kruger, et al., 1999] (available at http://galileo.mpi-hd.mpg.de/galileo/publications). 

This equates to a flux of 20 to 1000 particles m-2 min-1. Assuming a particle diameter of 

10 nm and an average flux rate of 100 particles m-2 min- 1, -200 million years would be 

required to cover the equatorial region of Callisto in a monolayer of particles. Assuming 

the unlikely case of 100-nm diameter particles impacting at 1000 m-2 min- 1, 20,000 years 

would be required to form a monolayer. The observed C02 abundance of several hun-
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Figure 3. 18. The (a) 1.5-µm and (b) S02 band depth maps from the C9VALHAL observation (-40 km/ 
pixel) . Valhalla Basin is on the limb, marked by a white "x," and the terminator is off the image to the right. 
Generally, shallow S02 band depths (< 10% of the continuum) are typical , but S02 is enriched adjacent to 
two large impacts and depleted in a large area northeast of the center of Valhalla Basin. Low signal levels 
result in uncertain S02 band depth estimates near the terminator. The mottled nature of the S02 band 
depths is precise to ±2%. 
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dreds of molecules (in the optical layer) could possibly accumulate in less than 100 Myr, 

assuming the unlikely case of a high flux of large particles, but would take longer than the 

lifetime of the solar system for a low flux of small particles. Effective accumulation also 

assumes impact gardening is minimal. This slow accumulation of C02 cannot explain the 

transient atmosphere of C02 that has a mean residency time of 4 years, implying an aver

age flux of -3600 C02 molecules m-2 min- 1 over the entire surface [Carlson, 1999]. Sim

ilar effects would then be expected on other Galilean satellites, so a later comparison will 

help address this possibility, as well. As a preview to results in Chapter 4, there is no lead

ing/trailing hemisphere effect in the distribution of C02 on Ganymede and no atmosphere. 

An additional mechanism would still be needed to explain the impact-related C02. 

3.6.1.2. Radiolysis. C02 may be produced through the radiolysis of carbon and 

oxygen atoms. If the C02 on the trailing hemisphere is produced through radiolysis, it 

will be near the surface at a depth the bombarding ions (such as o+ as a source of oxygen 

for the production of C02 in non-ice material) can penetrate, which is of the order of no 

more than tens of microns for 1-MeV ions [Johnson, 1990, pp. 77-78]. Thus, if the C02 is 

not created inside a stable host material, or quickly incorporated into one, it will likely 

escape into Callisto's exosphere. Radiolysis is also expected to produce CO in abundance 

through reversible reactions with C02 [Johnson, 1990, p. 128; Moore et al., 1991; Del

itsky and Lane, 1997] as well other hydrocarbons [Brucato et al., 1997; Delitsky and Lane, 

1997]. A CO absorption has not been detected in the NIMS spectra [McCord et al., 1998] 

at 4.66 µm (gas) or 4.68 µm (solid) [Fink and Sill, 1982], nor is the weak absorption at 

4.89 µm seen which is characteristic of the C03 radical [Moore et al., 1991; Jacox et al., 

1971]. To account for the lack of CO, but presence of C02, would imply there is a method 

by which C02 is preferentially incorporated into a host material. Additionally, although it 

has been suggested that the H2C03 molecule has been detected by the absorption discov-
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ered near 3.88 µm [Moore et al., 1991, Hage et al., 1998], none of the other expected 

absorption bands are present in the NIMS spectra. The presence of absorption bands due 

to C02, S02, and CN, but a lack of absorption bands due to hydrocarbons implies that 
. 

radiolyis is not the source of the C02 in the trailing side of Callisto. An additional mecha-

nism would still be needed to explain the impact-related C02. 

3.6.1.3. Alteration of the surface by irradiation. Radiation may also structurally or 

chemically alter the dark material, making it more suitable for hosting C02 molecules. CO 

may also exist but could be difficult to trap or adsorb, explaining its apparent absence. 

Determining if radiolysis produces C02 in the surface or if the ions alter the surface, mak-

ing it more able to trap C02, is not possible from NIMS observations alone. Outgassing 

C02 from the interior of Callisto would explain the tenuous C02 exosphere. Alteration of 

the dark material on the trailing hemisphere of Callisto could also account for a greater 

level of C02 there, compared to the leading hemisphere. Laboratory studies are needed to 

investigate these possibilities further. An additional mechanism would still be needed to 

explain the impact-related C02. 

3.6.3. Impact-Related C02 

3.6.2.l. Implantation. Although C02 in a bolide would probably not survive 

impact, a cometary source for the impact-related C02 cannot be ruled out. Comets have 

been observed to contain abundant CO in strongly outgassing vents [Jewitt et al., 1996], 

consistent with C02 and CO amounts previously estimated to be a few and up to over 

10%, respectively [Krankowsky, 1991]. However, even if the C02 did survive impact, 

there are other considerations which make it unlikely comets are the source of the impact

related C02. COrpoor fresh impact craters such as the adjacent Burr imply lower abun

dances of C02 in some bolides, such as COrpoor asteroids. The large number of icy 

impact craters enriched in C02 would imply that many of the impactors are comets. How-
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ever, none of the impact-related C02 is associated with suspected comet chains. Of the 8 

crater chains on Callisto believed to be of cometary origin [Schenk et al. , 1996], none are 

enriched in C02. Comets are probably not the source of the impact-related C02 on Cal

listo. 

3.6.2.2. Subsurface C02 reservoir. If C02 exists in a subsurface reservoir, it could 

be exposed by cratering. The varying C02 concentrations with ice-rich impact craters 

would reflect a subsurface inhomogeneity in C02 abundance. A water-ice/C02 clathrate is 

a possible host of subsurface C02 as is the non-ice material observed on the surface. 

While the initial trapping of C02 in a water-ice clathrate may be thermodynamically 

unlikely during the formation of a frost [Bar-Nun et al., 1985], the subsurface of Callisto 

is a radically different environment where clathrates may be stable [Miller, 1985] and 

could contain up to 0.01 % of trapped molecules (including possibly CO) if double-caged 

[Kargel and Lunine , 1995]. The loss of C02 from ice at the surface could explain why 

only the freshest-appearing craters are possibly enriched in C02 and could also account 

for the tenuous C02 atmosphere. Finally, higher-than-expected sublimation rates of water

ice on Callisto's surface invoked by [Moore et al., 1999] to explain the extensive surface 

degradation by mass movements may be evidence that some C02 or another volatile mate

rial is contained in the water ice. The possibility of the migration of C02 from one host 

material to another such as from a C02 clathrate in the interior of Callisto to non-ice mate

rial on the surface, should be considered as well. 

2.6.2.3 . Impact-related in situ chemistry. While radiolysis could be a means of 

producing C02 in the surf ace material on the trailing hemisphere, chemistry between pre

cursor materials subjected to high-velocity impacts may be a mechanism for producing 

impact-related C02. The necessary oxygen and carbon may come from the water ice and 

dark material either already on the surface of Callisto or within the impactor, if a comet. 
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C02-band depths varying between craters would then be related to different abundances of 

pre-cursor materials in the subsurface or bolide, specifically the carbon-bearing material 

since there appears to always be an abundance of water-ice in the surface for providing the 

oxygen. Having in situ chemistry as a production method for all C02 on Callisto is 

appealing: it may result in a similar mode of occurrence for all C02 on Callisto, thereby 

accounting for the single band shape observed. However, the mechanism of trapping the 

C02 before escape into the exosphere poses a problem. 

3.6.4. S02 Distributions 

2.6.3.1 Implantation of sulfur ions. Although sulfur entrained in the corotating 

magnetic field is summoned to explain the dark stain on Europa's trailing hemisphere 

[e.g., Lane et al., 1981], the entrained sulfur does not appear to affect the composition of 

the trailing hemisphere of Callisto at 26 Jupiter radii (R/ Indeed, the shallow S02 absorp

tion bands on the trailing hemisphere relative to the leading hemisphere suggest there is a 

mechanism related to the Jovian magnetosphere that is removing the S02. However, the 

lack of a sinusoidal profile in the shallow S02 band depths on the trailing . hemisphere 

makes this conclusion equivocal. 

2.6.3.2. Implantation of neutral sulfur atoms. Neutralized sulfur atoms traveling 

radially outward from Jupiter [Cheng, 1986] could be a source of sulfur for the creation of 

S02 and would preferentially impact the leading quadrant of the Jupiter-facing hemi

sphere because of parallax. However, comparable S02 band depths over the entire leading 

hemisphere, which are deeper than the band depths on the Jovian-facing trailing hemi

sphere, argue against exogenic neutral sulfur atoms being a significant source of S02. 

2.6.3.3. Impact-related S02.:. Deep S02 absorption bands associated with impact 

craters are less common than for C02 and are often less distinguishable from the mottled 

nature of the distribution. Mechanisms to explain the impact-related S02 are similar to 
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those used to explain the impact-related C02. Three possible mechanisms include: (1) 

implantation from a SOrrich impactor, (2) the excavation of a SOrrich subsurface reser

voir, and (3) production from precursor materials. Implantation from an SOrrich impac

tor is not likely. S02 is not abundant in comets, probably at levels of the order of a 

fraction of a percent [Delsemme, 1982]. Excavation of preexisting subsurface S02 and the 

production of S02 from precursor materials remain the most likely scenarios with much of 

the reasoning relating to C02 production applying to S02 as well. In this case, the host 

material of the S02 would likely need to be the non-ice material, as the existence of SOr 

clathrates inside Callisto is unlikely since these materials have not so far been observed in 

nature. 
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CHPATER4: RESULTS-GANYMEDE 

4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, the shape of the 1.5-µm water-ice band on Ganymede, the shape of 

the C02 absorption band, the distribution of C02 over the moon's surface, and the depen

dence of the C02 band depth on a combination of water-ice band depth and visible albedo 

will be discussed. The shape and distribution of the 1.5-µm band is different than on Cal

listo. This effects the technique used to align the panchromatic and NIMS images as well 

as having compositional implications. The shape of the C02 band on Ganymede is negli

gibly different from that on Callisto. There are global patterns of C02 that correlate with 

latitude and may be related to ice properties or abundance of fine-grained ice. There are 

distributions that correlate to impact craters and their ejecta as well, which are also differ

ent than for Callisto. There appear to be relationships between water-ice abundance and/or 

grain size and the abundance of C02 which do not occur on Callisto. Because the S02 

absorption band depth is too weak to be mapped on a pixel-by-pixel basis and is often too 

shallow to be detected, the distribution and shape of the S02 absorption band on 

Ganymede will not be discussed. 

4.2. The 1.5-µm water-ice, C02, and S02 absorption bands 

The water-ice absorption bands at 1.25, 1.5, 2.0 and the broad feature at 3 µm 

dominate all the spectra on Ganymede and indicate as well that the bright areas Ganymede 

have finer grained-ice on its surface than does Callisto, with a much less contribution from 

dark, non-ice material [Hansen et al., 2000a]. Even the spectra from the darkest areas on 

Ganymede have as deep water-ice absorption bands as the spectra from the most icy loca

tions on Callisto (Figure 4.la). The Kittu observation of Ganymede also contains the 

deepest C02 absorption bands found so far on Ganymede, which are slightly deeper than 

the C02 band in an average of pixels from areas on Callisto with deep 1.5-µm absorption 
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Figure 4. 1. Black dashed line: an average of the 10% of the darkest pixels in the G7KITTU observation 
of Ganymede (413 pixels, 88° phase angle). Gray, solid line: an average of the 10% of the iciest pixel in 
the C3GLOBAL observation of Callisto (530 pixels, 53° phase angle). (a) the 1.5-µm bands of G7KITTU 
has been scaled to the C3GLOBAL average. (b) the 4.26-µm C02 absorption in G7KITTU has been 
scaled to the C3GLOBAL observation. The box in part (a) is approximately the same area shown in detail 
in part (b). The apparent wavelength shift in the C02 band is an artifact of changing calibration. 
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bands. C3GLOBAL (Figure 4.1 b ). The S02 absorption band is so shallow on Ganymede 

that it can not be mapped on a pixel-by-pixel basis, and is entirely absent in many observa

tions, including this area of Ganymede. Signal levels in observations of Ganymede that 

are often - 10 to 20DN in the 3 to 5-µm spectral region further reduce the ability to map 

shallow absorption bands. The effect of low signal is seen in the Ganymede spectrum of 

Figure 4.lb, which is an average of approximately the same number of pixels as the spec

trum of Callisto that contains higher DN levels. The low DN in the spectra of Ganymede 

is often due to low surface reflectance in the 3 to 5-µm region, but in the case of 

G7KITTU, is at least partially due to using a lower gain state setting on the NIMS instru

ment for the Ganymede observations than are used for the Callisto observations. 

4.2.1 . Water-ice 1.5-µm absorption band shape 

The 1.5-µm water ice bands in most observations of Ganymede are deeper than on 

Callisto, consistent with Ganymede having a greater water-ice abundance with a greater 

proportion of fine-grained ice than Callisto. The water-ice bands on Ganymede, which are 

not saturated, are also deeper relative to the continuum. The effect of grain size on the 

spectra of pure water ice has been demonstrated in Figure 1.2. Because of the differences 

between the 1.5-µm absorption band on Callisto and Ganymede, the Callisto model could 

not approximate the shape of the 1.5-µm absorption on Ganymede, and this effected the 

estimates of band depth. The Callisto 1.5-µm shape model was modified to match the 

shape of an 'average ' icy 1.5-µm absorption band created from several averages of obser

vations of Ganymede. As Figure 4.2 demonstrates, the Ganymede absorption band is 

broader, has a minimum value at a slightly longer wavelength, and possesses a more 

defined 1.65-µm absorption band, all of which are consistent with a greater proportion of 

fine-grained water-ice [Hansen et al., 2000a] . The wavelength of the minimum reflec

tance in the model shifts to 1.5-µm, the expected position of the minimum for an unsatur-
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ated water-ice absorption band [Grundy and Schmidt, 1998], because the ice is finer

grained than on Callisto that saturates, shifting the apparent minimum to shorter wave

lengths. 

Absorption band depths and error estimates for the 1.5-µm absorption band are 

calculated using the same procedures to calculate these parameters for the Callisto 1.5-µm 

absorption. The Ganymede shape model in Figure 4.2 is successful for estimating the 

depths of every 1.5-µm water-ice band in each of the observations over a wide range of 

bands depths (Figure 4.3a). Due to a lack of photometric coverage of Ganymede, it is not 

possible to investigate the photometric dependencies of the depths of either the water-ice 

or C02 absorption bands. 

4.2.2. C02 absorption band 

The C02 shape model that was derived for the Callisto observations was used to 

calculate the depth of the C02 band in each of the Ganymede observations as well. The 

C02 absorption band in every observation of Ganymede (Figure 4.4) is consistent with a 

band shape that has a minimum reflectance at 4.257 µm, which is the same wavelength as 

the C02 absorption on Callisto at 4.258 µm, to within the accuracy of NIMS The shape is 

slightly broader than the C02 absorption on Callisto and is also nearly completely sym

metrical (see Appendix B, asygauss.m for more information). The 2nd-order continuum

removed, normalized data of the C02 absorption from which the shape of the Ganymede 

C02 model was derived also contains a possible absorption near 4.37 µm, which is weaker 

but similar in position to an absorption in the Callisto observations. Its presence could 

again be due to an actual absorption band or to inaccurate calibration at the long wave

lengths of detector 14. This shallow absorption tends to deepen within observations later 

in the mission, but is present in the early observations as well, suggesting it is at least par

tially a calibration effect. The band depths range from - 0 in the G8TRANSI observa-
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tional average (at high latitude), to - 30% of the continuum in the equatorial G7KITIU 

observation (Figure 4.3b). 

A 2nd-order polynomial continuum, concave down, has recently been found to 

successfully normalize the data at wavelengths that are outside of the C02 absorption 

band. If a linear continuum is used, as was successfully employed with the Callisto obser-

vations and used in the calculations of the C02 band depths in the Ganymede observa-

tions, there is scatter in the data at wavelengths beyond those chosen for normalization 

(Figure 4.5). Because the scatter is beyond the wavelengths which contain the absorption 

band, it does not affect the band depth estimates. However, in order to ensure as much 

data as possible is used in approximating the band depth, the shape model is fit to data out-

side of wavelength range that contains the absorption. Therefore, scatter in data at wave

lengths outside the absorption band will reduce the signal-to-noise of the band fit 
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Figure 4.5 . Normalized C02 absorption band 

The techniques used to determine the band 

depths and related error estimates for the 

Callisto observations were also used for the 

observations of Ganymede. The only differ

ence is that the precision of the C02 band 

depth estimates was reduced to ±20% (from 

the ±13% for the Callisto observations) by 

requiring a SNRbd for the C02 band to only 

from averages of 12 Ganymede observations. A be 5 in order for the absorption band to be 
straight-line continuum is used which induces 
scatter beyond the ends of the absorption band. considered reliable. This looser criterion 
Dashed curve is the Callisto band shape model. 

was used simply because the data from 

observations of Ganymede have lower signal-to-noise than their Callisto counterparts, due 
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to some extent to the scatter in the data by the use of a linear continuum. Therefore, vari

ations between band depths (the mottling) that are less than 20% may not be real. 

4.3. Relations between water-ice, albedo, and C02 abundance 

The distribution of the C02 on Ganymede does not exhibit the number of correla

tions between impact craters and deep C02 bands, nor a leading side I trailing side differ

ence as seen with the depth of the C02 band on Callisto. The distribution of the depth of 

the C02 band is generally mottled, like on Callisto, but there are areas for which no C02 is 

detected. However, there are some complex relationships between C02 band depth, 

albedo, and depth of the 1.5-µm absorption band which are not observed on Callisto. 

Also, there is a dependence over several degrees in latitude in the depth of the C02 band. 

The distribution of C02 has been mapped in greatest detail on the anti-Jovian hemisphere 

because most of the NIMS observations lie there. Ten observations on the anti-Jovian 

hemisphere with spatial resolution of> 10 km/resampled pixel have been analyzed for this 

dissertation. There were only two similarly high spatial resolution observations available 

for the Jovian-facing portion of the trailing hemisphere. There is no coverage from - 10 to 

50° longitude of the Jovian-facing portion of the leading hemisphere. 

4.3.1. Albedo dependencies 

The albedo and depth of the 1.5-µm water-ice band do not correlate for some areas 

on Ganymede, suggesting there are two factors operating, such as the uncorrelated varia

tions in the grain size of water-ice and a changing fraction of non-ice material component. 

However, the depth of the 1.5-µm band does discriminate between darker areas which 

have shallow 1.5-µm absorption bands (regiones and dark ejecta) from areas that have 

deeper bands (sulci, bright impact craters, and bright ejecta). Deeper C02 bands are gener

ally associated with darker terrain, such as regiones or dark areas in sulci. In the example 

shown in Figure 4.6, the generally mottled distribution of the C02 band depth is seen to be 
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1.5-µm band depth map (c) NIMS C02 band depth map (maximum band depth= 0.22). 



deepest in the upper left corner of the observation which is regio material that has shallow 

1.5-µm band depths and, as in the case of observations near the equator, lower reflectance. 

The sulci, except for dark patches on them, exhibit shallower C02 band depths. 

Areas for which the 1.5-µm band does not correlate with the albedo either have 

finer grained ice, a different ice/non-ice mixing style, or perhaps contains a high-albedo 

non-ice material that is also spectrally neutral. One procedural implication for these areas 

is that for aligning NIMS and SSI/Voyager observations, a map of NIMS - 0.7-µm albedo, 

and not a map of the 1.5-µm band depth, is matched with the camera image. At this point, 

the calibration of the data from the first two detectors for observations of Ganymede has 

been significantly improved. However, the incident and emission angles vary by many 

10s of degrees over some of the observations, especially the global observations. There

fore, the I/F needed to be adjusted since the amount of light reflected from a real surface 

depends on the illumination geometry. The NIMS NIR reflectance is corrected with a 

Lommel-Seeliger function in order to derive an 'albedo' which can be used to correlate 

terrain features between SSI and NIMS observations. 

albedo= reflectance * (µ 0 + µ)/µ 0 ; 

where µ0 = cos(incident angle) 

µ = cos(emission angle) 

The Lommel-Seeliger correction tends to result in large values, even above 1, for small 

emission angles. Therefore, the Lommel-Seeliger corrected reflectance is systematically 

divided by 1.5 to keep the albedo under 1. 

4.3.2. Possible grain size or mixing style effects 

Ice grain size, contaminants and their albedos, and mixing systematics all effect 

the albedo and band depth at different rates. To have a deep 1.5-µm water-ice band, the 
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spectrum must have a high reflectance in the NIR, and there must be a significant amount 

of ice in the path of the light. This means that either there is less non-ice material, that 

fine-grained ice covers the surface masking the non-ice material, or there is a combination 

of both. If a single parameter is varied, such as either grain size or abundance, then albedo 

and the 1.5-µm band depth will always correlate, even if non-linearly. However, if both 

parameters are varied, the correlation can be broken. The areas for which the depth of the 

1.5-µm band correlates with albedo imply the grains size is constant, because it can be 

seen in panchromatic images that it is the abundance of bright, icy terrain that varies. This 

correlation between albedo and the depth of the 1.5-µm exists for Callisto and is the rea-

son that the depth of the 1.5-µm absorption band could be used as a proxy for albedo in 

lieu of an adequate calibration in the first two NIMS detectors. For NIMS observations of 

Ganymede near the equator, such as the G2SIPPAR observation in Figure 4.6, there is also 

a correlation between the depth of the 1.5-µm absorption band and visible albedo, except 

occasionally when the surface is modified by large impact craters. 

When the correlation between albedo and depth of the 1.5-µm absorption band 

breaks down, it implies that a variation in grain size is occurring. This variation can be 

qualitatively approximated by the ratio of the depth of the 1.5-µm absorption band to the 

albedo. By referring back to Figure 1.3 of the albedo models of 10-µm and 500-µm water

ice, it can be seen that the fine-grained ice has a shallower band depth (- 50% of the con

tinuum) compared to the larger-grained water-ice that has a band of - 95% of the contin

uum. However, both have similar visible albedos, with the large-grained water-ice being 

just slightly darker at 0.91 compared to the fine-grained ice at 0.99. The ratio of the -1.5-

µm band depth to the albedo is much greater for the larger-grained water-ice. The rela

tionship of large ratios denoting larger-grained ice will be valid even if the abundance of 

ice varies, given certain circumstances. This relationship will become more pronounced 
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for areas of more fine-grained ice (they will have even smaller ratios) or for areas of less 

ice, but a greater proportion of large-grained ice (they will have larger ratios). These two 

relations are fortuitous. Thermal annealing is expected to enlarge grains of ice in warmer 

(low albedo) areas [Clark et al., 1983], fine-grained ice is expected to be cold trapped onto 

bright (high albedo) areas [Spencer, 1987], and irradiation is expected to damage and 

brighten ice, as well as sputter it, which will then cold-trap locally as a fine grained frost 

[Johnson, 1985;1997] . Therefore, the use of this ratio as a measure of relative ice-grain 

size, large ratios imply relatively large-grains, is valid for all surfaces of Ganymede. 

The correlation between visible albedo and the depth of the 1.5-µm band breaks 

down in observations of Ganymede of terrain that has been modified by large impacts or 

in terrain that is at mid-latitudes, - 30 to 40° away from the equator. In the example 

shown in Figure 4.7, it appears that the scar of an ancient impact disrupts the terrain of 

Nippur Sulcus. The undisturbed portion of the sulcus (containing lineations) has deep 1.5-

µm band depths (Figure 4.8b), while the impact disrupted portion has shallower bands, but 

an albedo nearly the same as that as the undisturbed portion signifying finer-grained ice 

(Figure 4.8a). This lack of correlation between albedo and band depth is also very com

mon in observations at mid-latitudes which also have smaller values of the band depth to 

albedo ratio. This is the latitude range where Ganymede's internal magnetic field inter

sects its surface so that ion irradiation either damages the surface ice and brightens it, and/ 

or sputters the ice which then is likely redeposited nearby as fine-grained frost [Johnson, 

1985;1997]. 

4.3.3. C02 band depth vs. albedo and the depth of the 1.5-µm water-ice band 

On Ganymede, although the C02 band is often shallow where the 1.5-µm absorp-

tion band is deep, this relationship is not always present. Instead, in four observations at 

equatorial and mid-latitudes there appears to be a correlation between deep C02 absorp-
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depths. (a) albedo, (b) 1.5-µm band depths (scaled from 0.2 to 0.6), (c) ratio of the 1.5-µm band depth to albedo (varies with grain 
size), (d) C02 absorption band depths (scaled from 0 to 0.3). 
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tion bands and large values of the ratio of the 1.5-µm band depth divided by the albedo. 

As shown in Figure 4.8d of the G lNIPPUR observation, the shallow C02 band and larger 

1.5-µm band depth to albedo ratios are within the undisturbed sulcus material and in the 

regio material at the upper right of the observation, signifying larger-grained ice. This 

relationship is also shown in a scatterplot of C02 band depth vs. the 1.5-µm band depth : 

albedo ratio for the G lNIPPUR observation and for the G7KITTU observation (Figure 

4.9), for which the depth of the C02 band vs. the ratio of the 1.5-µm band depth to albedo 

are inversely correlated, again showing deeper C02 bands are associated with terrain that 

has finer-grained ice. However, this relationship does not suggest that the C02 is in the 

finer-grained ice. Even in these areas, the ice grain size is still on the order of 100-µm 

[personal comm., G Hansen, 2001]. The brightness of this grain size of ice at 4 µm is 

-1 %, therefore absorption band depths due to C02 can not be any greater. This implies 

that even in these regions of finer-grained ice, the C02 is in the non-ice materials. 

4.4. C02 around impact craters and ejecta 

4.4.1. COrpoor impact craters and ejecta 

In contrast to Callisto, only one impact crater on Ganymede shows deep C02 

absorption band depths. Of the seven higher-resolution observations of Ganymede which 

purposely targeted impact craters, there was either no enrichment or a decided lack of C02 

in six of them. In three observations (G2TAMMUZ, G7KITTU, and G8MELKART) 

impact craters and their dark ejecta have shallow C02 band depths compared to the sur

rounding terrain. One of the best examples is the dark-ray crater K.ittu on the trailing hemi

sphere, which as mentioned above, shows a correlation between small ratios of the 1.5-µm 

band depth to albedo and deep C02 band depths. These C02 band depths are some of the 

deepest found on Ganymede, but they are not associated with the crater, nor with its dark 

ejecta, but with terrain that does not appear to possess any unique geological features. 
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Kittu Crater has extensive dark ejecta extending out several crater radii. The 

observation itself is located at the equator on the trailing hemisphere at - 335° longitude 

and Kittu Crater is the icy crater in the upper right of the observation, with dark ejecta that 

extends above and below the boundaries of the observation (Figure 4.10). The terrain sur

rounding the crater is part of Mishu Sulcus, with some occurrences of Nicholson Regio 

adjacent and to the south of Kittu. The spectra of the dark ejecta has been recognized as 

unique since first being identified in the Voyager observations (see Chapter 2). One aspect 

of the uniqueness of the dark ejecta, which has already been discussed, is that it has the 

shallowest 1.5-µm absorption bands of any dark material on Ganymede. The dark ejecta 

also has relatively shallow C02 absorption bands (Figure 4.11) This figure also shows 

that the dark ejecta posses the greatest values of the 1.5-µm band depth to albedo ratios, 

again showing that areas that have large-grained ice tend to have shallow C02 absorption 

bands. In Figure 4.9b, these pixels of shallow C02 bands correspond to where the ratio is 

> 2.5. The bright center of Kittu crater has relatively large values of the ice band depth to 

albedo ratio and shallower C02 bands than terrain unrelated to the impact. 
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Figure 4.10. The G7KITTU observation at the equator on the trailing hemisphere. (a) geologic 
sketch map, (b) Voyager/SS! mosaic 
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Figure 4.11. G7KlTTU Observation of the trailing hemisphere . The crater is in the upper right of the colored portion of each image.(a) 
image. (a) albedo map (scaled from 0.11 to 0.28), (b) 1.5-µm band depth map (scaled from 0. 15 to 0.6), (c) l .5µm band depth to albedo 
ratio (scaled from 1.2 to 3.2), and (d) the C02 band depth map (scaled from 0 to 0.3). 
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4.4.2. COrrich impact craters 

Of the 12 observations that have spatial 

resolutions better than 10 km/pixel and 

can therefore resolve details in the distri-

bution of C02, only one of these provided 

an example of a COrrich impact crater: 

Mir Crater in the G lMIR-RAY observa-

tion. This observation includes sulcus 

material just below the equator on the 
Figure 4.12. Voyager image of the location of the 
NIMS GlMIR-RAY Observation. Location of well-imaged anti-Jovian portion of the 
NIMS observation is darkened in this Voyager 
image. Mir Crater is in upper right corner. Note the trailing hemisphere (Figure 4.12). There 
dark ejecta from the crater, and the bright sulcus 
running vertical through the middle of the observa- is nothing obviously anomalous about its 
ti on 

location, although it is at the boundary to 

Nicholson Regio, which has a greater amount of C02 than the other regiones. However, 

as the G2TAMMUZ, G7KITTU and G7BRITRL observations demonstrate, other impact 

craters exist within the regio that do not contain deep C02 band depths. Also, the dark rays 

of Mir Crater are not unique, and like dark ejecta from other craters, they do not contain 

deep C02 band depths. 

The deep C02 band depths of Mir Crater are only associated with the bright, icy 

crater itself (Figure 4.13). The deep C02 band depths are again associated with large val-

ues of the 1.5-µm band depth to albedo ratio, suggesting the presence of fine-grained ice. 

But the observed impact-related C02 is in the darker, non-ice material, because the grain 

size of the ice is still - 100 µm. The spectra of an average of the six impact-related pixels 

that have deep C02 bands is shown in Figure 4.14. The spectrum is compared to an aver-

age of six pixels from less-icy ejecta adjacent to the crater that have - 50% shallower C02 

bands. Both spectra contain obvious water-ice absorption bands. The less-icy terrain is 
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Figure 4 . 13. GI MIR-RAY Observation. SSI is again colored with NIMS information. (a) a lbedo, (b) 1.5 -µrn 
band depth (scaled from 0.15 to 0.6, ( c) ratio of the 1.5-µm band depth to albedo (scaled from 0.45 to 0.82), d) C0 2 
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darker in the near-infrared region, and has less-rounded water-ice absorption bands sug

gesting band saturation of larger-grained ice, but is brighter in the 3 to 5-µm region, which 

is consistent with less abundant ice present. 

4.5. Global patterns in the C02 distribution 

High resolution NIMS observations of Ganymede encompass terrain from the 

equator to over 60° latitude. The global observations cover more of Ganymede. Both 

these styles of observations show a latitudinal dependence in the depth of the C02 absorp

tion band (Figure 4.15). This plot of 11 observations (3 global observations, 1 high-reso

lution observation on the trailing hemisphere, and 7 high-resolution observations on the 

leading hemisphere) span more than 60° north and south of the equator. The C02 band is 

shallower at higher latitudes (above 30° to 40°) than near the equator, demonstrating that 

the decrease in C02 band depths is consistent between observations of significantly differ

ent spatial resolutions and illumination conditions. The agreement between high-resolu

tion observations obtained at greatly varying illumination conditions qualitatively 

suggests the effect is not photometric. However, by not having observations at similar 

spatial resolution that overlap on the surface, it is not possible to determine more quantita

tively the extent of any photometric dependencies within the depth of the C02 absorption 

band. It is also difficult to determine from the plot in Figure 4.15 if the decrease in lati

tude is a gradual trend, or a simple dichotomy, with deeper bands within - 40° of the equa

tor, and shallower bands at higher latitudes. The range of C02 band depths at the equator 

is - 7 to 18%. The least icy spectrum, G7KITIU (purple) on the equator, has the deepest 

average C02 absorption band at 21 %. Also, the average band depths of icier observations, 

such as G2SIPPAR (the left-most set of blue lines in Figure 4.15) are lower than for less 

icy observations. It appears from this trend, that less icy areas have deeper C02 band 

depths . This trend is not found in the earlier mentioned observations showing a correla-
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tion between areas of finer-grained ice and deep C02 band depths. 

There is no evidence that the depth of the C02 band on Ganymede is dependent on 

longitude, unlike on Callisto for which there is an obvious association of relatively deep 

band depths on its trailing hemisphere (Figure 4.16) . Band depths from the same 11 

observations presented in Figure 4.15 are used to explore the longitudinal dependence. A 

mosaic of C02 band depths from global and high-resolution observations of the anti

Jovian hemisphere clearly illustrates the dependence of the C02 band depth on latitude 

and also shows no apparent dependence on longitude (Figure 4.17). 

4.6. CONCLUSIONS 

The distribution of C02 on the surface of Ganymede appears to be controlled by 

internal geologic processes, meteorite impacts, and a combination of effects from the 

Jovian and Ganymedian magnetospheres. Characteristics of the C02 distribution include: 

1) deepest C02 bands are found in darker, less icy materials, 2) C02 is absent in some icy 

areas, especially at latitudes greater than 40°, 3) only one COrbearing impact crater has 

been identified over the entire observed surface of Ganymede, and 4) in some impact ter

rain, deep C02 absorption bands are associated with areas containing finer-grained ice. 

The sparsity of impact-related C02 suggests that impact processes do not contribute sig

nificantly to the abundance of C02 on the surface of Ganymede. Because the C02 

detected by NIMS on Ganymede has deepest band depths in less-icy areas, is absent in the 

fine-grained ice at the poles and other icy areas, and the grain size of the ice is too large to 

be adequately reflective at 4 µm, the C02 that is observed by NIMS appears to be hosted 

by the non-ice material. C02 could also exist in the ice, but if it does, will remain unde

tected. The lack of a leading side/trailing side pattern in the global distribution of C02 

implies the Jovian magnetosphere does not effect the lower latitudes of Ganymede. This 

absence of an effect could be due to Ganymede's own internal dipole field shielding its 
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Figure 4.17. Mosaic ofC02 band depth maps from NIMS observations on the anti-Jovian hemisphere of 
Ganymede. Relatively deep band depths are redder, shallow are bluer. Color mapping has been varied 
between observations to improve the cosmetic appearance, so the same color does not necessarily imply 
identical band depths . 
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surface from energetic particles within Jupiter's magnetosphere. The approximate limit of 

30° to 40° latitude in the global distribution of C02 corresponds to the latitude above 

which magnetospheric particles are focused onto the surface. At higher latitudes the mag

netospheric particles reach the surface and can constantly mobilize ice and cover any C02 

in the surface with C02-poor water-ice frost. 

I 
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLICATIONS & COMPARATIVE PLANETOLOGY 

5.1. Summary of results 

For Callisto, deep C02 and S02 band depths are associated with fresher-appearing 

impact craters. Impact-related C02 is common, while impact-related S02 is not as com

mon. The deep C02 bands associated with impacts first disappear from the discontinuous 

ejecta and then from the crater, implying the deep bands are a transient phenomena. The 

deepest impact-related bands for both C02 and S02 are in the less icy pixels. Other areas 

on Callisto always contain some C02, but may not contain S02. S02 appears to be 

depleted in the basins of Asgard and Valhalla. Deep C02 band depths are also found on 

the trailing hemisphere of Callisto, compared to the leading. Conversely, S02 band depths 

are shallow on the trailing hemisphere compared to the leading. 

On Ganymede, S02 bands are too shallow to be mapped. C02 bands are also shal

lower than on Callisto, and C02 is not detected in many icy areas, especially at high lati

tudes. Again, though, deeper C02 bands are generally associated with darker, less-icy 

terrain. There is also a correlation between some impact scarred terrain that has finer

grained ice and deeper C02 bands. Only one impact crater on Ganymede has been found 

to have deep C02 bands. Table 5.1 presents a summary of the observed characteristics for 

the S02 and C02 on both Ganymede and Callisto. 

5.1.1. Non-ice host material for S02 and C02 

The distributions of non-ice volatiles on the surfaces of Callisto (C02 and S02) 

and Ganymede (C02 only) provide insights into the origins and general processes that 

effect the compositions of these moons. The broad absorption band observed on Callisto 

centered between 4.01and4.02-µm implies there is S02 adsorbed onto or trapped within a 

stabilizing host material. This host appears to be a non-ice material because the depth of 

the S02 band is anti-correlations with bright, ice-rich terrain and the ice on Callisto is too 
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Table 5.1: Review of the Facts 

In general: 
Identical C02 absorption band shape and minimum on Callisto and Ganymede. 

S02 band depths on Callisto are - 5 to 15%, less than 5% on Ganymede. 

Darker, less-icy areas have deeper C02 and S02 band depths. 
C02 band depths on Callisto leading hemisphere and equatorial Ganymede are 

similar, - 10 to 20%. 

Ganymede Callisto 

Latitude C02 band depth decreases with For C02 there is no dependence with 
increasing latitude. latitude on leading side. Decrease 

with latitude on trailing side. No 
dependence for the S02. 

Longitude No longitudinal dependence for Deep C02 bands on trailing hemi-
C02. sphere (exceeding 30% at 270° longi-

tude ). S02 band depths shallow on 

trailing side(< 5%). 

Geology C02 band depths shallow in sulci, C02 is in all dark material; shallower 

deeper in most regiones. Little band depths in bright, icy areas. Deep 
impact-related C02. Deep bands band depths in morphologically fresh 

sometimes associated with impact- craters. 

modified terrain that also has fine- S02 is in most dark material (not on 

grained ice. trailing side); absent in bright, icy 
areas. The few instances of impact-
related S02 occur in morphologically 

fresh craters but are not correlated 
with deep C02 bands. 
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large-grained to have more than 1 % reflectance at 4 µm so that even if S02 were present 

in the ice, its absorption band at - 4 µm would not be seen. For the same reasons, the host 

material of the C02 observed on both moons is also the darker, non-ice material. A single 

band shape and band minimum at 4.258 µm observed for the C02 absorption within all 

COrbearing spectra from Callisto and Ganymede suggests that all C02 on both moons is 

hosted in a similar manner and probably in a single type of non-ice material. 

5.1.2. Endo genie origins of the S02 and C02 

The occasional occurrence of S02 enrichment within ice-rich impact craters on 

Callisto suggests there is an impact-related mechanism responsible for some of the S02 

distribution. There is no evidence for an exogenic origin, however. As described in Chap

ter 3, the depletion of S02 on the trailing hemisphere relative to the leading suggests that 

s+ ions trapped in the Jovian magnetosphere do not account for the S02 on the surface. 

Equally deep bands for S02 on the Jovian and anti-Jovian hemispheres suggest that neu

tral atoms, which travel radially away from Jupiter, do not contribute to S02 on the surface 

either, otherwise deeper bands would be expected on the Jovian-facing hemisphere. 

The C02 on both Ganymede and Callisto is likely endogenic as well. Potentially 

COrrich cometary dust is not abundant enough to supply the necessary amounts of C02. 

Large cometary impacts could contribute C02 to Callisto or Ganymede, but no craters 

identified as being likely comet chains have deep C02 bands. Also, the C02 would prob

ably not survive the impact even if brought in by comets. Finally, the few comet impacts 

are not frequent enough to account for the tenuous, short half life exosphere of C02. 

Impact-related C02, prevalent on Callisto, appears to originate from the subsurface of 

Callisto either through chemistry between precursor materials which is driven by energy 

from the impacts or from a reservoir of C02 exposed by the impacts. Sublimation rates of 

water ice on Callisto that are quicker than can be modelled for pure water-ice further 
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imply that a volatile such as C02 may be present in the ice, increasing the ice's volatility. 

On Ganymede, only one example of impact-related C02 exists, and the distribution of 

C02 on Ganymede's surface is a more complex. The origin of C02 on Ganymede is more 

equivocal, but there are no patterns which suggest that its origin is exogenic. 

5.1.3. Exogenic origin of C02 

The deep C02 bands on the trailing hemisphere imply exogenic processes increase 

the depth of the C02 band. o+ trapped within the Jovian magnetosphere (Table 1.1) could 

react with carbon-bearing non-ice material on the surfaces of Ganymede and Callisto to 

produce C02. This process could, perhaps, account for the deeper band depths on the 

trailing hemisphere of Callisto, as well as supply C02 to Callisto's exosphere, which is 

losing C02 at a rate of - 250 kg/yr (derived from Carlson, 1999), but could not account 

for the impact-related C02 on Callisto. However, deep C02 bands were not found to exist 

on the trailing hemisphere of Ganymede even though o+ ions are sufficiently energetic to 

penetrate Ganymede's magnetosphere. The lack of deeper C02 band depths on the trail

ing hemisphere of Ganymede, even though o+ ions can penetrate Ganymede's magneto

sphere, implies that o+ ions are not responsible for the deep bands on the trailing 

hemisphere of Callisto either or similarly deep bands would have been found on the trail

ing hemisphere of Ganymede. Instead, lower energy electrons which can not penetrate 

Ganymede's magnetosphere, but which will still impact Callisto's trailing hemisphere, are 

more likely responsible. However, these electrons can not create C02 in the surface by 

inducing surface chemistry between the non-ice material and water-ice, because the two 

materials are not intimately mixed. Therefore, one is left with the conclusion that the elec

trons alter the surf ace of Callisto to make it more adsorbing to pre-existing C02 that is 

slowly escaping from the subsurface of Callisto. 
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5.2. Water-ice clathrate as an initial host for C02 on Ganymede and Callisto 

Several lines of evidence suggest that all impact-related C02 on both moons may 

initially have been contained in water ice, even though the C02 detected by NIMS on the 

surface of the moons is not in the water-ice, but is in the non-ice material. The concept of 

a subsurface reservoir of C02 is not new. Moore et al., [2000] have already proposed the 

existence of abundant crustal C02 to explain the apparently rapid sublimation of ice on 

Callisto. Water-ice will sublimate once exposed to vacuum on the surface of Callisto, and 

COi-rich water-ice will do so more quickly. The first line of observational evidence 

comes from the correlation between greater C02 abundance and fresher morphology of 

the COz-bearing impact crater, consistent with the concept that as the C02 sublimates 

from the ice, the surf ace morphology is subsequently destroyed. This result suggests that 

the freshest, most icy craters would contain the greatest amounts of C02. 

There are many COz-bearing impact craters on Callisto, but only one has so far 

been identified on Ganymede, Mir Crater. Tornarsuk Crater on Callisto is the most pris

tine example of a spatially-resolved COz-bearing impact crater. For Tornarsuk, greater 

amounts of C02 appear to be associated with the crater and the icy continuous and discon

tinuous impact ejecta as well. In other COz-bearing impact craters, for which icy discon

tinuous ejecta blankets are absent, band depths of C02 are also shallower. This implies 

that the C02 in the surface around impact craters is at least partly a transient phenomenon 

associated with fresher, icy ejecta even though the C02 is in the non-ice ejecta material. 

An implication is that some of the C02 may migrate from its initial home in the recently

exposed ice, to the non-ice material on the surface. 

5.2.1. Detecting C02 in a water-ice clathrate 

It has already been demonstrated in this dissertation that the C02 observed on the 

surfaces of Callisto and Ganymede is not in the water-ice, although the C02 may be 

present, but undetected, in the large-grained ice on both moons. However, if fine-grained 
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ice is detected on the moons' surfaces that is several percent reflective at 4 µm (Figure 

1.3), the unit cell of the ice, as a clathrate, is sufficiently spacious to host enough C02 to 

be detected spectroscopically. COrclathrates could act as the host material if the temper

ature is well-below the sublimation point of water ice such as occurs at the poles of 

Ganymede and Europa (- lOOK). As an example of the little amount of C02 needed to 

account for the observed absorption bands on Ganymede and Callisto, the deepest (-30%) 

C02 absorption bands on these moons result from interacting with only about 300 mole

cules along the optical path. If C02 is stored as a clathrate in the water-ice, there will ide

ally be a water:C02 ratio that is 5.7: 1. In actuality the ratio is closer to 7: 1 because not all 

possible sites are filled with C02 [Miller, 1985]. Thus, 300 C02 molecules would imply a 

host of about 2100 water-molecules. Since a clathrate unit cell is composed of 46 water ice 

molecules that form a 12A lattice [Miller, 1985], 2100 water molecules would require a 

total space less than 0.06 microns across. This is much shorter than the possible path 

length of light through the ice (Table 3.1), so a fine-grained water-ice clathrate (- 10 µm 

or less in diameter) could act as a host material for C02. 

5.2.2. Stability of water-ice clathrates in the interiors of Callisto and Ganymede 

A question to address is the stability of C02 clathrates in the interiors of Callisto 

and Ganymede at depths likely to be excavated by impacts. The depth of excavated mate

rial from craters with final diameters of 10 to 100 km is likely to be up to 5 and no more 

than 10 km [Melosh, 1989]. The stability diagram of C02 and H20 demonstrates that C02 

clathrates are stable between pressures of 3 to 40 bars, depending on the temperature (Fig

ure 5.1). At greater pressures, over 273K, liquid water and liquid C02 form a solution; if 

cooler, the clathtrate solid is still stable, but is also in solution with liquid C02. Callisto, 

which is about the size of the Moon and has average density about 1/3 as great, has a grav

itation field about 1118 of the Earth's. At a depth of 10 km, the limit of excavation by 
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impact [Melosh, 1989], the lithostatic pressure will be - 55 bars. The temperature profile 

of Callisto is unknown, but the top 10 km has probably never come close to 273K or the 

upper crust would have melted and the surface would look more like Ganymede or 

Europa. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that clathrates within the top 10 km of the 

icy crust of Callisto would have been stable over geologic time. 
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Ganymede on the other hand, is larger and 

denser. Also, the surface shows that warm 

temperatures that have been reached in the 

interior have mobilized the subsurface 

resulting in an icy crust and in tectonic pro-

cesses that have deformed the surface 

through brittle and ductile processes [Pap

palardo, 1999]. It is possible that if there 

were abundant clathrate in the top 10 km of 

Figure 5.1. The phase diagram of H
2
o, co

2 
(from Ganymede's surface, they have been con

Miller, 1985) 
verted to a solution of water and C02 gas by 

the interaction of this warmer material near the surface. There are regions on Ganymede 

where the subsurface was warm enough that the brittle/ductile transition occurred at a 

depth of only a few kilometers [Collins et al., 1998a,b] However, even if the upper lOkm 

were not warmed sufficiently for the clathrate to dissolve into a solution, the stability limit 

of clathrate will be reached at a shallower depth because of the - 35% greater gravity of 

Ganymede creates greater pressure at a shallower depth. The C02 gas could have escaped 

from the near subsurface of Ganymede leaving much of the upper crust devolatilized in 

C02. This is consistent with the lack of impact-related C02 on Ganymede and the pres-

ence of non-ice ejecta of dark-ray craters that have shallow C02 band depths. However, 
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the C02 in Mir Crater is evidence that all of Ganymede's interior may not have outgassed. 

Also, the existence of several dark ray craters that have rays with shallower C02 band 

depths relative the background surrounding terrain suggests that the impact process may 

further devolatilize the C02 from the non-ice material. This effect will tend to decrease 

the background concentration of C02 on Ganymede, helping to explain the shallower C02 

band depths on Ganymede compared to Callisto. 

5.2.3. Supplying Callisto's exosphere by the release of C02 from a clathrate 

The amount of C02 that can be contained by a water-ice clathrate has been deter-

mined [Miller, 1985], and the above arguments indicate that clathrates are stable in the 

impact-gardened upper lOkm of Callisto. Therefore, the required abundance of clathrate 

that must be exposed to the surface of Callisto to account for the exosphere can now be 

determined. Although the release rate of C02 from a clathrate on the surf ace of the 

Galilean satellites is not known, it would be related to the expelling of C02 from the 

water-ice crystal lattice during phase transition from amorphous to crystalline ice and dur

ing sublimation. Since, amorphous ice only forms upon vapor deposition on very cold 

substrates, or through shock events, and quickly reverts to crystalline ice above the 120K 

to 135K temperature range, most if not all of the ice in the interiors of Ganymede and Cal

listo is crystalline. Therefore, the C02 is most likely released upon water-ice sublimation 

of a crystalline water-ice clathrate. If the C02 is in a clathrate with the expected 7:1 ratio 

of water:C02, approximately 2 x 1014 molecules cm-2 of C02 needs to be released each 

year from - 1.4 x 1015 molecules of ice to account for the exosphere (derived from Carl

son, 1999). This equates to only - 2.3 x 10-9 moles cm-2 of clathrate, or only about half a 

kilogram of clathrate per square kilometer if averaged over the entire surface. Sublima

tion on Callisto, however, is largely confined to within 60° of the equator (Figure 5, Spen

cer, 1987). Also, the surface coverage of ice is about 10%. Therefore, any clathrate ice 
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exposed at the surface would need to sublimate at about 5.8 kg km-2 yr- 1 to resupply the 

exosphere. At a density of 1000 kg m-3, this represents a loss of 0.058 m3 of clathrate 

from every square kilometer per year, which is a negligible loss to the surface over the 

lifetime of the solar system. Moore et al. [1999] have documented kilometers of surface 

loss by sublimation of ice over the lifetime of the solar system. Therefore, the sublimation 

of clathrates, if they exist, can easily maintain the tenuous C02 exosphere on Callisto. 

5.3. Explaining the presence of the C02 and S02 in the dark, non-ice materials 

5.3.1. Possible identities for the dark non-ice host of the C02 

Regardless of the fact that a sufficient amount of C02 may reside in water-ice 

clathrates for maintaining the exosphere on Callisto, the C02 that is detected on the sur

faces of both Ganymede and Callisto is in the darker, non-ice material. Some amounts of 

C02 may be trapped in the crystal structure of the dark material and some may be 

adsorbed. Terrestrial materials which can contain C02 include goethite, cordierite, beryl, 

apatite [McCord et al., 1998], and aluminum hydroxides such as gibbsite and boehmite 

[Cloutis and Bell, 2000]. The beryl and apatite have complex compositions resulting in 

physical structures that have large internal voids in their crystallography allowing a con

siderable amounts of C02 to be trapped in the crystal structure [Klein and Hurlbut, 1993]. 

As a consequence, the C02 band in these minerals can be as deep as found on Callisto and 

Ganymede [McCord et al., 1998]. However, apatite forms either as an igneous mineral or 

as a precipitate from salt water. Beryl is igneous as well, and cordierite is associated with 

metamorphosed shales. None of these are minerals are likely to be found on either 

Ganymede or Callisto, which have had neither silicate volcanism nor oceans on their-sur

faces. 

Other COz-bearing minerals include hydroxides of iron or aluminum. They have 

similar physical structures, both are of the Goethite structural group, and are composed of 
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layers of aluminum or iron hydroxide molecules. No reference has yet been found, but 

the C02 responsible for the shallow absorption bands, shown in McCord et al. 1998, is 

likely trapped, or simply adsorbed, between these hydroxide layers. The minerals are 

formed through the alteration of iron-rich olivine or aluminum-rich feldspars in the pres-

ence of water. Although both olivine and feldspars are associated with igneous mineral

ogy, large amounts are also found in primitive meteorites as chondrules and CAis [Wood, 

1988]. However, the depths of the C02 bands associated with these terrestrial minerals are 

much shallower than those found on Callisto. Therefore, if oxyhydroxides are the host 

material of C02 on Callisto and Ganymede, mechanisms must exist by which the amount 

of C02 in these materials can be increased above common terrestrial abundances. 

Nanocrystalline Fe-oxide palagonite (Pahala Ash) 
and Callisto non-ice spectrum 
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Figure 5.2. Spectra of palagonite (FeOOH) from 

Oxyhydroxides, such as palagonites, 

goethites, and diaspores also have visi-

ble and infrared spectra very similar to 

the Callisto non-ice spectrum [Bruck-

enthal, 1987; Cloutis and Bell, 2000]. 

Additionally these materials will be sta-

ble against at least UV irradiation on 

geologic timescales [Yen et al., 1999]. 

Hawaii [Bruckenthal, 1987] compared to the spectrum Therefore, oxyhydroxides could be a 
of a mostly-ice free area on Callisto from NIMS. 

stable host material for C02 on 

Ganymede and Callisto. 

Carbonaceous chondritic material also have spectra very similar to the non-ice 

material on Callisto [Calvin and Clark, 1995]. As described in Chapter 1, the bulk com

position of carbonaceous chondrites is dominated by the matrix which is primarily com-

posed of amorphous serpentines (a phyllosilicate, or clay-like mineral). The physical 
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structure of serpentine is very similar to that of the goethite group, but the layers are com

posed of groups of silica-oxygen molecules arranged in interconnecting tetrahedra and 

octahedra [Klein and Hurlbut, 1993]. Although no spectra of COrbearing serpentines 

has been found, their similar structure to oxyhydroxides imply the trapping or adsorption 

of C02 into these minerals is a possibility. 

5.3.2. The adsorption of C02 onto oxyhydroxides and serpentines 

Because there are no cage-like structures in oxyhydroxide and serpentine minerals, 

C02 will not be easily trapped into the crystal structure. However, the layered nature of 

these minerals, as well as their possible disordered amorphous state, will provide areas at 

which volatiles may adsorb. There have been extensive laboratory and theoretical studies 

of the adsorption of C02 onto clays at low pressures and temperatures for investigating the 

global C02 budget of Mars [Fanale and Cannon, 1974, 1979]. They note a dramatic 

increase of adsorption of C02 by nontronite at colder temperatures, upon descending from 

196K to 156K. This lowest temperature is in the range of the equilibrium temperature of 

non-ice material at the equators of Callisto and Ganymede. Nontronite is estimated to be 

able to maintain about 2% C02 by mass at 158K and 6 Torr, which is more than sufficient 

for producing the observed absorption bands on Callisto and Ganymede. However, the 

surface pressure of Callisto and Ganymede is on the order of 10-10 Torr. Mechanisms do 

exist that can significantly increase the vapor pressure at the very surface. For instance, it 

is possible that sublimating water could provide a weak atmosphere immediately above 

the ice grains. This high pressure would exist as long as the ice remained present and 

could conceivably be great enough to stabilize the C02 while the ejecta deposits are -still 

icy. The loss of the stabilizing atmosphere as the ice and darker non-ice material segregate 

could also be the impetus for the loss of C02 from the dark material over time. 

Another difference between the experimental results with nontronite clays and the 
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surface of Galilean satellites is that the non-ice material on the satellites is either oxyhy

droxides or serpentines, which have different physical structures than nontronite. 

Although serpentines and oxyhydroxides form as layers of molecules, there are not as 

many sites for trapping volatile molecules as does nontronite [Calvin and Clark, 1991 ; 

Calvin and King, 1997]. There are also some important constraints on the trapping pro

cess. First, the non-ice material and COTrich ice would have to be intimately mixed to 

allow the C02 to escape from the ice and adsorb onto the non-ice material. This situation 

is very likely to occur as the result of an impact. Over time, the ice sublimates and the 

mixing style will trend towards a discrete mixture. Meanwhile, the C02 outgasses and 

adsorbs onto the non-ice material. If this process is valid, it implies that older already seg

regated terrain will not be enriched in C02. The presence of COi-poor, geologically old, 

ice-rich ridges and scarps on Callisto are consistent with this, as are nearly ice-free areas 

that contain lower background levels of C02. 

5.3.3. Increasing the abundance of adsorbed C02 

If the C02 is more effectively retained .in non-ice material on Callisto's trailing 

hemisphere than elsewhere, then there likely is a mechanism related to electron-bombard

ment by the Jovian magnetosphere by which the non-ice material is altered. The increase 

in adsorption effectiveness of oxyhydroxides and serpentines by electron irradiation has 

not been explored. However, the production of reduced carbon through this process is 

well-documented, as is the adsorption of molecules onto reduced carbon. Everett, [1967] 

showed that the adsorptivity of C02 onto activated charcoal was about an order of magni

tude higher at 158K than at room temperature. It is possible that the non-ice material on 

the trailing side of Callisto contains a sufficient amount of organics radiolytically reduced 

to elemental carbon to act as another host to outgassing C02. 
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5.4. Further work 

5.4.1. Consistency of the C02 absorption band depth estimates 

The consistency between overlapping NIMS observations of differing spatial and 

spectral resolution needs to be explored further. A general consistency has already been 

found for observations of Callisto's leading hemisphere between global-resolution obser

vations of - 50 km/pixel and higher resolution observations of - 10 km/pixel [McCord et 

al., 1998]. The consistency found was in the relative distribution of C02. However, the 

absolute band depths were inconsistent between the observations. Since the phase angles 

of the observations were comparable, and concurrent work showed little photometric 

dependency within the C02 band depth estimate, this was attributed to a combination of 

spatial resolution and spectral resolution effects by Hibbitts et al. [2000]. Further work in 

this dissertation suggests it is purely an effect of differing spectral resolution. Additional 

research needs to be done using other overlapping observations to confirm the consistency 

observed by McCord et al., [1998] and to quantify the effects of spatial and spectral reso

lution on the depth of the C02 absorption band. After completing this work for Callisto, 

the same investigation needs to be applied to the observations of 'Ganymede. 

5.4.2. Refining the distribution of S02 

The shape of the S02 absorption band on Callisto and Ganymede needs to be 

refined and its distribution more precisely determined. This dissertation has shown that 

the S02 band is a broad absorption centered between 4.0 and 4.1 µm. For Callisto, the 

S02 is depleted on the trailing side compared to the leading, and there is little correlation 

between S02 and C02 concentrations. There are some SOrbearing impact craters,_ but 

they usually are not the same as COrbearing impact craters. For Ganymede, no mapping 

of the S02 band has been done. Quantitative analysis now needs to be done to determine 

to what extent the shape of the S02 band on Callisto is uniform. To the extent possible, 

the same needs to be done for Ganymede. In order to estimate the shape of the S02 band 
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as precisely as possible, the relative calibration between detectors 13 and 14 must be 

improved because the S02 absorption is so broad, it is present in the spectral range of both 

detectors 13 and 14. For Ganymede the S02 band depth distribution will most likely only 

be determined on an observation-by-observation basis. 

5.4.3. Minor absorption at - 4.37 µm. 

The minor absorption at - 4.37 µm is due to the presence of 13co2. Estimates of 

its band depth will enable the derivation of quantitative numbers for the 13c112c ratio. 

Terrestrial absorbance values for 13C02 and C02 are - 0.075 and - 1.12, respectively 

[Falk and Seto, 1986]. Thus, the absorption band of 13co2 at 4.37 µmin terrestrial sam

ples will be - 7% as strong as the C02 absorption at 4.26 µm. The possible 4.37-µm 

absorption band on both Callisto and Ganymede is about 5% of the larger band (Figures 

3.2 and 4.4) suggesting near terrestrial abundances of 13co2, if the 4.37-µm dip is proven 

to not be a calibration artifact. These value are also similar to the near-terrestrial or 

slightly enriched values of 13C/12C in comets [Krankowsky, 1991;Vanysek, 1991]. 

5.4.4. The other trace constituents on Callisto 

The strengths of the absorption band at 3.88 µmis weaker than the S02 absorption 

band. The 4.57-µm absorption, although comparable to the S02 band, occurs in detector 

15 which has lower signal-to-noise. Improving the calibration in order to map the S02 

more accurately and to confirm or reject the presence of an absorption band at 4.37 µm 

will have the additional benefit of making it possible to more precisely quantify the shape 

of the absorptions at 3:88 and 4.57 µm. Objectives will include determining if these band 

shapes are uniform over the surface of Callisto, and mapping their distributions to the pre

cision allowed by NIMS resolution on a pixel-by-pixel basis as done for S02 and C02. 

5.4.5. Laboratory work 

Laboratory work addressing the possible explanations for C02 and S02 in the non-
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ice material on the surf aces of Ganymede and Callisto is essential. The goals of this work 

should be to: 1) determine if electrons trapped in Jupiter's co-rotating magnetic field are 

responsible for the increased C02 concentrations on the trailing hemisphere of Callisto, 2) 

determine the stability of C02 and S02 contained in dark material on Callisto and 

Ganymede, and 3) determine the spectral nature of C02 and S02 adsorbed onto non-ice 

materials. Research in pursuit of each of these goals can be conducted in a single labora

tory setting in which a sample can be place in a thermally controlled vacuum chamber. 

An electron gun would need to be mounted on the chamber for irradiation of the sample. 

A visible and infrared spectrometer would also need to be mounted at the same time to 

monitor the changes in reflectance spectra of the host material and to determine if any 

C02 or S02 is produced in the material. A mass spectrometer will also need to me 

mounted on the chamber to measure the flux and mass of particles loss from the sample. 

The impact and reach of this work will extend far beyond the Galilean satellites. 

Hydroxylated minerals, perhaps metal hydroxides as w'ell as phyllosilicates, appear to be 

the dominant non-ice materials in many asteroids, on Mars, the outer Galilean satellites, 

and very possibly on the Saturnian satellites, such as Iapetus, which will soon be visited 

by the Cassini spacecraft. Water ice is ubiquitous in the outer system and the presence of 

C02 (or CO) is well-documented on Mars, the Galilean satellites, and comets. Under

standing the relationship which exists between the geology of the icy Galilean satellites 

and C02 and S02 abundance may provide many insights into processes which occur 

throughout the Solar System. This needed laboratory work has potentially as great signif

icance for the upcoming observations of the Saturnian satellites by the Cassini VIMS -as it 

does for the NIMS observations of the Jovian moons. 
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(2:2:48 , 74 :2: 168, I 94 :2:216,217 :3 I 2,314:2 :408) 202712.2 2.5%(4,2,3)- Booma 
NOLAT_OlA a Lat: 38 to 54 61x89 15.9 to 18.5 mode: 408 20 x 74 96°,36-57,76-87 

Lon: 358 to 16 5.078 9.02 #BANDS: 228/EVEN 2 swaths -l.O,l.0,98a 
(2:2:48, 74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408) (46] 3.4% (4 ,2,3) 

SKULDOIA g (12. t.44.76).(12.2,14.4) 49 x 85 9.54 to 11.7 mode: 408 69 x 20 0.501344.51 phase angle: I 03° 
(3.2,42.9,2.8,36.S) 5.0 #BANDS:.228/EVEN 2 swaths 358.34 98a,-l.0 
Lat: 3 - 12 (2:2:48,74 :2: I 68, 194:2:216,217:312 ,314:2 :408) (42] 20106.0 23.1% (4,2.2) 

........ Loo: 35- 42 

VI VALBAL01A a (S0.8,t3.0).(t3.S,7.0J) 71x116 58.0 to 63.2 mode: 408 198 x 20 0.291353.8 phase angle: 92° 
........ (I S.0,JJ.4).(-9.03,35.23) 5.078 30.758 #BANDS:.228/EVEN 3 swaths 358.42 98a, -1.0 

Lat: -35 to 49 4777 (58%) [2 :2:48 , 74 :2: 168, I 94:2:216,217 :3 12,3 I 4 :2 :408) (66.133] 120630.2 10.7% (4,2,3) 
Loo: 7 to 83 

VALSPCOl a (IS.83,S0.1).(16.0,42.8) 19 x 47 21.2 to 22.7 mode: 408 46x 20 0.371348.98 phase angle: 97° 
(S.9,49.J).(4.6,49.1) 11.302 #BANDS: 228/EVEN l swath 358.35 96a, -0.94 
Lat 4 1o 16 1ihcd 1ligbl rt. (2:2:48, 74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217 :312,314:2 :4081 42803. l 8.8% (4,2,3) 
Loo: 4lto53 

ASGARD ill Lat: 29.0 to 31.4 106 x 56 1.86 to 3.78 mode: 204 125 x 20 1.631146.96 62-78, 38-46, 78-80 
Loo: 149.8 to 153.8 1.28 #BANDS: 180IODD l swath 6.97 98a,-l.O,O 

[I :2:47,73:2:167, 193:2:407) 7518.5 8.1% (4,2,3)Sllado ..... I 
BRTLIMBOl m I.NIA vtub only mode: 204 82 x 20 

#BANDS:24 
CALLERTll m I.NIA vtub only mode: 408 4(4 x 2) 

#BANDS:408 
CATENA01 m Lat: 12.9 to 30.4 101 x 83 15.8 to 21.4 mode: 408 153 x 20 0.251352.24 pbase angle: 84.5' 

Lou: 4.6 to 31.6 5.054 9.783 (2:2:48,74:2: I 68, 194:2:2 I 6,217:312 ,3 14:2:408) 2 swaths 358.79 98a, -1.0 
79 36730.3 11.2"· 4,2,3 

GLOBAI.01 m Lat: -69 to 67 68 x 121 89.5 to 95.6 mode: 408 20 x 170 phase angle: 96° 
Loo: 97 to 157 5.055 48.006 #BANDS: 228/EVEN 3 swaths AACS 

3247 {19%} (2:2:48t 74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217 :312,314:2 :408) Far North comer Limbfit 
GLOBAI.02 ill (79, 13), (0, 350) 68 x 124 90 to 98 mode: 408 20 x 148 -0.03/353.53 phase angle: sr 

(-75, 28), (0, 70) 5.0526 #BANDS: 228/EVEN 3 swaths 358.77 98a, -1.0 
Lat: -75 to 80 1706 (44Y•) (2:2:48, 74:2: I 68 , 194:2:216,217:3 I 2,314 :2:408} 189621.4 4.6% (4,3,3) 
Lon: 3 50 to 80 



Ob1enatloa /!dl1 ~Kim.ate c ..... Real••tl•• la1tnimeat Mede Tllbe Sab S/C Pllue,emtu, laddeat octet 
Name u .. I Jlew1 ...... 111ua NamberefBuda Dtmeutou Lat/Lea. CaltbraUoa, P-Utft, la11aUoa 

LAT.RANGE #eta.a. "'1(t..lf"' Wanle•stli tdecUoa Mai Rot. Pcrceat Spika 
LON.RANGE Noa-0 Tct. .Dltt. Commeata 

pt ult 

PALIMPOl QI (I0.7,76). (10.7,67) SO x SJ 2.S to J.SS mode: 408 JS x 20 l.9l / l2 .S4 phase angle: 81° 
(9,67), (S.7S) l.734 #BANDS:J60 JS8.70 98a, -l.O 
loo: 67 to 76 (l :48,7J:l68,19J :408] 45JJ .O l l.5% (4.2,J) Sbdowta1 
lat: 9 to 10.7 

SMTJIPLNstl QI Lat 12.56 to 17.71 !OJ x 87 J.62 to 6.16 mode: 204 146 x 20 phase angle: 64' to 7J' 
Lon: J46 to J5 l #BANDS: 180 Sbdowbl1 

2:2:48,74 :2: 168, 194:2:408 
VALllALOl QI (21,41.5)(22,30.6) 76 x 49 7.5 to 10 mode: 408 62<20 0.6J/J56.J phase angle: 83° 

(11.9,39.5),(18.1,29.8) 5.054 4.77 #BANDS:228 l swath 358.73 98a,-l.J 
Lat: 17.8JtoJl (2 :2:48,74:2: 168, 194:2:2 I 6,217:3 12,314:2:408} 16676.0 10.3% (4,2,J) 
Lon: 29 .6 to 41.8 

GLOBAL 8lL Lat: -70 to 75 66 x 117 11Jtoll7 mode: 408 130 x 20 l.48/308.99 . phase angle: 4 .6° 
Lon: 2S5 lO 345 5.00S 57.7 #BANDS:228 3 swaths 178.27 cal. 98a, pshift: -l.O 

4128(53%! [2:2:48174:2:168, 194:2:216,217:3 I 2,l 14:2:408J (JS ,92] 228489.5 l l.5% (4,2,3) 
BRAN f;H Lat: -44 to -IO 50 x 77 31.9 to J5.2 mode: 408 20.SJ 0.17/192.17 pb angle: 78', 

Lon: 19110 222 4.9503 16.682 #BANDS: 228 2 swaths J54.75 98a, +0.5890, 1.1970 
p :2:41.11:1201n:2: 16111J4:2:2&1211J:ll6.JJ1:2 :401] (4J] 69132.1 

GLOBAL QI Lat: ·7Sto-12 46 x 60 89.6 to 92.5 mode: 408 20 x 50 0.08/197.46 75.79,variable,variable 
Lon: 190 to 270 4.951 45.20 1 #BANDS: 228 l swath 354.6J 98a. +0.5890. l.1970 

[2:2:41.'1 l ;l20, J22:2:1611,194:2:2111.219:ll6.lll:l :<IOI! 18J205.J 

....... FEATU04 m Lat: J.J5 to 10.60 14.0210 14.78 Mode: 408 20 x 20 -0.07/J49.88 JJ,J6.68 

V\ (lgaluk Crater) Lon: JlJ.8910 Jl9.81 4.965 7.087 #BANDS: 228 I swath J52.02 98a, +l.123,1.20 
N f2:2.41,7J:ll0 ,122:2:161. 19-4:2:lll ,ll9:Jl6 . lll:2:40IJ J0752 .7 



Ob1enadoa Name flIJk Appronmate Lecatloa Ca-.0 Reolaatloa BANDS, MODES Tue Sab SIC "'-~""'* No tea 
A LAT.RANGE :s: Rewa alauel/km Dl.meaalou Lat/Loa. lalt.(N ... )....ut,UA 

(Seqaeace # aa D•t• Gola LON.RANGE lefLL lwkph/km Tst. C.DlaL %Spika 
CD) Stole N_._ (tm) MopRoL 

AMON !il Lat: 25.94 to 40.01 40x 50 17.58 to 18.95 mode: 408 34 x20 -7.1 1/193 .10 phase angle: 24.33 very str. 
Loo: 214.91to232.50 5.198 9.529 #BANDS: 228/EVEN I swath 38115.30 98a,(-l.30, 1.02) 1.48, weak 

2 (2:2:48,49:96, 98:2 :408 J 22.17 ? COi 
GLOBALOlA !il Lat: -70 to 70 100 x 120 109.4 to 124.4 mode: 408 253 x 20 -9.11/182.46 phase angle: 29.33 C02eq. 

Lon: 85 to 245 5.198 56.40 #BANDS:228/EVEN 3 swaths 225597.4 98a,-l.3,2 Gal reg. 
2,3 2 6344(S2.9) (2:2:96,97: 144,146:2 :408] [null fl~backs] 15.92 ? abs.@~. 

RJ:GIOOlA !il Ride-along 33 x 76 3.70 to 3.85 mode: 102 15 x 20 ------ phase augle: 21.17 
2.382 #BANDS:l02 I swath 98a,-l.3,3 

4 ? [1 :4:408] Ride-along 
LIMBSCOlA !il Limb scan mode: 408 

5 ? 17 channels 
MEMPWtlA !il Limb scan 63 x 58 1.46 to 1.60 mode:102 19x 20 ------ phase angle: 17.67 

6 ? ride-along 0.7035 #BANDS:l02 I swath 
MJ:MPIStlA !il Lat: ·2 to 31 60 x 48 40.9 to 43.9 mode408: 56 x 20 -8.63/191.95 phase angle: 29.46 

Loo: 112 to 166 21.492 #BANDS: 228/EVEN I swath 85968.2 98a,-l.3,3 
7 3 [2:2:288,289:336,338:2:408] 196.9 1 ? 

MlllllAYOl !il Lat: -6. l to -2.9 73 x 57 5.12 to 7.10 mode: 408 62 x 20 -2.09/ 186.78 phase angle: 7 .84 some C(h 
Loo: 228.4 to 236.2 5.199 3.473 #BANDS:228/EVEN I swath 13892.2 98a.-l.3,3 poss. crater 

8 3 [2 :2:240,24 1 :288,290:2:408] 11.76 ? 
NIPPUROlA !il Lat: 21.3 to 33.1 77 x 52 12.05 to 14.49 mode: 408 77 x 20 -6.16/192.27 phase angle: 25.5 I very little 

Loo: 173 .0 to 186.3 7.140 #BANDS: 228/EVEN I swath 28558.9 98a.-1.3.3 CO, ....... 9 2 [2:2: 144, 145: 192, 194:2:408] 20.15 ? 
V\ 
U.) PTAH !il Lat: -83.l to -59.9 36 x 50 15.99 to 17.20 mode:408 27 x 20 -6.87/192.93 phase angle: 24.24 no CO, 

Loo: 180.7 to 224.7 5.202 8.783 #BANDS: 228/EVEN I swath 35133.4 98a,-l.3, 2 
10 ? [2:2: 120,121 :168,170:2:408] 7.18 ? 

URUSULOlA !i1. Ride-along 263 x 120 3.63 to 3.73 mode:102 14 x 20 ------ phase angle: 15.50 
2.455 #BANDS: 102 I swath 98a, -1.3, 3 

II 3 1:4:408 ? 
ANTUMOl fi1 Lat: 3.77 to 6.79 73 x 57 2.73 to 3.73 mode: 204 66 x 20 13.59/190.93 phase angle: 23.73 very hi 

Lon: 218.42 to 221.02 5.1276 2.149 #BANDS: 204/0DD I swath 8597.8 98a, -1.3, 2 diffuse CO, 
I 2 1:2:408 111.37 20.5'1. 

BRFRGROlA fi1 Lat: 70.22 to 70.6 150 x 150 mode: 204 30 x 20 ------ phase angle: 15 to 45 NoC02, 
Loo: 190.2 to 191.25 excess Miss. del:N/A: I swath limb view, 

2.3 ? null se:ace #BANDS: 204 No dese:ilin& needed 
NRPOLJ:OlA fi1 Lat: 52.28 to 78.0 78 x 60 17.18to 19.62 mode: 204 75 x 20 -2.21/191.49 phase angle: 30.5 No CO, 

Loo: 168.22 to 228.44 5.1726 9.523 Miss. del :: NI A ? 15.21 No despike 
4 3 (limb at to~) #BANDS: 204 38090.0 ? needed 

SIPPAROlA fi1 Lat: -27.89 to-11.19 16 x 47 36.88 to 37.45 mode:408 14 x 20 -4.47/188.89 phase angle: 31.21 CO, high in 
Lon: 172.79 to 182.22 5.1725 19.20 #BANDS: 204/EVEN l swath 76800.2 98a, -1.3,2 dark area, & 

[2:2:408] 9.76 ? drk flrof 
crat. 

TAMMUZOlA fi1 Lat: 9.62 to 15.41 69 x49 10.51to12 .78 mode:408 62 x 20 0.121192.08 phase angle: 26.05 High CO,, 
Lon: 225.73 to 238.47 5.1760 6.290 #BANDS: 204/EVEN I swath 25159.I 98a. -1.3, 2 bul low near 

[2:2:408) 4.02 ? crater 



ObaenaUoa Name llil!! Approllilllate Lecadoa Colamu Redo•Uoa BANDS, MODES Tabe S.b 8/C ..__~ ...... Noteo 

" LAT.RANGE :r.R1w1 llillucl/km Dlmeulo•• Lat/Loa. lalt. (N ... ) ...ut,la1I. 

(Seqaeace I•• Data Gala LON.RANGE fofa.a. lwkpwtm Tct.C.Dbt. %Splkeo 
CD) State N-0- (km) Map Rat. 

GLOBAIAlA lH Lat: -48 to SO 11 x 31 39S.O to 396.2 mode: 408 IO x 20 0.21/300.99 phase angle: 50.0 some CO., 
Loo: 32S to 360 S.131S 197.4S #BANDS: 204/EVEN l swath 729431.9 

3 3 2:2:408 1.36 ? 
GLOBALOIA 8i Lat: -7S to 7S 42 x 77 1S8.4 to IS9.8 mode:408 20 x 67 2.98/3S6.21 phase angle: 34.S Equ. CO, 

Loo: 2SS to 323 S.1914 79.906 #BANDS: 192/EVEN 2 swaths 177.43 98a,-l.OO, 3 & cone in 
1,2 3 ll :l :41,74:1:1201l1 :144 146:l :1611194 :l:408J [34] 713SS.6 ? wesl 

NHILATOl fiZ Lat: 30 to SO 84 x 97 32.86 to 37.6S mode:408 94 x 20 ? phase angle: 63.0 No CO., 
Lon: 32S to S S.1066 17.839 #BANDS: 192/EVEN l swath 

IO 11 3 Slanted to NW '? 
BRITRLOlA fiZ Lat: 2S to 30 38 x 49 l l.12 to 2.19 #BANDS: 360 33 x 20 I0.98/S.10 phase angle-- 73.S CO, only 

Lon: 28S to 3 IO S.I07 S.883 [ 1:48,73: 168,193:408] l swath -2.88 98a,(-0.2S,l.06) in dark mat 
I ? 23S31.S ? 

GWBALHA fiZ Lat: -70 to 70 S9 x 124 94.26 to 102.8 mode: 408 28 x 20 0.46/346.12 phase angle: 61.2 noisy 
Lon: 33S to S S. lOS 49.812 #BANDS: 192/EVEN l swath 199248.6 Map ice: 

2-7 ? (2 :2:48174:2: 144! 145: 168t 194:2:408] 3S8.08 '! 
GWBAJAlA fiZ Lat: -SS to SO 29 x 86 110.4 to 112.7 mode: 408 ? -0. l S/194.41 phase angle: 119.S Booms 

Lon: 227 to 270 S.113 SS.90 #Bands: 360 223612.9 98a,( -0.3, l.06) 
8 ? 1:48 73:168 193:408 2.94 ? 

ICITTU_llA fiZ Lat: -2.88 to 3.0 103 x S4 4.20 to 6.37 mode: 408 80 x 20 22.47/14.69 phase angle: 87.6S CO., bi w/ 
Lon: 332.27 to 341 S.1072 3.048 #BANDS: 360 1 swath 12191.3 98a, -1.00, 3 low ice ....... 9 3 1:48 73:168,193:408 l.22 ? 

Ul MELKAllllA YI Lat: -11.66 to -8.40 S8 x S2 4.SS to 6.54 mode: 408 S9 x 20 6.971199.86 phase angle: 80.38 Low CO., 
~ Lon: 184.21 to187.4S S.0869 3.368 #BANDS: 216 l swath 13472.0 98a, -1.00, 3 

3 3 [2:2:48,74:2:96,97: 168, 194:2:408] -3.17 ? 
OSIRISOlA YI Lat: -61 to -21.39 42 x 7S 38.SI mode: 408 78x 20 -0.4S/181.4 phase angle: 62.94 almost no 

Lon: l 18.G9 to 17S.SO S.093 to 4l.3S #BANDS: 216/EVEN 2 swaths 81747.9 98a, -1.00, '! co., 
3 20.437 [2:2:48,74:2:96,97; 168, 194:2:408] [40] -2.23 ? 

URUK YI Lat: -14.98 to -0.19 7S x 83 14.77 to 19.24 mode:408 132 x 20 1.40/187.77 phase angle: 68.66 CO., lo to 
Lon: lSS.89 to 137.9S S.0897 8.976 #BANDS: 216/EVEN. 2 swaths 3S90S.S 98a,-l.00,3 (0.13,1.07) hi. Avoid 

6 3 [2:2:48,74:2:96,97: 168, 194:2:408] [66] -2.54 ? craters, 
TRANSi YI Lat: 42.74 to S2.29 SS x 48 12.19 to 14.26 mode:408 ? 2.31/190.0 ?? ooCO., 

3 Lon: 193.62 to 206.6S S.076 7.04 S #BANDS: 216/EVEN. 28178.6 a little 
s [2:2:48,74:2:96,97: l 68, 194:2:408] -1.07 ? noisx 

DAil.TRL YI Lat: 32.7 to 34.76 21 x SI l.91 to 3.24 mode: 408 ? 14.49/21S.91 phase angle: -97 very noisy 
Loo: 204.0 to 204.66 S.076 l.847 #Bands: 384 7386.4 

l ? 1:168,193:408 -0.87 ? 
LIDAllK YI Lat: 1.07 to 6.08 43 x 48 9.76 to 11.19 mode:408 ? 3. IS/191.89 ? CO., 

Lon: 182.27 to 187.2S S.076 S.889 #BANDS: 216/EVEN. -2.69 ouaside 
2 3 [2:2:48,74:2:96,97 : 168, 194:2:408] 23SS4.4 ? crater 

DRKLIT a Lat: 17toSS 170x69 40.0 to 40.96 mode: 408 202 x 20 -0.021102.64 Phase angle: 13.74 One area 
Lon:SO to 140 S.073 20.6S #Bands: 228/evcn 2 swaths 2.36 98a,(0.4 7, l.08) ofC01 in 

[ 2:2:48,73 : 168,194:2:408] (49] 82606.3 ? dark, else 0 



-VI 
VI 

Oblenadoa Name !l.dil ,. 
(Seqaeace II •• Data Gala 
CD) State 

GLOBAUl g 

3 3 
GLOBAL02 g 

Apprexlmate Lecadoa Colamu Realoadoa 
LAT.RANGE IhWI lllmael/ta 
LON.RANGE II of La. hrkpWkm .. __ 

(km) 

Lat: -05.191078.15 131x123 82.59 to 93.92 
Lon: 62.64 10 228. 77 5.060 43 .318 

Lat: -84.35 to 82.2 43 x 158 80.8110 86.41 
Lon: 326.79 to 131.06 5.059 41.422 

BANDS, MODES Tabe Sab 8/C n--u&Mo Notes 
Dlmeul••• Lat/Loa. lalt. (N ... ) l'alJUaA 

Tat. C.Dlat. %8plkea 
Map Rot. 

mode: 408 ? -0.04/150.74 phase angle: - 43 
#Bands: 228/evcn 175907.3 98a, -1.0 
[ 2:2:48,73: 168,94:2:408] - 1.16 ? 
mode: 408 ? 0.02147 .44 phase angle: - 81 noisy, low 
#Bands: 228/cven 168320.2 snr 
[ 2:2:48,73 :168,94:2:408] 1.65 



Appendix 2: MatLab Programs 

Asygauss.m 
function out=asygauss( cw l,plusw,minusw, w l) 

% 
% function out=asygauss(cwl,plusw,minusw,wl) 
% calculates a gaussian with peak height 1 centered at 
% wavelength cwl and with widths towards smaller wl given 
% by minusw and greater wl by plusw. the output is sampled 
% on the wavelengths wl. 

cwl=cwl(l);plusw=plusw(l);minusw=minusw(l);wl=wl(:); 
wid=repmat(minusw,size(wl)); 
wid(find(wl>cwl))=plusw; 
out=exp(-((w 1-cwl)./wid). "2); 
return 

%for Callisto the parameters used are: cwl = 4.258, plusw=0.0302, minusw=0.0334 
%for Ganymede the parameters used are: cwl=4.257, plusw=0.0369, minusw=0.0367 
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Bandgen2.m 
function [sh405,sh425,sh457]=bandgen2(wl405,wl425,wl457) 

% 
% [sh405,sh425,sh457]=bandgen2(wl405,wl425,wl457) 
% generates shape functions for the three bands centered 
% at 4.05, 4.25 and 4.57 microns. the wavelength 
% selections for each of the shapes is given by the input 
% wl388, ... etc. and the shapes are output with corresponding 
% sizes in sh405, .. . etc. The paramenters here are for line 
% centers based on g2,c3,and g8 orbit data from Callisto. % 

wl405=wl405(:); 
wl425=wl425(:); 
wl457=wl457(:); 
%p405=[ 4.048486667538075,0.03255819138588841,0.1051203218737418]; 
p405=[0.77372229902242,3.98740591563175,0.06662724249849,0.03743573850983, ... 

0.65313705832352,4.06767501911014,0.01436031196527,0.06662724249849]; 
p457=[ 4.567379366279882,0.03391737716973726,0.08745862489547571 ]; 
p425=[ 4.2578,0.0316,0.0334 ]; 
%sh405=asygauss(p405( 1 ),p405(2),p405(3 ), wl405); 
sh405=p405( 1 )*asygauss(p405(2),p405(3 ),p405( 4),w1405)+ ... 

p405(5)*asygauss(p405(6),p405(7),p405(8),wl405); 
sh457=asygauss(p457(1),p457(2),p457(3),wl457); 
sh425=asygauss(p425( 1 ),p425(2),p425(3), wl425); 

return 
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Bandplot.m 
function [ snr,a ve ]=bandp lot( name, a vespec, wa vesel, pshift,infl ,off set,co lor,moon); 

%function [ snr,a ve ]=bandplot( name,a vespec, wavesel, pshif t,infl ,off set,color,moon); 
% 
%Will plot the average spectra and the fits to the 1.48, -4 micron, 
%and the co2 band fits. Will return the snr for each fit. 
% 
%Input is the average spectrum, the band selector, the pshift, wavelength inflation, 
%multiplying factor to the average spectra. 
%shapes.m contains the wavelength selectors from which the shape functions 
%are calculated. 

wlcal=nimswgen2(pshift,infl, 124 ); 
load shapes2; 
[shape405,shape425,shape457]=bandgen2(wlcal(x400),wlcal(x425),wlcal(x457)); 
shape405a=shape405; 
shape405b=zeros(length(shape405a)); 
for i=l :length(shape405a)-1,shape405b(i)=shape405a(i+ l);end; 

%loading the correct 2micron shape for the moon being mapped 
if moon==mat2str(' g' ), 

end 

load /jp2c/hibbi tts/working/ shape200bg. txt; 
load /jp2c/hibbi tts/working/shape 148 g. txt; 
shape200b=shape200bg; 
shape148=shape148g; 

%interpolating the shape of the water-ice bands to fit the new wavelengths if calibration is 
different 
%than that for which they were designed (pshift -1.3, inflation 0) 
if pshift -=-1.3 I infl-=1.0, 
x l=nimswgen2(-l .3, 1.0, 124 ); 
shape125=spline(x 1(x125),shape125, wlcal(x125))'; 
shapel 48=spline(xl (x 148),shape 148, wlcal(x 148))'; 
shape200b=spline(x 1 (x200),shape200b, w lcal(x200))'; 
end; 

%remove the ends of detectors from ends of shape functions, if present 
%ends of detectors within shape functions are delt with when calculating banddepths 
%x400 is already okay 
x457=x457(2:23);shape457=shape457(2:23); 
x425=x425(5:21);shape425=shape425(5 :21); 
x200=x200(2: 3 5) ;shape200b=shape200b(2: 35); 
xl 48=x148( 1:36);shapel48=shapel 48( 1 :36); 

%to account for over-inflation of the water-ice region, moving the selectors into areas of 
absorption 
if infl>l.05,x148=x148(3:end-2);shape148=shape148(3:end-
2);x200=x200(2:end);shape200b=shape200b(2:end);end; 
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avespec=a vespec+offset; 
%plotting avespec 
figure(l);for i=l:l 7 ,plot(wlcal(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),avespec(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+1))),color); ... 
if i==l,hold on,end;end; 

color=mat2str( color); 

%%%%%% 
% 1.48 micron 
%%%%%% 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x148(c)); 
if isempty(a)==O, break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x 148(length(xl 48)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )==0, break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
%the end wavelengths of each detector can often provide unreliable fits, so ignore the 
ends if present 
temp l=find(wavesel(x)==96);if isempty(temp 1)==0,x(temp1 )=[];end; 
temp 1 =find( wa vesel ( x )==97) ;if isempty( temp 1 )==0 ,x( temp 1 )=[];end; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x148, we need to find exactly 
where x148 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i=l :length(x); x 1(i)=find(x148==wavesel(x(i) ));end; 

%to caclculate and solve the least squares fit of the 1.48 micron average band: 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shapel 48(x 1 )) ]\avespec(x, 1 ); 
contl48=(z(l)+wlcal(x148( 11 ))*z(2)+z(3) ); 
ave 148=z(3 )/contl 48; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z'*[ones(length(x),1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape148(xl))]'; 
diff=(approx-avespec(x,1)')."2; 
noise 148=sqrt(sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr148=noise148/contl48; 
snr148=ave148/corr148; 

plot(wlcal(wavesel(x)),[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x) )' (1-shape 148(x 1 ))]*z,' .-.' ); 
text(.8,avespec( 1)+.0 l ,mat2str(name )); 

%%%%%% 
% 2.00 micron 
%%%%%% 
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for c=1:4 
a=find( wavesel==x200( c)); 
if isempty(a)==O, break:;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x200(1ength(x200)-( c-1) )); 
if isempty(b )==0, break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
%the end wavelengths of each detector can often provide unreliable fits, so ignore the 
ends if present 
temp 1 =find( wavesel(x)== 144 );if isempty(temp 1 )==0,x( temp 1 )=[];end; 
templ=find(wavesel(x)==145);if isempty(templ)==O,x(templ)=[];end; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x148, we need to find exactly 
where x148 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i=l :length(x); x 1 (i)=find(x200==wavesel(x(i) ));end; 

%to caclculate and solve the least squares fit of the 1.48 micron average band: 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape200b(x 1))]\avespec(x, 1 ); 
cont200=(z( 1)+wlcal(x200(1 l))*z(2)+z(3)); 
ave200=z(3 )/cont200; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z' *[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape200b(xl))]'; 
di ff=( approx-avespec(x, 1) ' ). "2; 
noise200=sqrt(sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr200=noise200/cont200; 
snr200=a ve200/ corr200; 

%plot(wlcal(wavesel(x)),[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape200b(xl))] *z,' .
')· . ' 

%text(2.00,avespec(x(length(x))),mat2str(name)); 

%%%%%% 
% 4.25 micron 
%%%%%% 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x425(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x425(length(x425)-(c-1))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x425, we need to find exactly 
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where x425 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i= 1 :length(x); xl (i)=find(x425==wavesel(x(i) ));end; 
if length(x)==l 7,x425=x425(4: 15);x=x(4: 15);xl=x1(4: 15);end; 

%to caclculate and solve the least squares fit of the 4.25 micronaverage band: 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x)) ' (1-shape425(xl)) ]\avespec(x, 1); 
cont425=(z( 1 )+w lcal(x425( 12) )*z(2)+z(3)); 
a ve4 25=z(3 )/cont4 25 ; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z' *[ ones(length(x),l) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (l-shape425(xl))]'; 
di ff=( approx-avespec(x, 1)' ). "2; 
noise425=sqrt( sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr425=noise425/cont425; 
snr4 25=a ve4 25/ corr4 25; 

plot(wlcal(wavesel(x)),[ ones(length(x),l) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape425(xl))]*z,' .-. ' ); 
text(4.25,avespec(x(length(x)))+.004,mat2str(name)); 

snr=[snrl48;snr425]; 
ave=[ave148;ave425]; 

return 
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Bda.m 
function [banddepths,bandfits,bandnoise,bandsnr,avebd,avefit,avenoise] = 
bda( cube,mask,s,l, wa vesel, pshift,infl ,a vespec ,fb,moon) 

% [banddepths,bandfits,bandnoise,bandsnr,avebd,ave-
fit,avenoise ]=bda( cube,mask,s,l, wavesel,pshift,infl,avespec,fb,moon) 
% 
% This script file calculates banddepths (depth in DN I continuum DN), noise esti-
mates: bandnoise (which are 
% the least squares fit of the function to the data), a goodness of fit estimate: bandfits 
(the bandnoise 
% divided by the continuum), and a signal-to-noise estimate: snr (banddepth/bandfits 
which is equivelent to 
% the bandepth in DN divided by the noise of the fit in DN). 
% For the 1.25, 1.48, 2.00, 3.88, (4.015, 4.03, 4.05), 4.25, and 4.57 micron bands. 
% It first does this for the average spectrum, and then for each pixel. 
% Input is the cube, mask, number of samples (s), number of lines (1), 
% the wavelength selector (wavesel), the average spectrum (avespec), 
% 'fb ' the positions of any flybacks (enter 0 if none), the 'pshift' which is the number 
of grating 
% positions offset for the observation 

%loading the correct wavelength variable and creating the proper shape variables 
load shapes2; 
w lcal=nimswgen2(pshift,infl, 124 ); 

[shape405,shape425,shape457]=bandgen2(wlcal(x400),wlcal(x425),wlcal(x457)); 

%loading the correct 2micron shape for the moon being mapped 
if moon==mat2str(' g'), 

end 

load /jp2c/hibbitts/working/shape200bg.txt; 
load /jp2c/hibbitts/working/shape 148g. txt; 
shape200b=shape200bg; 
shape148=shape148g; 

%interpolating the shape of the water-ice bands to fit the new wavelengths if calibration is 
different 
%than that for which they were designed (pshift -1.3, inflation 0) 
if pshift -=-1.3 I infl-=1.0, 
xl=nimswgen2(pshift,infl,124); 
shape125=spline(x 1 (x125),shape125 , wlcal(x125))'; 
shape 148=spline(xl (xl 48),shape 148, wlcal(x 148) )'; 
shape200b=spline(x 1 (x200),shape200b, w lcal(x200))'; 
end; 

%remove the ends of detectors from ends of shape functions, if present 
%ends of detectors within shape functions are delt with when calculating banddepths 
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x457=x457(2:23);shape457=shape457(2:23); 
x425=x425(5:21);shape425=shape425(5:21); 
x200=x200(2: 3 5) ;shape200b=shape200b(2: 3 5); 
x 148=x 148( 1:40);shape148=shape 148( 1 :40); 

%%%%%% 
% 1.25 micron 
%%%%%% 

%Selecting the wavelengths to average for each band 
%Different cubes have different selections. Got to find where the actual 
%wavelengths in the cube begin and end in reference to the band selectors which are 
%developed for a full 408 band cube. Checking the first and last 4 bands 
%is adequate. Do this for each banddepth calculated, but only comment here. 

fprintf('\n') 
fprintf(' 1.25\n') 
for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x125(c)); 
if isempty(a)==O, break;end 
end 
for c=l:4 
b=find(wavesel==xl25(length(xl 25)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b)==O, break;end 
end; 
% checking to see if the third detector is present or not 
if isempty(a)==O, 
x=a:b; 
%the end wavelengths of each detector can often provide unreliable fits, so ignore the 
ends if present 
templ=find(wavesel(x)==72); 
temp2=find(wavesel(x)==73); 
x(templ)=[]; 
x(temp2)=[]; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x148, we need to find exactly 
where x148 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i=l:length(x); xl(i)=find(xl25==wavesel(x(i)));end; 

%to caclculate and solve the least squares fit of the 1.25 micron average band: 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' ( l-shapel25(xl ))]\avespec(x, 1 ); 
ave 125=z(3)/(z(l )+wlcal(x 125( 11 ))*z(2)+z(3)); 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z' *[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape 125(x 1 ))]'; 
di ff=( approx-avespec(x, 1)' ). "2; 
noise 125=sqrt( sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr 125=noisel25/(z(l )+wlcal(xl25(1 l) )*z(2)+z(3)); 
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%to calculate the 1.25 micron banddepth map and goodness of fit of the cube 
band125=zeros(s,l); 
bl25corr=zeros(s,l); 
b 125noise=zeros(s,l); 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, ... 
k=sum( squeeze(mask(i,j,x)) ); 
if k>length(x)/2, ... 
z=[ ones(k, 1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j ,x))) )) ' (1-
shape 125(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
bandl25(i,j)=z(3)/(z( 1)+wlcal(x125( 1 l))*z(2)+z(3) ); 
approx=z'*[ ones(k,l) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape 125(x 1 (find(mask(i,j,x))) ))] '; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x( find(mask(i,j ,x)))))' ). "2; 
b 125noise(i,j)=sqrt(sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
b 125corr(i,j)=b 125noise(i,j)/(z( l)+wlcal(x125(11 ))*z(2)+z(3)); 
end,end,end; 

else, 
bandl25=zeros(s,l);b125corr=zeros(s,l);b125noise=zeros(s,l);ave125=0;corr125=0;noise 
125=0; 
end; 

%%%%%% 
% 1.48 micron 
%%%%%% 

fprintf(' 1.48\n') 
for c=1:4 
a=find( wavesel==x 148( c)); 
if isempty(a)==O, break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x148(length(xl 48)-( c-1))); 
if isempty(b )==0, break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
%the end wavelengths of each detector can often provide unreliable fits, so ignore the 
ends if present 
temp 1 =find( wa vesel( x )==96);if isempty( temp 1 )==0 ,x( temp 1 )=[];end; 
temp 1 =find( wa vesel( x )==97) ;if isempty( temp 1 )==0 ,x( temp 1 )=[];end; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x148, we need to find exactly 
where x148 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i=l :length(x); x 1(i)=find(x148==wavesel(x(i)));end; 

%to caclculate and solve the least squares fit of the 1.48 micron average band: 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shapel 48(xl )) ]\avespec(x,l ); 
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contl 48=(z( l)+wlcal(x 148( 1 l))*z(2)+z(3) ); 
ave 148=z(3)/contl 48; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z' *[ ones(length(x),1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape148(xl))]'; 
di ff=( approx-avespec(x, 1)' ). "2; 
noise 148=sqrt(sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr 148=noise 148/cont 148; 

%to calculate and image the 1.48 micron banddepth map of the cube 
band148=zeros(s,l); 
b 148corr=zeros(s,l); 
bl 48noise=zeros(s,l); 
for i=l :s,for j=l :1, ... 
k=sum(squeeze(mask(i,j,x))); 
if k>length(x)/2, ... 
z=[ ones(k, 1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x))) ))' (1-
shape 148(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
contl 48=(z( 1)+wlcal(x148(1 l))*z(2)+z(3) ); 
bandl48(i,j)=z(3)/cont148; 
approx=z'*[ones(k,1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape148(xl(find(mask(i,j,x)))))]'; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))))' ). "2; 
b 148noise(i,j)=sqrt( sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
b 148corr(i,j)=b l 48noise(i,j)/cont 148; 
end,end,end; 

%%%%%% 
% 2.00 micron 
%%%%%% 

fprintf('2.00\n ') 
for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x200(c)); 
if isempty(a)==l, a=a+l;else break;end 
end 
for c=1 :4 
b=find(wavesel==x200(length(x200)-(c-1))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
%the end wavelengths of each detector can often provide unreliable fits, so ignore the 
ends if present 
templ=find(wavesel(x)==144); 
temp2=find(wavesel(x)==145); 
x(templ)=[]; 
x(temp2)=[]; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x200, we need to find exactly 
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where x200 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i= 1 :length(x); xl(i)=find(x200==wavesel(x(i)));end; 

%to caclculate and solve the least squares fit of the 2.00 micronaverage band: 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal( wavesel(x))' ( 1-shape200b(xl ))]\avespec(x, 1 ); 
%use 11 as band center insteas of 12, because removed the first point in the shape model 
and selector 
cont200=(z(l )+wlcal(x200( 1 l))*z(2)+z(3) ); 
ave200=z(3 )/ cont200; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z'*[ ones(length(x),1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (l-shape200b(xl))]'; 
diff=(approx-avespec(x, 1 )')."2; 
noise200=sqrt( sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x)); 
corr200=noise200/cont200; 

%to calculate and image the 2.00 micron banddepth bap 
band200=zeros(s,1); 
b200corr=zeros(s,l); 
b200noise=zeros(s,l); 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, ... 
k=sum(squeeze(mask(i,j,x))); 
if k>length(x)/2, ... 
z=[ ones(k, 1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape200b(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
cont200=(z(l )+wlcal(x200( 11 ))*z(2)+z(3) ); 
band200(i,j)=z(3 )/cont200; 
approx=z' *[ones(k,1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape200b(xl (find(mask(i,j,x)))))]'; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' ). "2; 
b200noise(i ,j )=sqrt( sum( diff) )/ sqrt(length( x)); 
b200corr(i,j)=b200noise(i,j)/cont200; 
end,end,end; 

%%%%%% 
% 4.00 micron 
%%%%%% 

fprintf(' 4.00\n') 

b400=1; 

if length(wavesel)>102, 
x400=x400(2:20);shape405=shape405(2:20); 
%cludge to remove detector offset screwups 
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if infl>l.05; 
shape405=shape405(1: 14 ); 
x400=x400( 1: 14 ); 
end; 
end; 

%%%%%%%%%% 
%% NOTE THIS!! %% 
b400=1; 
%%%%%%%%% 

for c=l:4 
a=find( wavesel==x400( c)); 
if isempty(a)==l, a=a+l;else break;end 
end; 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x400(length(x400)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end; 
x=a:b; 
%the end wavelengths of each detector can often provide unreliable fits, so ignore the 
ends if present 
templ=find(wavesel(x)==312); 
temp2=find(wavesel(x)==313); 
x(templ)=[]; 
x(temp2)=[]; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x400, we need to find exactly 
where x400 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i=l :length(x); xl (i)=find(x400==wavesel(x(i)));end; 

if b400==2, 
%the broad 4.03 centered version 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape405b(xl ))]\avespec(x, 1 ); 
cont405=(z(l)+wlcal(x400(6))*z(2)+z(3)); 
ave405=z(3)/cont405b; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z'*[ones(length(x),l) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (l-shape405b(xl))]'; 
di ff=( approx-avespec(x, 1)' ). "2; 
noise405=sqrt( sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr405=noise405/cont405; 

band405=zeros( s,l); 
b405corr=zeros( s,l); 
b405noise=zeros(s,l); 
for i=l:s,for j=l :l, ... 
k=sum(squeeze(mask(i,j,x))); 
if k>length(x)/2, ... 
z=[ ones(k, 1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i ,j,x))) ))' (l-
shape405b(x 1 (find(ma.sk(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
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cont405=(z(l)+wlcal(x400(6))*z(2)+z(3)); 
band405(i,j)=z(3)/cont405; 
approx=z' *[ones(k,l) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (l
shape405b(x 1 (find(mask(i,j,x))) ))] '; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find( mask(i,j ,x)))))' ). "'2; 
if k==length(x), 
b405noise(i,j)=sqrt(sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
b405corr(i,j)=b405noise(i,j)/cont405; 
end; 
end,end,end; 
end; 

if b400==1, 
%the broad 4.015 centered version 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (l-shape405(x 1))]\avespec(x,1 ); 
cont405=(z( 1 )+wlcal(x400(8) )*z(2)+z(3)); 
ave405=z(3)/cont405; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z' *[ ones(length(x),1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape405(xl))]'; 
diff=(approx-avespec(x, 1) '). "'2; 
noise405=sqrt(sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr405=noise405/cont405; 

band405=zeros(s,l); 
b405corr=zeros(s,l); 
b405noise=zeros(s,l); 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, ... 
k=sum(squeeze(mask(i,j,x))); 
if k>length(x)/2, ... 
z=[ones(k, 1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (l-
shape405(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
cont405=(z( 1 )+w lcal(x400(8) )*z(2)+z(3) ); 
band405(i,j)=z(3)/cont405; 
approx=z'*[ ones(k,1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' ( 1-
shape405(xl (find(mask(i,j,x)))))]'; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))))' ). "'2; 
if k==length(x), 
b405noise(i,j)=sqrt(sum(diff))/sqrt(length(x)); 
b405corr(i,j)=b405noise(i,j)/cont405; 
end; 
end,end,end; 
end; 

ifb400==0, 
%the narrow, assymetric 4.05 centered version 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal( wavesel(x))' ( l-shape405(x 1 )) ]\avespec(x, l); 
cont405=(z( 1 )+wlcal(x400(9) )*z(2)+z(3) ); 
ave405=z(3 )/cont405; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
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approx=z' *[ones(length(x),1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape405(xl))]'; 
di ff=( approx-avespec(x, 1)' ). "2; 
noise405=sqrt( sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr405=noise405/cont405; 

band405=zeros(s,l); 
b405corr=zeros(s,l); 
b405noise=zeros(s,1); 
for i=l:s,for j=l :l, ... 
k=sum(squeeze(mask(i ,j,x))); 
if k>length(x)/2 , ... 
z=[ ones(k,1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape405(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
cont405=(z(l)+wlcal(x400(9))*z(2)+z(3)); 
band405(i,j)=z(3)/cont405; 
approx=z' *[ones(k,1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape405(xl(find(mask(i,j,x)))))]'; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i ,j ,x))))) ' ). "2; 
if k==length(x), 
b405noise(i,j)=sqrt(sum(diff))/sqrt(length(x)); 
b405corr(i ,j )=b405noise(i ,j )/ cont405; 
end; 
end,end,end; 
end; 

%%%%%% 
% 4.25 micron 
%%%%%% 

fprintf(' 4.25\n') 
for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x425(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x425(length(x425)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x425, we need to find exactly 
where x425 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i= 1 :length(x); xl (i)=find(x425==wavesel(x(i) ));end; 
if length(x)==l 7,x425=x425(4: 15);x=x(4: 15);xl=x1(4: 15);end; 

%to caclculate and solve the least squares fit of the 4.25 micronaverage band: 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (l-shape425(xl )) ]\avespec(x, 1); 
cont425=(z(l)+wlcal(x425(12))*z(2)+z(3)); 
ave425=z(3)/cont425 ; 
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%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z'*[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (l-shape425(xl))]'; 
diff=(approx-avespec(x, 1) '). "2; 
noise425=sqrt(sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr425=noise425/cont425; 

%to calculate and image the 4.25 micron banddepth map 
band425=zeros(s,l); 
b4 25corr=zeros( s,l); 
b425noise=zeros(s,l); 
for i=l :s,for j=l:l, ... 
k=sum(squeeze(mask(i,j,x))); 
if k>length(x)/2, ... 
z=[ ones(k,l) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (l-
shape425(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
cont425=(z(l)+wlcal(x425(12))*z(2)+z(3)); 
band425(i,j)=z(3)/cont425; 
approx=z' * [ ones(k, 1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (l
shape425(x 1 (find(mask(i,j,x))) ))] '; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x))))) '). "2; 
if k==length(x), 
b425noise(i,j)=sqrt(sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
b4 25corr(i,j)=b425noise(i ,j )/con t4 25; 
end; 
end,end,end; 

%%%%%% 
% 4.57 micron 
%%%%%% 

fprintf(' 4.57\n') 
for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x457(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=l:4 
b=find(wavesel==x457(length(x457)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b)==l, b=b-l;else break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x457, we need to find exactly 
where x200 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i=l :length(x); xl(i)=find(x457==wavesel(x(i)));end; 
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%to calculate and solve the least squares fit of the 4.57 micron average band: 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal( wavesel(x))' (l-shape457(x 1)) ]\avespec(x, l); 
cont457=(z( 1 )+wlcal(x457 ( 15) )*z(2)+z(3)); 
ave457=z(3)/cont457; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z' *[ ones(length(x),l) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (l-shape457(xl))]'; 
di ff=( approx-avespec(x, 1)' ). "2; 
noise457=sqrt( sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr457=noise457 /cont457; 

%to calculate and image the 4.57 micron banddepth bap 
band457=zeros(s,l) ; 
b457corr=zeros(s,l); 
b457noise=zeros(s,1); 
for i=l :s,for j=l:l, ... 
k=sum(squeeze(mask(i,j,x))); 
if k>length(x)/2, ... 
z=[ ones(k,l) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x))) ))' (l-
shape457(x1 (find(mask(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
cont457=(z( 1 )+w lcal(x457 ( 15) )*z(2)+z(3) ); 
band457(i,j)=z(3)/cont457; 
approx=z' *[ones(k,l) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (l
shape457(xl(find(mask(i ,j,x)))))]'; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))))' ). "2; 
if k==length(x), 
b457noise(i ,j )=sqrt( sum( diff) )/sqrt(length( x)); 
b457 corr(i,j)=b457noise(i ,j )/cont457; 
end; 
end,end,end; 

banddepths=zeros(s,1,6); 
banddepths(:,:,l)=band125; 
banddepths(: ,: ,2)=band148; 
banddepths(:,: ,3 )=band200; 
banddepths(: ,:,4)=band405; 
banddepths(:,:,5)=band425; 
banddepths(: ,: ,6)=band457; 

bandfits=zeros(s,1,6); 
bandfits(:,:,l)=bl25corr; 
bandfits(:,:,2)=b148corr; 
bandfi ts(:,: ,3 )=b200corr; 
bandfits(:,:,4)=b405corr; 
bandfits(:,:,5)=b425corr; 
bandfits(:,:,6)=b457corr; 

bandnoise=zeros( s,1,6); 
bandnoise(:,:,l)=b125noise; 
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bandnoise(:,:,2)=bl48noise; 
bandnoise(:,: ,3)=b200noise; 
bandnoise(: ,: ,4 )=b405noise; 
bandnoise(: ,: ,5)=b425noise; 
bandnoise(:,:,6)=b457noise; 

if sum(fb )>0, 
banddepths(:,fb,:)=O;bandfits(:,fb,:)=0; 
end 

banddepths(banddepths<O)=O; 

avebd=[ave125;ave148;ave200;ave405;ave425;ave457]; 

avefit=[corr125;corr148;corr200;corr405;corr425;corr457]; 

avenoise=[noise 125;noise148 ;noise200;noise405 ;noise425 ;noise457]; 

bandsnr=zeros( s,1,6); 
bandsnr(find(bandnoise-=O))=banddepths(find(bandnoise-=0))./bandfits(find(band
noise-=0)); 

return 
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Bdag.m 
function [banddepths,bandfits,bandnoise,bandsnr,avebd,avefit,avenoise] = 

bdag( cube,mask,s ,1, wavesel, pshift,infl ,avespec ,fb,moon) 

% [banddepths,bandfits,bandnoise,bandsnr,avebd,ave-
fi t,avenoise] =bdag( cube,mask,s,l, wavesel, pshift,infl,a vespec ,fb,moon) 
% 
% This script file calculates banddepths (depth in DN I continuum DN), noise esti-
mates: bandnoise (which are 
% the least squares fit of the function to the data), a goodness of fit estimate: bandfits 
(the bandnoise · 
% divided by the continuum), and a signal-to-noise estimate: snr (banddepth/bandfits 
which is equivelent to 
% the bandepth in DN divided by the noise of the fit in DN). 
% For the 1.25, 1.48, 2.00, 3.88, (4.015, 4.03, 4.05), 4.25, and 4.57 micron bands. 
% It first does this for the average spectrum, and then for each pixel. 
% Input is the cube, mask, number of samples (s), number of lines (I), 
% the wavelength selector (wavesel), the average spectrum (avespec), 
% 'fb' the positions of any flybacks (enter 0 if none), the 'pshift' which is the number 
of grating 
% positions offset for the observation 

%loading the correct wavelength variable and creating the proper shape variables 
load shapes2; 
wlcal=nimswgen2(pshift,infl, 124 ); 

[shape405,shape425,shape457]=bandgen2(wlcal(x400),wlcal(x425),wlcal(x457)); 

%loading the correct 2micron shape for the moon being mapped 
if moon==mat2str(' g'), 

end 

load /jp2c/hibbitts/working/shape200bg.txt; 
load /jp2c/hibbitts/working/shape148g.txt; 
shape200b=shape200bg; 
shape148=shape148g; 

%interpolating the shape of the water-ice bands to fit the new wavelengths if calibration is 
different 
%than that for which they were designed (pshift -1.3, inflation 0) 
if pshift -=-1.3 I infl-=1.0, 
x 1=nimswgen2(pshift,infl,124); 
shape 125=spline(xl (x 125),shape125, wlcal(x125) )'; 
shapel 48=spline(xl (xl 48),shape 148,wlcal(xl 48) )'; 
shape200b=spline(x 1 (x200),shape200b, w lcal(x200))'; 
end; 

%remove the ends of detectors from ends of shape functions, if present 
%ends of detectors within shape functions are delt with when calculating banddepths 
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x457=x457(2:23);shape457=shape457(2:23); 
x425=x425(5:21);shape425=shape425(5:21); 
x200=x200(2: 3 5) ;shape200b=shape200b(2: 3 5); 
xl 48=x 148( 1:40);shape148=shape 148( 1 :40); 

%%%%%% 
% 1.25 micron 
%%%%%% 

%Selecting the wavelengths to average for each band 
%Different cubes have different selections. Got to find where the actual 
%wavelengths in the cube begin and end in reference to the band selectors which are 
%developed for a full 408 band cube. Checking the first and last 4 bands 
%is adequate. Do this for each banddepth calculated, but only comment here. 

fprintf ('\n') 
fprintf(' 1.25\n') 
for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x125(c)); 
if isempty(a)==O, break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x125(length(x 125)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )==0, break;end 
end; 
% checking to see if the third detector is present or not 
if isempty(a)==O, 
x=a:b; 
%the end wavelengths of each detector can often provide unreliable fits, so ignore the 
ends if present 
templ=find(wavesel(x)==72); 
temp2=find(wavesel(x)==73); 
x(templ)=[]; 
x(temp2)=[]; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x148, we need to find exactly 
where x148 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i=l :length(x); xl(i)=find(x125==wavesel(x(i)));end; 

%to caclculate and solve the least squares fit of the 1.25 micron average band: 
z=[ ones(length(x),1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape125(x 1 )) ]\avespec(x, 1 ); 
ave 125=z(3)/(z(l)+wlcal(x 125( 1 l))*z(2)+z(3)); 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z' *[ones(length(x),1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape125(xl))]'; 
diff=(approx-avespec(x,1)')."2; 
noise 125=sqrt( sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corrl 25=noise 125/(z( 1 )+wlcal(x125(1 l))*z(2)+z(3)); 
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%to calculate the 1.25 micron banddepth map and goodness of fit of the cube 
band125=ones(s,l)*NaN; 
bl25corr=ones(s,l)*NaN; 
b 125noise=ones( s,l)*N aN; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, ... 
k=sum(squeeze(mask(i,j,x))); 
if k>length(x)/2, .. . 
z=[ones(k,1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape 125(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i ,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
bandl25(i,j)=z(3)/(z(1 )+w lcal(x 125( 11) )*z(2)+z(3) ); 
approx=z' *[ones(k,l) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape 125(xl (find(mask(i,j,x))) ))] '; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))))' ). "2; 
b 125noise(i,j)=sqrt( sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
b 125corr(i,j)=b 125noise(i,j)/(z( 1 )+w lcal(x 125( 11) )*z(2)+z(3)); 
end,end,end; 

else, 
bandl25=ones(s,l)*NaN;b125corr=ones(s,l)*NaN;b125noise=ones(s,l)*NaN;ave125=0;c 
orr l 25=0;noise 125=0; 
end; 

%%%%%% 
% 1.48 micron 
%%%%%% 

fprintf(' 1.48\n') 
for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==xl48(c)); 
if isempty(a)==O, break;end 
end 
for c=1':4 
b=find(wavesel==x148(length(xl48)-(c-1))); 
if isempty(b )==0, break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
%the end wavelengths of each detector can often provide unreliable fits, so ignore the 
ends if present 
temp 1 =find( wa vesel (x )==96);if isempty( temp 1 )==0 ,x( temp 1 )=[];end; 
temp 1 =find(wavesel(x)==97);if isempty(temp 1 )==0,x( temp 1 )=[];end; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x148, we need to find exactly 
where x148 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i=l :length(x); x 1(i)=find(xl48==wavesel(x(i) ));end; 

%to caclculate and solve the least squares fit of the 1.48 micron average band: 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape 148(xl )) ]\avespec(x, 1 ); 
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contl 48=(z( l)+wlcal(xl 48(1 l))*z(2)+z(3) ); 
ave148=z(3)/cont148; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z' *[ones(length(x),1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape148(xl))]'; 
diff=(approx-avespec(x,1)')."2; 
noise 148=sqrt(sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr148=noise148/cont148; 

%to calculate and image the 1.48 micron banddepth map of the cube 
bandl48=ones(s,l)*NaN; 
bl 48corr=ones( s,l )*NaN; 
b148noise=ones(s,l)*NaN; 
for i=l :s,for j=l :1, ... 
k=sum(squeeze(mask(i,j,x))); 
if k>length(x)/2, ... 
z=[ones(k, 1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape 148(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
contl 48=(z( 1)+wlcal(x148( 11 ))*z(2)+z(3) ); 
band148(i,j)=z(3)/contl48; 
approx=z' *[ones(k,1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shapel 48(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x)))))]'; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find( mask(i,j ,x))))) '). "2; 
b 148noise(i ,j)=sqrt( sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
b 148corr(i,j)=b 148noise(i,j)/cont 148; 
end,end,end; 

%%%%%% 
% 2.00 micron 
%%%%%% 

fprintf('2.00\n') 
for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x200( c) ); 
if isempty(a)==l, a=a+ l;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find( wavesel==x200(length(x200)-( c-1)) ); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
%the end wavelengths of each detector can often provide unreliable fits, so ignore the 
ends if present 
templ=find(wavesel(x)==144); 
temp2=find(wavesel(x)==145); 
x(templ)=[]; 
x(temp2)=[]; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x200, we need to find exactly 
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where x200 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i= 1 :length(x); x 1 (i)=find(x200==wavesel(x(i)) );end; 

%to caclculate and solve the least squares fit of the 2.00 rnicronaverage band: 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal( wavesel(x) )' (1-shape200b(x 1)) ]\avespec(x, 1 ); 
%use 11 as band center insteas of 12, because removed the first point in the shape model 
and selector 
cont200=(z( 1)+wlcal(x200(11 ))*z(2)+z(3) ); 
ave200=z(3)/cont200; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z' *[ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape200b(xl))]'; 
di ff=( approx-avespec(x, 1)' ). "2; 
noise200=sqrt(sum(diff))/sqrt(length(x)); 
corr200=noise200/cont200; 

%to calculate and image the 2.00 micron banddepth bap 
band200=ones( s,l )*NaN; 
b200corr=ones(s,l)*NaN; 
b200noise=ones( s,l)*N aN; 
for i=l :s,for j=l :1, ... 
k=sum(squeeze(mask(i,j,x))); 
if k>length(x)/2, ... 
z=[ ones(k, 1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape200b(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i,j ,x( find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
cont200=(z(l)+wlcal(x200( l l))*z(2)+z(3) ); 
band200(i,j)=z(3)/cont200; 
approx=z'*[ones(k,l) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' ( l
shape200b(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x)))) )] '; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))))' ). "2; 
b200noise(i,j)=sqrt(sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
b200corr(i,j)=b200noise(i,j)/cont200; 
end,end,end; 

%4 micron 
band405=ones(s,l)*NaN; 
b405corr=ones(s,l)*N aN; 
b405noise=ones(s,l)*NaN; 
ave405=NaN; 
corr405=NaN; 
noise405=N aN; 

%%%%%% 
% 4.25 micron 
%%%%%% 
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fprintf(' 4.25\n') 
for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x425(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x425(length(x425)-(c-1))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
%since we don't know that x progresses evenly through x425, we need to find exactly 
where x425 is same as x 
xl=O; 
for i= 1 :length(x); x 1 (i)=find(x425==wavesel(x(i) ));end; 
if length(x)== 17 ,x425=x425( 4: 15);x=x( 4: 15);xl=x 1 ( 4: 15);end; 

%to caclculate and solve the least squares fit of the 4.25 micronaverage band: 
z=[ ones(length(x), 1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape425(x 1 )) ]\avespec(x, 1 ); 
cont425=(z(l)+wlcal(x425(12))*z(2)+z(3)); 
ave425=z(3)/cont425; 
%to calculate the goodness of fit of model to average spectrum 
approx=z' *[ ones(length(x),1) wlcal(wavesel(x))' (1-shape425(xl))]'; 
di ff=( approx-avespec(x, 1)' ). "2; 
noise425=sqrt(sum( diff) )/sqrt(length(x) ); 
corr425=noise425/cont425; 

%to calculate and image the 4.25 micron banddepth map 
band425=ones(s,l)*NaN; 
b425corr=ones(s,l)*N aN; 
b425noise=ones(s,l)*NaN; 
for i=l:s,for j=l :l, ... 
k=sum(squeeze(mask(i,j,x))); 
if k>length(x)/2, ... 
z=[ones(k,1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape425(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x))))) ]\squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))) ); 
cont425=(z( 1)+wlcal(x425(12) )*z(2)+z(3)); 
band425(i,j)=z(3)/cont425; 
approx=z'*[ones(k,1) wlcal(wavesel(x(find(mask(i,j,x)))))' (1-
shape425(x 1 (find(mask(i,j ,x)))))]'; 
di ff=( approx-squeeze( cube(i,j ,x(find(mask(i,j ,x)))))' ). "2; 
if k==length(x), 
b425noise(i,j)=sqrt(sum(diff))/sqrt(length(x)); 
b425corr(i ,j)=b4 25noise( i ,j )/cont4 25; 
end; 
end,end,end; 
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%to calculate and image the 4.57 micron banddepth bap 
band457=ones(s,l)*NaN; 
b457corr=ones(s,l)*NaN; 
b457noise=ones(s,l)*N aN; 
ave457=NaN; 
corr457=NaN; 
noise457=NaN; 

banddepths=ones( s,l,6)*N aN; 
banddepths(:,:, 1)=band125; 
banddepths(: ,: ,2)=band 148; 
banddepths(:,: ,3 )=band200; 
banddepths(:,:, 4 )=band405; 
banddepths(:,:,5)=band425; 
banddepths(:,:,6)=band457; 

bandfits=ones(s,l,6)*NaN; 
bandfits(:,:,l)=b125corr; 
bandfits(:,:,2)=b148corr; 
bandfits(: ,: ,3 )=b200corr; 
bandfits(:,:,4)=b405corr; 
bandfi ts(:,: ,5)=b4 25corr; 
bandfits(:,:,6)=b457corr; 

bandnoise=ones(s,l,6)*N aN; 
bandnoise(:,:,l)=b125noise; 
bandnoise(:,:,2)=b148noise; 
bandnoise(:, :,3)=b200noise; 
bandnoise(: ,: ,4 )=b405noise; 
bandnoise(: ,: ,5)=b425noise; 
bandnoise(: ,: ,6)=b457noise; 

if sum(fb )>0, 
banddepths(:,fb,:)=NaN;bandfits(:,fb,:)=NaN; 
end 

banddepths(banddepths<O)=O; 

avebd=[ave125;ave148 ;ave200;ave405;ave425;ave457]; 

avefit=[corr125;corr148;corr200;corr405;corr425;corr457]; 
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avenoise=[ noise 125;noise148 ;noise200;noise405 ;noise425 ;noise457]; 

bandsnr=ones(s,l,6)*N aN; 
select=find(bandfits-=0 & isnan(bandfits)==O); 
bandsnr(select)=banddepths(select)./bandfits(select); 

return 
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Cubeave33.m 
function [ cube33 ,renum33 ]= cubeave33( cube,s,l, wavesel,fb,bandfits,band
depths,snr 148,snr405 ,snr425 ,snr457); 

%function [ cube33 ,renum33]=cubeave33( cube,s,l, wa vesel,fb,bandfits,band
depths,snr 148,snr405 ,snr425 ,snr457) 
% 
% areal averages a 3x3 sample for pixels identified to have 
% a signal to noise ratio of less than 10 for the C02 band; and a 
% signal to noise ration of less than 5 for the water-ice,S02, and CN bands. 
% Using a SNR map for each band, the appropriate wavelength range 
% is areally averaged. Even if the SNR is great, if the fit (noise/continuum) is greater 
% than the average fit for that band (except for the 1.48 and 2.00 micron bands), 
% then areal averaging is done (the pixel being replaced is included in the average 
% Input is the data (3D cube), the number of samples (s),the number lines (1), 
% the wavelength selection (wavesel), the line position of the flyback (fb) --
% enter 0 if there are no flybacks, the maps of the goodness of fit for all bands 
(dimensions: 
% [s,1,6]), the map of the banddepths (dimensions: [s,1,6]), the bandnoise, 
% the average noise for each band. 

%creating the selection criteria 
%sometimes zeros are in the denominator, so there 
%will be errors output when these lines are run 

temp=find(banddepths>O); 
check=zeros(size(banddepths) ); 
check( temp )=bandfi ts( temp) ./banddepths( temp); 
clear temp 

%removing flybacks 
tempcube=cube; 
if sum(fb)-=0, cube(:,[fb],:)=0; flybacks=cube(:,[fb],:);end; 

%to get the xselectors 
load shapes2; 

%remove the ends of detectors from ends of shape functions, if present 
%ends of detectors within shape functions are delt with when calculating banddepths 
x457=x457(2:23); 
x425=x425(5:21); 
x200=x200(2:35); 
xl48=x148(1:40); 

%Selecting the wavelengths to average for each band 
%Different cubes have different selections. Got to find where the actual 
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%wavelengths in the cube begin and end in reference to the band selectors which are 
%developed for a full 408 band cube. Checking the first and last 4 bands 
%is adequate. 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x125(c)); 
if isempty(a)==l, a=a+l;else break;end 
end 
%checking to see if detector 3 is present 
if isempty(a)==O, 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x125(1ength(x 125)-( c-1) )); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
else, x=[]; 
end 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x148(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find( wavesel==x 148(1ength(x 148)-( c-1))); 
if isempty(b)==l, b=b-l;else break;end 
end 
xl=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x200(c)); 
if isempty(a)==l, a=a+l;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x200(1ength(x200)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b)==l, b=b-l;else break;end 
end 
x2=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x400(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x400(1ength(x400)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x3=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x425(c)); 
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if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x425(length(x425)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x4=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find( wavesel==x457 ( c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find( wavesel==x457 (length(x457)-( c-1))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x5=a:b; 

%Creating independent variables for each band. 
%These will be modified and then used to replace 
%the data in cube 
if isempty(x)==O, 
cubel25=cube(:,:,x); 
end; 
cube 148=cube(: ,: ,x 1); 
cube200=cube(:,:,x2); 
cube405=cube(:,:,x3); 
cube425=cube(:,: ,x 4); 
cube457=cube(:,:,x5); 

%The caluclations. Replacing all flyback values with zero. 
%First boundary checks for ends of lines and samples. 
%Then progressing band by band. 

%These 'checks' and 'means' are based on the 3 x 3 averaged cube. 

%Do each band completely independently to avoid any kind of indexing 
%errors and unintentional overwriting 

if isempty(x)==O, 
nsr= 1/snr 148 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-1 ;if i==l ,il=l ;end;i2=i+ 1 ;if i==s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-l;if j==l,j l=l;end;j2=j+ l;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths(i,j, 1 )>0 I length(banddepths(i 1:i2,j1:j2,1 )>0)>=3, 
if check(i,j,l)>nsr, 
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for k=x(l):x(length(x)); 
a=k-(x(l)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if length(samp )>0, 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
else, ave=cube(i ,j,k); 

end; 
cube125(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 
end; 

nsr=l/snr148;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
il=i-1 ;if i==l ,il=l ;end;i2=i+ 1 ;if i==s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-1 ;if j==l ,j 1=1;end;j2=j+1 ;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths(i,j,2)>0 I length(banddepths(il:i2,jl :j2,1)>0)>=3, 
if check(i,j,2)>(nsr/2), 

for k=xl ( l):x 1(length(x1) ); 
a=k-(xl(l)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp( samp-=0); 
if length(samp)>O, 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
else, ave=cube(i,j,k); 

end; 
cubel48(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr= 1/snr 148 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i 1 =i-1 ;if i== 1,i 1=1;end;i2=i+1 ;if i==s,i2=s;end 
jl=j-l;if j==l,jl=l;end;j2=j+l;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths(i,j,3)>0 I Iength(banddepths(i 1:i2,j1:j2,1 )>0)>=3, 
if check(i,j,3)>(nsr/2), 

for k=x2(1):x2(length(x2)); 
a=k-(x2(1)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if length(samp )>0, 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
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else, ave=cube(i,j,k); 
end; 
cube200( i ,j ,a )=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr=l/snr405;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
il=i-1 ;if i==l,il=l ;end;i2=i+ 1 ;if i==s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-l;if j==l,j l=l;end;j2=j+ l;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths(i,j,4)>0 I length(banddepths(il:i2,jl :j2,1)>0)>=3, 
if check(i,j,4)>nsr, 

for k=x3(1):x3(1ength(x3)); 
a=k-(x3(1)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp( samp-=0); 
if length(samp)>O, 

end; 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
else, ave=cube(i,j,k); 

cube405(i,j ,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr= 1/ snr4 25 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-1 ;if i==l ,il=l ;end;i2=i+ 1 ;if i==s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-l;if j==l,jl=l;end;j2=j+ l;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths(i,j ,5)>0 I Iength(banddepths(i 1:i2,j1:j2,1 )>0)>=3, 
if check(i,j,5)>nsr, 

for k=x4(1):x4(length(x4)); 
a=k-(x4(1)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp( samp-=0); 
if length(samp)>O, 

end; 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
else, ave=cube(i,j,k); 

cube425(i,j ,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 
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nsr= 1/snr457 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l :s,for j=l :1, 
il=i-l;if i==l,il=l;end;i2=i+l;if i==s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-1 ;if j==l ,j 1=1;end;j2=j+1 ;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths(i,j,6)>0 I Iength(banddepths(i 1:i2,j1:j2,1 )>0)>=3, 
if check(i,j ,6)>nsr, 

for k=x5(1 ):x5(length(x5) ); 
a=k-(x5( 1 )-1 ); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp( samp-=0); 
if length(samp)>O, 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
else, ave=cube(i,j,k); 

end; 
cube457(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; end; 

%replacing the correct bands with the averages 
if isempty(x)==O, 
cube(:,: ,x)=cube 125; 
end; 
cube(:,: ,x 1)=cube148; 
cube(:,:,x2)=cube200; 
cube(:,: ,x3 )=cube405; 
cube(:,: ,x 4 )=cube4 25; 
cube(:,:,x5)=cube457; 

%putting the flybacks (if any) back in 
if sum(fb)>O, cube(:,[fb],:)=flybacks;end; 

cube33=cube; 

renum33=zeros(s,l,6); 
if isempty(x)==O, 
renum33(:,:,l)=(tempcube(:,:,x(l))-=cube33(:,:,x(l))); 
end; 
renum33(:,:,2)=(tempcube(:,:,xl(l))-=cube33(:,:,xl(l))); 
renum33(:,:,3)=(tempcube(:,:,x2(1))-=cube33(:,:,x2(1))); 
renum33(: ,: ,4 )=(tempcube(: ,:,x3(1))-=cube33(: ,:,x3(1 )) ); 
renum33(:,:,5)=(tempcube(:,:,x4(1))-=cube33(:,:,x4(1))); 
renum33(:,:,6)=(tempcube(:,:,x5(1))-=cube33(:,:,x5(1))); 

return 
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Cubeave33g.m 
function [ cube33,renum33]= cubeave33g( cube,s,l, wavesel,tb,bandfits,band
depths,snr 148,snr405 ,snr425 ,snr457); 

%function [cube33,renum33]=cubeave33g(cube,s,l,wavesel,tb,bandfits,band
depths,snr 148,snr405,snr425 ,snr457) 
% 
% areal averages a 3x3 sample for pixels identified to have 
% a signal to noise ratio of less than the input snr. 
% the appropriate wavelength range 
% is areally averaged. The pixel being replaced is included in the average 
% Input is the data (3D cube), the number of samples (s),the number lines (1), 
% the wavelength selection (wavesel), the line position of the flyback (tb) --
% enter 0 if there are no flybacks , the maps of the goodness of fit for all bands 
(dimensions: 
% [s,1,6]), the map of the banddepths (dimensions: [s,1,6]), the bandnoise, 
% the average noise for each band. Nulls are not replaced, unless they are comple-
tetely surrounded by non-null pixels 
% or used in the average 

%creating the selection criteria 
%sometimes zeros are in the denominator, so there 
%will be errors output when these lines are run 

check=ones( size(banddepths)) *NaN; 
temp=find(isnan(banddepths)==O & banddepths-=0); 
check( temp )=bandfi ts( temp )./banddepths( temp); 
clear temp 

%removing flybacks 
tempcube=cube; 
if sum(tb)-=0, cube(:,[tb],:)=0; flybacks=cube(:,[tb],:);end; 

%to get the xselectors 
load shapes2; 

%remove the ends of detectors from ends of shape functions, if present 
%ends of detectors within shape functions are delt with when calculating banddepths 
x457=x457(2:23); 
x425=x425(5:21); 
x200=x200(2:35); 
x148=x148(1 :40); 

%Selecting the wavelengths to average for each band 
%Different cubes have different selections. Got to find where the actual 
%wavelengths in the cube begin and end in reference to the band selectors which are 
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%developed for a full 408 band ·cube. Checking the first and last 4 bands 
%is adequate. 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x125(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
%checking to see if detector 3 is present 
if isempty(a)==O, 
forc=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x125(length(xl25)-(c-l))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break; end 
end 
x=a:b; 
else, x=[]; 
end 

for c=l:4 
a=find(wavesel==x148(c)); 
if isempty(a)==l, a=a+l;else break;end 
end 
for c=l:4 
b=find(wavesel==xl 48(length(x 148)-( c-1))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
xl=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find( wavesel==x200( c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x200(length(x200)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break; end 
end 
x2=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find( wavesel==x400( c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x400(length(x400)-(c-1))); 
if isempty(b)==l, b=b-l;else break;end 
end 
x3=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x425(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
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end 
for c=l:4 
b=find(wavesel==x425(length(x425)-(c-l))); 
if isempty(b)==l, b=b-l;else break;end 
end 
x4=a:b; 

for c=l:4 
a=find(wavesel==x457(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=l:4 
b=find(wavesel==x457(1ength(x457)-(c-l))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x5=a:b; 

%Creating independent variables for each band. 
%These will be modified and then used to replace 
%the data in cube 
if isempty(x)==O, 
cubel25=cube(:,:,x); 
end; 
cube l 48=cube(:,: ,x 1); 
cube200=cube(:,: ,x2); 
cube405=cube(:,:,x3); 
cube425=cube(: ,: ,x4 ); 
cube457=cube(:,:,x5); 

%The caluclations. Replacing all flyback values with zero. 
%First boundary checks for ends of lines and samples. 
%Then progressing band by band. 

%These 'checks' and 'means' are based on the 3 x 3 averaged cube. 

%Do each band completely independently to avoid any kind of indexing 
%errors and unintentional overwriting 

if isempty(x)==O, 
nsr= l/snr 148 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-1 ;if i==l ,il=l ;end;i2=i+ I ;if i==s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-l;if j==l,j l=l;end;j2=j+l ;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths(i,j,1))==0 I length(isnan(banddepths(i,j ,1))==0)==8, 
if check(i,j,l)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,l))==l, 

for k=x( 1 ):x(length(x) ); 
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a=k-(x(l)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp( samp-=0); 
if length(samp)>O, 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
else, ave=cube(i,j,k); 

end; 
cube125(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 
end; 

nsr=l/snr148;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i= 1 :s,for j= 1 :1, 
il=i-1 ;if i==l,il=l ;end;i2=i+ 1 ;if i==s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-1 ;if j==l,j 1=1 ;end;j2=j+l ;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths(i,j,2))==0 I Iength(isnan(banddepths(i,j,2))==0)==8, 
if check(i,j,2)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,2))==1, 

for k=x 1 ( 1):x1 (length(xl) ); 
a=k-(xl(l)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if length(samp )>0, 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
else, ave=cube(i,j,k); 

end; 
cube148(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr=l/snr148;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-1 ;if i==l,i 1=1;end;i2=i+1 ;if i==s,i2=s;end 
jl=j-l;if j==l,jl=l;end;j2=j+l;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths(i,j ,3) )==0 j length(isnan(banddepths(i,j ,3) )==0)==8, 
if check(i,j,3)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,3))==1, 

for k=x2(1):x2(length(x2)); 
a=k-(x2(1)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if length(samp)>O, 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
else, ave=cube(i,j,k); 
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end; 
cube200(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr= l/snr405 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-1 ;if i==l ,i 1=1;end;i2=i+1 ;if i==s,i2=s;end 
jl=j-l;if j==l,jl=l;end;j2=j+l;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths(i,j ,4) )==0 I Iength(isnan(banddepths(i,j ,4 ))==0)==8, 
if check(i,j,4)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,4))==1, 

for k=x3(1):x3(length(x3)); 
a=k-(x3( 1)-1 ); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if length(samp)>O, 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
else, ave=cube(i,j,k); 

end; 
cube405(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; end; 

nsr= 1/snr425 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
il=i-1 ;if i==l ,i 1=1;end;i2=i+1 ;if i==s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-l;if j==l,j 1=1 ;end;j2=j+ l;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths(i,j ,5) )==0 J length(isnan(banddepths(i,j ,5) )==0)==8, 
if check(i,j,5)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,5))==1, 

for k=x4(1):x4(length(x4)); 
a=k-(x4(1)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp( samp-=0); 
if length(samp)>O, 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
else, ave=cube(i,j,k); 

end; 
cube425(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr= l/snr457 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
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for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-1 ;if i==l ,i 1=1;end;i2=i+1 ;if i==s,i2=s;end 
jl=j-l;if j==l,jl=l;end;j2=j+l;if j==l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths(i,j ,6) )==0 I length(isnan(banddepths(i,j ,6) )==0)==8, 
if check(i,j,6)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,6))==1, 

for k=x5( 1 ):x5(length(x5) ); 
a=k-(x5(1)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp( samp-=0); 
if length(samp)>O, 

ave=mean(samp(:)); 
else, ave=cube(i,j,k); 

end; 
cube457(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 

%replacing the correct bands with the averages 
if isempty(x)==O, 
cube(:,:,x)=cube125; 
end; 
cube(:,:,xl)=cube148; 
cube(:,: ,x2)=cube200; 
cube(:,:,x3)=cube405; 
cube(:,:,x4)=cube425; 
cube(:,: ,x5)=cube4 57; 

%putting the flybacks (if any) back in 
if sum(fb)>O, cube(:,[fb],:)=flybacks;end; 

cube33=cube; 

renum33=zeros(s,l,6); 
if isempty(x)==O, 
renum33(:,:,l)=(tempcube(:,:,x(l))-=cube33(:,:,x(l))); 
end; 
renum33(:,:,2)=(tempcube(:,:,xl(l))-=cube33(:,:,xl(l))); 
renum33(:,:,3)=(tempcube(:,:,x2(1))-=cube33(:,:,x2(1))); 
renum33(:,:,4)=(tempcube(:,:,x3(1))-=cube33(:,:,x3(1))); 
renum33(:,:,5)=(tempcube(:,:,x4(1))-=cube33(:,:,x4(1))); 
renum33(:,:,6)=(tempcube(:,:,x5(1))-=cube33(:,:,x5(1))); 

return 
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Cubeave55v2.m 
function [cube55,renum55] = cubeave55v2(cube,cube33,s,l,wavesel, 
tb,bandfits33,banddepths33,snrl48,snr405,snr425,snr457); 

%[cube55,renum55]=cubeave55v2(cube,cube33,s,l,wave
sel,tb,bandfits33,banddepths33,snrl48,snr405,snr425,snr457) 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

areal averages a 5x5 sample for pixels identified to have 
a signal to noise ratio less than 10 for the C02 band, 
and a signal to noise ratio less than 5 for the water-ice, S02 and CN bands. 
Using a SNR map for each band, 
the appropriate wavelength range is areally averaged. Input is the 
original cube, the number of samples (s), the number lines 
(1), the wavelength selection (wavesel), the line position of the 
flybacks (tb) -- enter 0 if there are no flybacks, the goodness of fit 
maps for the bands calculated from the 3 x 3 areal averaged cube, the 
map of the banddepths (dimensions: [s,1,6]), and the 
noise to signal ratio to which the data is tested. The values are put 
into the variable cube55. Note, pixels of the 3 x 3 areal averaged cube 
which still had a low snr are used as selectors for picking the pixels 
from the original cube. The 5 x 5 average is done on the pixels from 
the original, unmodified cube. If the banddepth of the pixel is 0, then 
an average is not computed for it, nor is it used in computing averages. 

%creating the selection criteria 
%sometimes zeros are in the denominator, so there 
%will be errors output when these lines are run 

temp=find(banddepths33>0); 
check=zeros(size(banddepths33)); 
check( temp )=bandfi ts3 3( temp )./banddepths3 3 (temp); 
clear temp 

%creating the working cube and removing flybacks 
tempcube=cube; 
if sum(tb)-=0, cube(:,[tb],:)=0; flybacks=cube(:,[tb] ,:);end; 

%loading the x selectors 
load shapes2; 

%remove the ends of detectors from ends of shape functions, if present 
%ends of detectors within shape functions are delt with when calculating banddepths 
x457=x457(2:23); 
x425=x425(5:21); 
x200=x200(2: 3 5); 
xl48=xl48(1:40); 

%Selecting the wavelengths to average for each band 
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%Different cubes have different selections. Got to find where the actual 
%wavelengths in the cube begin and end in reference to the band selectors which are 
%developed for a full 408 band cube. Checking the first and last 4 bands 
%is adequate. 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x125(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
%checking to see if there is detector 3 
if isempty(a)==O, 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x125(length(x 125)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
else,x=[]; 
end; 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x148(c)); 
if isempty(a)==l, a=a+l;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x 148(length(x 148)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break; end 
end 
xl=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x200(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x200(length(x200)-(c-1))); 
if isempty(b)==l, b=b-l;else break;end 
end 
x2=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x400(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x400(1ength(x400)-(c-1))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x3=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
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a=find(wavesel==x425(c)); 
if isempty(a)==l, a=a+l;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x425(length(x425)-( c-1)) ); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x4=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find( wavesel==x457 ( c) ); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x457(length(x457)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x5=a:b; 

%Creating independent variables for each band. 
%These will be modified and then used to replace 
%the data in cube33 

if isempty(x)==0,cube125=cube(:,:,x);end; 
cube148=cube(:,:,xl); 
cube200=cube(:,:,x2); 
cube405=cube(:,:,x3); 
cube4 25=cube(:,: ,x 4); 
cube457=cube(:,:,x5); 

%The caluclations. Replacing all flyback values with zero. 
%First boundary checks for ends of lines and samples. 
%Then progressing band by band. 

%These 'checks' and 'means' are based on the 3 x 3 averaged cube. 

%Do each band completely independently to avoid any kind of indexing 
%errors and unintentional overwriting 

if isempty(x)==O, 
nsr=l/snr148;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-2;if il <1,il=l ;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
jl=j-2;if j 1<1,j 1=1 ;end;j2=j+2;if j2>1,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths33(i,j, 1 )>0 I length(banddepths33(i 1:i2,j1:j2,1 )>0)>=9, 
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if check(i,j,l)>nsr, 
for k=x( 1 ):x(length(x) ); 
a=k-(x(l)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
sarnp=samp( sarnp-=0); 
if isernpty(sarnp)==O,ave=rnean(sarnp(:)); else ave=cube33(i,j,k);end; 
cube125(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 
end; 

nsr= 1/snr 148 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-2;if i 1 <1,il=l ;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
jl=j-2;if jl<l,jl=l;end;j2=j+2;if j2>1,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths33(i,j,2)>0 I length(banddepths33(il:i2,j l :j2,1)>0)>=9, 
if check(i,j,2)>nsr, 

for k=xl(l) :xl(length(xl)); 
a=k-(xl(l)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp( sarnp-=0); 
if isernpty(samp)==O,ave=rnean(samp(:));else ave=cube33(i,j,k);end; 
cube148(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr= 1/snr 148 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l :s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-2;if i 1 <1,il=l ;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-2;if j 1<1,j1=1 ;end;j2=j+2;if j2>1,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths33(i,j ,3 )>0 j length(banddepths33(i 1:i2,j1:j2,1 )>0)>=9, 
if check(i,j,3)>nsr, 

for k=x2(1):x2(length(x2)); 
a=k-(x2(1)-l); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if isernpty(samp)==O,ave=rnean(sarnp(:)); else ave=cube33(i,j,k);end; 
cube200(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr= 1/snr405 ;ave=O;sarnp=O; 
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for i=l :s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-2;if i 1<1,i1=1 ;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-2;if j 1<1,j1=1 ;end;j2=j+2;if j2>l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths33(i,j,4)>0 I length(banddepths33(il :i2,j 1:j2,1)>0)>=9, 
if check(i,j ,4 )>nsr, 

for k=x3(1):x3(length(x3)); 
a=k-(x3(1)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if isempty(samp)==O,ave=mean(samp(:)); else ave=cube33(i,j,k);end; 
cube405(i,j ,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr=l/snr425;ave=O;samp=:O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
il=i-2;if il<l,il=l;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-2;if j 1<1,j1=1 ;end;j2=j+2;if j2>l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths3 3 (i ,j ,5)>0 I length(banddepths33(i1: i2,j 1:j2, 1 )>0 )>=9, 
if check(i,j,5)>nsr, 

for k=x4(1):x4(length(x4)); 
a=k-(x4(1)-1 ); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp( samp-=0); 
if isempty(samp)==O,ave=mean(samp(:));else ave=cube33(i,j,k);end; 
cube425(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr= 1/snr457 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
il=i-2;if il<l,il=l;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-2;if j 1<1,j l=l;end;j2=j+2;if j2>1,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if banddepths33(i,j,6)>0 I length(banddepths33(il:i2,j l:j2,1)>0)>=9, 
if check(i,j,6)>nsr, 

end; 

for k=x5(1):x5(length(x5)); 
a=k-(x5(1)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if isempty(samp)==O,ave=mean(samp(:)); else ave=cube33(i,j,k);end; 
cube457(i,j~a)=ave; 
end; 
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end; 
end;end; 

%replacing the correct bands with the averages 
if isempty( x )==0 ,tempcube(:,: ,x )=cube 125 ;end; 
tempcube(:,:,xl)=cubel48; 
tempcube(:,:,x2)=cube200; 
tempcube(:,: ,x3 )=cube405; 
tempcube(:,: ,x 4 )=cube4 25; 
tempcube(: ,: ,x5)=cube457; 

%Put the flybacks (if any) back in. Although they were 
%only removed from the working variable 'cube' to avoid 
%averaging anomalous pixels, and 'tempcube' still has the flybacks, 
%we want cube and tempcube to both have flybacks so the check 
%about to come up doesn't replace flybacks with zeros. 

if sum(fb)>O, cube(:,[fb],:)=flybacks;end; 

%Selectively replacing cube33 at averaged low SNR pixels 
%this doesn't just replace cube33 with all 5 x 5 areal averages because 
%the snr of banddepths are calculated from cube33 

cube55=cube33; 
cube55( cube-=tempcube )=tempcube( cube-=tempcube ); 

renum55=zeros(s,l,6); 
if isempty(x)==0,renum55(:,:,l)=(cube55(:,:,x(l))-=cube33(:,:,x(l)));end; 
renum55(:,:,2)=(cube55(:,:,xl(l))-=cube33(:,:,xl(l))); 
renum55(:,:,3)=(cube55(:,:,x2(1))-=cube33(:,:,x2(1))); 
renum55(:,:,4)=(cube55(:,:,x3(1))-=cube33(:,:,x3(1))); 
renum55(:,:,5)=(cube55(:,:,x4(1))-=cube33(:,:,x4(1))); 
renum55(:,:,6)=(cube55(:,:,x5(1))-=cube33(:,:,x5(1))); 

return 
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Cubeave55v2g.m 
function [ cube55 ,renum55]=cubeave55v2g( cube,cube33 ,avebd33 ,s,l, wavesel, 
tb,bandfits33,banddepths33,snr148,snr405,snr425,snr457); 

%[ cube55 ,renum55]=cubeave55v2g( cube,cube33,avebd33,s,l, wave
sel,fb,bandfits33,banddepths33,snr148,snr405 ,snr425 ,snr457) 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

areal averages a 5x5 sample for pixels identified to have 
a signal to noise ratio less than 10 for the C02 band, 
and a signal to noise ratio less than 5 for the water-ice, S02 and CN bands. 
Using a SNR map for each band, 
the appropriate wavelength range is areally averaged. Input is the 
original cube, the number of samples (s), the number lines 
(1), the wavelength selection (wavesel), the line position of the 
flybacks (tb) -- enter 0 if there are no flybacks, the goodness of fit 
maps for the bands calculated from the 3 x 3 areal averaged cube, the 
map of the banddepths (dimensions: [s,1,6]), and the 
noise to signal ratio to which the data is tested. The values are put 
into the variable cube55. Note, pixels of the 3 x 3 areal averaged cube 
which still had a low snr are used as selectors for picking the pixels 
from the original cube. The 5 x 5 average is done on the pixels from 
the original, unmodified cube. 
Only banddepths which are greater than avebd33 are areally averaged over 
5x5 pixels if they do not meet the snr criteria. 

%creating the selection criteria 
%sometimes zeros are in the denominator, so there 
%will be errors output when these lines are run 

temp=find(isnan(banddepths33)==0 & banddepths33-=0); 
check=ones( size(banddepths3 3)) *NaN; 
check( temp )=bandfi ts3 3 (temp) ./banddepths33 (temp); 
clear temp 

%creating the working cube and removing flybacks 
tempcube=cube; 
if sum(fb)-=0, cube(:,[fb],:)=0; flybacks=cube(:,[fb],:);end; 

%loading the x selectors 
load shapes2; 

%remove the ends of detectors from ends of shape functions, if present 
%ends of detectors within shape functions are delt with when calculating banddepths 
x457=x457(2:23); 
x425=x425(5:21); 
x200=x200(2:35); 
x 148=x 148(1 :40); 
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%Selecting the wavelengths to average for each band 
%Different cubes have different selections. Got to find where the actual 
%wavelengths in the cube begin and end in reference to the band selectors whiCh are 
%developed for a full 408 band cube. Checking the first and last 4 bands 
%is adequate. 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x125(c)); 
if isempty(a)==l, a=a+l;else break;end 
end 
%checking to see if there is detector 3 
if isempty(a)==O, 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x125(length(x125)-(c-1))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
else,x=[]; 
end; 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x148(c)); 
if isempty(a)==l, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x148(length(x148)-(c-1))); 
if isempty(b)==l, b=b-l;else break;end 
end 
xl=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find( wavesel==x200( c) ); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x200(length(x200)-(c-1))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x2=a:b; 

for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x400(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x400(length(x400)-(c-1))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x3=a:b; 
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for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x425(c)); 
if isempty(a)==l, a=a+l;else break;end 
end 
for c=l:4 
b=find( wavesel==x425(length(x425)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break; end 
end 
x4=a:b; 

for c=l:4 
a=find(wavesel==x457(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x457(length(x457)-( c-1 ))); 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x5=a:b; 

%Creating independent variables for each band. 
%These will be modified and then used to replace 
%the data in cube33 

if isempty( x )==0,cube 125=cube(:,: ,x) ;end; 
cubel48=cube(:,:,xl); 
cube200=cube(:,:,x2); 
cube405=cube(:,:,x3); 
cube425=cube( :,:,x4 ); 
cube457=cube(:,:,x5); 

%The caluclations. Replacing all flyback values with zero. 
%First boundary checks for ends of lines and samples. 
%Then progressing band by band. · 

%These 'checks' and 'means' are based on the 3 x 3 averaged cube. 

%Do each band completely independently to avoid any kind of indexing 
%errors and unintentional overwriting 

if isempty(x)==O, 
nsr=l/snr148;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
il=i-2;if il<l,il=l;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-2;if j 1<1,j1= 1 ;end;j2=j+2;if j2>1,j2=l;end 
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a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths33(i,j, 1))==0 I length(isnan(banddepths33(i,j, 1 ))==0)==8, 
if banddepths33(i,j, 1)>avebd33(1 ), 
if check(i,j,l)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,1))==1, 

for k=x(l):x(length(x)); 
a=k-(x(l)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if isempty(samp)==O,ave=mean(samp(:)); else ave=cube33(i,j,k);end; 
cube125(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; 
end; end; 
end; 

nsr=l/snr148;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
il=i-2;if il<l,il=l;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-2;if j 1<1,j1=1 ;end;j2=j+2;if j2>1,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths33(i,j,2))==0 j length(isnan(banddepths33(i,j,2))==0)==8, 
if banddepths33(i,j,2)>avebd33(2), 
if check(i,j,2)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,2))==1, 

for k=xl(l):xl(length(xl)); 
a=k-(xl(l)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if isempty(samp)==O,ave=mean(samp(:));else ave=cube33(i,j,k);end; 
cube148(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr= 1/snr 148 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-2;if i 1 <1,il=l ;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
jl=j-2;if jl<l,jl=l;end;j2=j+2;if j2>l,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths33(i,j,3))==0 j length(isnan(banddepths33(i,j,3))==0)==8, 
if banddepths33(i,j,3)>avebd33(3), 
if check(i,j,3)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,3))==1, 

for k=x2(1):x2(length(x2)); 
a=k-(x2(1)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp( samp-=0); 
if isempty( samp )==0 ,a ve=mean ( samp(:)); else a ve=cube3 3 (i ,j ,k) ;end; 
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cube200( i ,j ,a )=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr= l/snr405 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-2;if i 1<1,i1=1 ;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-2;if j 1<1,j l=l;end;j2=j+2;if j2>1,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths33(i,j,4))==0 I length(isnan(banddepths33(i,j,4))==0)==8, 
if banddepths33(i,j,4)>avebd33(4), 
if check(i,j,4)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,4))==1, 

for k=x3(1):x3(length(x3)); 
a=k-(x3(1 )-1 ); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp( samp-=0); 
if isempty(samp)==O,ave=mean(samp(:)); else ave=cube33(i,j,k);end; 
cube405(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr=l/snr425;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
il=i-2;if i 1 <1,il=l ;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
j l=j-2;if j 1<1,j l=l;end;j2=j+2;if j2>1,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths33(i,j,5))==0 I length(isnan(banddepths33(i,j,5))==0)==8, 
if banddepths33(i,j,5)>avebd33(5), 
if check(i,j,5)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,5))==1, 

for k=x4(1):x4(length(x4)); 
a=k-(x4(1)-1); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if isempty(samp)==O,ave=mean(samp(:));else ave=cube33(i,j,k);end; 
cube425(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; 
end;end; 

nsr= l/snr457 ;ave=O;samp=O; 
for i=l:s,for j=l:l, 
i l=i-2;if i 1<1,i1=1 ;end;i2=i+2;if i2>s,i2=s;end 
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j l=j-2;if j 1<1,j1=1 ;end;j2=j+2;if j2>1,j2=l;end 
a=O; 
if isnan(banddepths33(i,j,6))==0 j length(isnan(banddepths33(i,j,6))==0)==8, 
if banddepths33(i,j,6)>avebd33(6), 
if check(i,j,6)>nsr I isnan(check(i,j,6))==1, 

for k=x5(l):x5(length(x5)); 
a=k-(x5(1 )-1 ); 
samp=cube(i 1:i2,j1 :j2,k); 
samp=samp(samp-=0); 
if isempty(samp)==O,ave=mean(samp(:)); else ave=cube33(i,j,k);end; 
cube457(i,j,a)=ave; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; 
end;end; 

%replacing the correct bands with the averages 
if isempty(x)==0,tempcube(:,:,x)=cube125;end; 
tempcube(: ,: ,x 1)=cube148; 
tempcube(:,: ,x2 )=cube200; 
tempcube(:,: ,x3 )=cube405; 
tempcube(:,: ,x 4 )=cube4 25; 
tempcube(:,: ,x5)=cube457; 

%Put the flybacks (if any) back in. Although they were 
%only removed from the working variable 'cube' to avoid 
%averaging anomalous pixels, and 'tempcube' still has the flybacks, 
%we want cube and tempcube to both have flybacks so the check 
%about to come up doesn't replace flybacks with zeros. 

if sum(fb)>O, cube(:,[fb],:)=flybacks;end; 

%Selectively replacing cube33 at averaged low SNR pixels 
%this doesn't just replace cube33 with all 5 x 5 areal averages because 
%the snr of banddepths are calculated from cube33 

cube55=cube33; 
cube55( cube-=tempcube )=tempcube( cube-=tempcube ); 

renum55=zeros(s,l,6); 
if isempty(x)==O,renum55(:,:,l)=(cube55(:,:,x(l))-=cube33(:,:,x(l)));end; 
renum55(:,:,2)=( cube55(: ,:,x 1 ( 1 ))-=cube33( :,: ,xl ( 1) )); 
renum55(:,:,3)=(cube55(:,:,x2(1))-=cube33(:,:,x2(1))); 
renum55(:,:,4)=(cube55(:,:,x3(1))-=cube33(:,:,x3(1))); 
renum55(:,:,5)=(cube55(:,:,x4(1))-=cube33(:,:,x4(1))); 
renum55(:,:,6)=(cube55(:,:,x5(1))-=cube33(:,:,x5(1))); 

return 
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Findsp.m 
function [spikes,moddata]= findsp( data,fac l ,fac2,fac3,noise,det) 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

[ spikes,moddata ]=findsp( data,fac l ,fac2,fac3 ,noise,det) 
Locates outliers from image cube data with size nxmxL,from 
dimensions of data (must be 3-dim) where L 
is the spectral dimension. Large outliers are identified 
if they are larger than fac 1 times the average deviation 
and more than noise from the local mean, and a second fit 
is performed without these points. Then points are excluded 
in the same way as the first pass, using a new average error 
and fac2 instead of facl. The final fit to the data defines 
a new mean and average error for the test point, which is 
then flagged as a spike if it is larger than fac3 times the 
average deviation and more than noise from the local mean 
Spectral neighbors are found in the 
same detector only (given by det(L)==l to 17). spikes is 
a 5xn array of spike coordinates, replacement values and 
error for n spikes, and moddata is the original data with 
spikes replaced by the new values. 

if length(size(data))-=3,error('data cube not 3-dimensional'),end 
datal=zeros(size(data)); 
[m,n,L]=size(data); 
spikes=[];sc=l; 
moddata=data; 

for i=l:m, 
fprintf('%d\n' ,i); 
for j=l:n, 

if i==l, 
inb=1:3; 

elseif i==m, 
inb=(m-2):m; 

else 
inb=(i-l):(i+ l); 

end 
m1=3; 
if j==l, 

jnb=l:3; 
elseif j==n, 

jnb=(n-2):n; 
else 

jnb=U-l):U+l); 
end 
nl=3; 

temp=data(inb,jnb,: ); 
temp(temp<O)=O; 
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for k=l:L, 
if k==l I det(max([k-1,1)))-=det(k), 

knb=k:(k+2); 
elseif k==L I det(min([k+ l,L]))-=det(k), 

knb=(k-2):k; 
else, 

knb=(k-l):(k+ l); 
end 
templd=reshape(temp(:,:,knb),[ml *nl *3,1]); 
x=ones(ml,l)*[l:nl];x=repmat(x,[l 1 3]);x=x(:); 
y=[l:ml]'*ones(l,nl);y=repmat(y,[1 1 3]);y=y(:); 
z=[l 2 3];z=reshape(z,[1 1 3]);z=repmat(z,[ml,nl,l]);z=z(:); 
cen=zeros(ml ,n 1,3);cen(find(inb==i),findUnb==j),find(knb==k) )=l; 
cen=find(cen); 
A=[ones(ml *nl *3,1) x y x.*y x.*z y.*z y."2 x."2 z."2]; 

% A=[ones(ml *nl *3,1) x y x. *y x. *z y. *z]; 
% if ml>2,A=[A y."2];end 
% if nl>2,A=[A x."2];end 
% A=[A z."2]; 

plane= A \temp 1 d; 
model=A *plane; 
resid=abs(templd-model); 
tempm=model( cen); 
temps=mean(resid); 
t=find(resid<fac 1 *temps I resid<noise(k) ); 
if rank(A(t,:))>=length(plane), 

plane=A(t,:)\templd(t); 
model=A *plane; 
resid=abs(templd-model); 
tempm=model( cen); 
temps=mean(resid(t)); 
t=find(resid<fac2*temps I resid<noise(k) ); 
if rank(A(t,:))>=length(pLane), 

plane=A(t,:)\templd(t); 
model=A *plane; 
tempm=model( cen); 
temps=mean(abs(templd(t)-model(t))); 

end 
end 
if (abs(templd(cen)-tempm)>fac3*temps & ... 

abs(templd(cen)-tempm)>noise(k)) I ... 
(templd(cen)<=O & tempm>noise(k)), 
spikes(sc,:)=[i j k tempm temps];sc=sc+ 1; 
moddata(i,j ,k)=tempm; 

end 
end 
end 

end 
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Findsp2.m 
function [spikes,moddata]= findsp2(data,mask,mav,facl,fac2,fac3,noise,det,pct) 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

[ spikes,moddata ]=findsp2( data,mask,mav,fac 1,fac2,fac3 ,noise,det,pct) 
Locates outliers from image cube data with size nxmx.L,from 
dimensions of data (must be 3-dim) where L 
is the spectral dimension. Mask is a logical variable 
the same size as data. Only elements of the cube selected 
by the mask are analyzed for spikes and replacement 
values. Numbers in data which are less than the minimum 
acceptable value (mav) are set to mav before analysis. 
Large outliers are identified if they are larger than fac 1 
times the pct percentiles from the ends and more than noise from 
the local median. pct is set to 16 if it doesn't exist or is 
empty. A 3-D polynomial function is fit to the data without these 
points. Then points are excluded by comparing to the mean and 
stancard deviation, using a new average error 
and fac2 instead of fac 1. The final fit to the data defines 
a new mean and average error for the test point, which is 
then flagged as a spike if it is larger than fac3 times the 
average deviation and more than noise from the local mean 
Spectral neighbors are found in the 
same detector only (given by det(L)==l to 17). spikes is 
a 5xn array of spike coordinates, replacement values and error 
for n spikes, and moddata is the original data with spikes 
replaced by the new values. 

if length(size(data))-=3,error('data cube not 3-dimensional'),end 
if size(mask)-=size(data), error(' mask and data must match in size'),end 
% datal=zeros(size(data)); 
[ m,n,L ]=size( data); 
spikes=[];sc=l; 
moddata=data; 
if length(mav)>O, mav=mav(l); else mav=O; end 
if -exist(' pct' ,'var'), 

pct=l6; 
elseif isempty(pct), 

pct=16; 
else 

pct=pct(l); 
end 

for i=l:m, 
fprintf('%d\n' ,i); 
for j=l:n, 

if i==l, 
inb=1:3; 

elseif i==m, 
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inb=(m-2):m; 
else 

inb=(i-1):(i+1 ); 
end 
m1=3; 
if j==l, 

jnb=1:3; 
elseif j==n, 

jnb=(n-2):n; 
else 

jnb=U-l):U+l); 
end 
n1=3; 

% temp=data(inb,jnb,:); 
% temp(temp<mav)=mav; 

for k=l:L, 
if mask(i,j,k), 

if k==l 1 det(max([k-1,1]))-=det(k), 
knb=k:(k+2); 

elseif k==L I det(min([k+l,L]))-=det(k), 
knb=(k-2):k; 

else, 
knb=(k-l):(k+ 1 ); 

end 
t=find(mask(inb,jnb,knb) ); 

% if next to large mask=O area, try to move in y with offset cen 
jnbl=jnb; 
if length(t)<= 18, 

if jnb(l)>l & length(find(mask(inb,jnb-1,knb)))>18, 
jnbl=jnb-1; 

elseif jnb(3)<n & length(find(mask(inb,jnb+l,knb)))>l8, 
jnbl=jnb+l; 

end 
t=find(mask(inb,jnbl,knb)); 

o/_o fprintf('jnb=(%3d, %3d, %3d) jnbl=(%3d, %3d, %3d)\n' ,jnb,jnbl); 
end 
templd=reshape(data(inb,jnbl,knb),[ml *nl *3,1]); 
templd(templd<mav)=mav; 
x=ones(ml,l)*[l:nl];x=repmat(x,[11 3]);x=x(:); 
y=[l:ml]'*ones(l,nl);y=repmat(y,[11 3]);y=y(:); 
z=[l 2 3];z=reshape(z,[1 1 3]);z=repmat(z,[ml,nl,l]);z=z(:); 
cen=zeros(ml,nl,3);cen(find(inb==i),findUnbl==j),find(knb==k))=l; 
cen=find(cen); 
A=[ones(ml *nl *3,1) x y z x. *y x. *z y. *z x."2 y."2 z."2]; 
u=ones( 1, 10); 

% A=[ones(ml *nl *3,1) x y x.*y x.*z y.*z]; 
% if m1>2,A=[A y."2];end 
% if n1>2,A=[A x."2];end 
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% A=[A z."2]; 
if m1<3, u(9)=0;end 
if n1<3, u(8)=0;end 
if rank(A(t,find(u)))<sum(u), 

if sum(u)>8 
u(8:9)=0; 

end 
if rank(A(t,find(u)))<sum(u), 

u(lO)=O; 
if rank(A(t,find(u)))<sum(u), 

u(5:7)=0; 
if rank(A(t,find(u)))<sum(u), 

fprintf([ 'Not enough good data to find spikes at', ... 
'data(%3d,%3d,%3d) t=%2d u=4\n'], .. . 
i ,j ,k,length( t)); break 

end 
end 

end 
end 

% plane=A(t,:)\templd(t); 
% model=A *plane; 
% resid=abs(templd-model); 
% tempm=model(cen); 
% temps=mean(resid(t)); 

tempm=median(templd(t)); 
temps=prctile(templd(t),100-pct)-tempm; 
tempsl=tempm-prctile(templd(t),pct); 
t=find(((templd-tempm)<facl *temps & (tempm-templd)<facl *tempsl) I··· 

abs(templd-tempm)<noise(k)); 
if rank(A(t,find(u)))>=sum(u), 

plane=A(t,find(u))\templd(t); 
model=A(:,find(u))*plane; 
resid=abs(templd-model); 
tempm=model( cen); 
temps=mean(resid(t)); 
t=find(resid<fac2*temps I resid<noise(k) ); 
if rank( A( t,find( u)) )>=length (plane), 

plane=A(t,find(u))\templd(t); 
model=A(: ,find( u) )*plane; 
tempm=model( cen); 
temps=mean(abs(templd(t)-model(t))); 

end 
end 
if (abs(templd(cen)-tempm)>fac3*temps & ... 

abs(templd(cen)-tempm)>noise(k)) I ... 
(templd(cen)<=O & tempm>noise(k)), 
spikes(sc,:)=[i j k tempm temps];sc=sc+l; 
moddata(i,j ,k)=tempm; 

end 
end 
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end 
end 

end 

return 
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Normalizing.m 
function [normco2]=normalizing(avespec,wavesel,offset,style); 

%function [normco2]=normalizing( avespec, wavesel,off set,style ); 

%finding the wavelength selectors for the co2 band 
%408band 
%Note: the left point for normalizing to is further left for the 408 band compared 
% to the 360 band observations because g2global (the only 408band obs.) has 
% very deep and therefor broader absorptions. This fits better and should give 
% more accurate estimates of phsift and inflation. 
% 
%This program is called as a subroutine by them-file "plotspectra.m" 

load shapes2 
for c=1:4 
a=find(wavesel==x425(c)); 
if isempty( a)== 1, a=a+ 1 ;else break;end 
end 
for c=1:4 
b=find(wavesel==x425(1ength(x425)-( c-1 ))) ; 
if isempty(b )== 1, b=b-1 ;else break;end 
end 
x=a:b; 
wlco2=x; 

if length(x)==24, 
a= length( wlco2);co2=avespec( wlco2,2);left=( co2(7)+co2(8) )/2;rt=( co2( a-4 )+co2( a-5) )/ 
2;wl=avespec(wlco2,l);wlleft=(wl(7)+wl(8))/2;wlrt=(wl(a-4)+wl(a-5))/2; 
end; 

if length(x)==l2; 
%228band 
a= length( w lco2);co2=avespec( w lco2,2);left=( co2(3)+co2( 4) )/2;rt=( co2( a-2)+co2( a-2) )/ 
2;wl=avespec(wlco2,l);wlleft=(wl(4)+wl(4))/2;wlrt=(wl(a-2)+wl(a-2))/2; 
end; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%calculating the continuum of the co2 band 
cont=polyval(polyfit([ wlleft, wlrt],[left,rt], l),wl); 

%normalizing the co2 band 
nco2=co2./cont; 
normco2=[ wl,(nco2-min(nco2))/(l-min(nco2))]; 
normco2(:,2)=(normco2(:,2)+offset)./(l+offset); 
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figure(2);plot(normco2(:, 1 ),normco2(: ,2),style ); 

%calculating error an plotting it on the g8 spectra 
%instrument uncertainty is .001 from carlson et al 1992, 
if length(wavesel)==216, 

wll=nimswgen2(.15,1.07,124);wl3=nimswgen2(.14,1.0875,124); 
diff=wll-wl3; 
diff=diff (: ,3); 
diff=abs( dift); 
uncert=.001 *ones(size(dift)); 
tot=sqrt( ( uncert). "2+( dift). "2); 
error=interp 1(wl1 (313 :336),tot, w I); 
error( error<O)=O;error( error>. 01 )=0; 
for i=l :length(wl),plot([(wl(i)-error(i)) ( wl(i)+error(i))],[normco2(i,2) 

normco2(i,2)]);end; 
end; 

%figure(2);hold on; 

%figure(l) 

return 
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Normalizing_gany.m 
function [ normco2 ]= normalizing_gan y( a vespec, wa vesel, w lco2,off set,sty le); 

%function [normco2]=normalizing_gany( avespec, wavesel, wlco2,offset,style ); 

%finding the wavelength selectors for the co2 band 

%Note: this is modified from the original normalizing. Now the selectors of the co2 
related channels must 
%be specified by the user (wlco2). This change has been made because the standard 
wavelength selectors 
%used in the Callist observations are not consistently applied to the ganymede observa
tions. 
% 
%When all channels in detector 14 are used, then selectors [1:6,21:24] are discarded. 
Only 20 channels remain 
% and the continuum is determined between endpoints calculated from the new 
[1:2,13: 14]. 
% When only half the channels are used (12), then selectors [1:3,11:12) are discarded. 
Only 10 channels remain, and 
% the continuum is determined between endpoints calculated from the new [1,7]. 
% 
%This program is called as a subroutine by the m-file "plotspectra_gany.m" 

%plot 1 
if length(wlco2)==24, 
a=length(wlco2);co2=avespec(wlco2,2);1eft=co2(1:7);rt=co2(21:24); 
wl=avespec(wlco2,1 );wlleft=wl(l :7);wlrt=wl(21 :24 ); 
end; 

if length(wlco2)==12, 
a= length( w lco2);co2=avespec( w lco2,2);1eft=co2( 1 :3);rt=co2(11: 12); 
wl=avespec(wlco2, l);wlleft=wl(l :3);wlrt=wl(l 1: 12); 
end; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%calculating the continuum of the co2 band 
cont=polyval(pol yfit([ w lleft;wlrt], [left;rt] ,2), wl); 

%normalizing the co2 band 
nco2=co2./cont; 
normco2=[ wl,(nco2-min(nco2))/(1-min(nco2))]; 
normco2(:,2)=(normco2(:,2)+offset)./(l+offset); 

figure(l);plot(normco2(:,l),normco2(:,2),style); 

%plot 2 
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if length(wlco2)==24, 
a= length( w lco2);co2=avespec( w lco2,2) ;left=( co2(7)+co2(8) )/ 

2;rt=(co2(19)+co2(20))/2; 
wl=avespec(wlco2,l);wlleft=(wl(7)+wl(8))/2;wlrt=(wl(19)+wl(20))/2; 
end; 

return 

if length(wlco2)==12, 
a=length(wlco2);co2=avespec(wlco2,2);left=co2(4);rt=co2(10); 
wl=avespec(wlco2,l);wlleft=wl(4);wlrt=wl(10); 
end; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%calculating the continuum of the co2 band 
cont=polyval(polyfit([ wlleft;w lrt] ,[left;rt ], 1), w I); 

%normalizing the co2 band 
nco2=co2./cont; 
normco2=[ wl,(nco2-min(nco2))/( 1-min(nco2))]; 
normco2(: ,2)=(normco2(: ,2)+offset)./( 1 +offset); 

figure(2);plot( normco2(:, 1 ),normco2(: ,2),style ); 
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Normalizing_S02.m 
function [ normso2]=normalizeso2( avespec, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%function [ normso2]=normalizeso2( avespec, wavesel,off set,style ); 

%plotting the normalized so2 absorption for all obseravtions 
% normalizing the S02 band region 

%finding the wavelength selectors for the so2 band 
%408band 
if length(avespec)==408, 
w lso2=[289: 311] ;a=length( w lso2) ;so2=avespec( wlso2,2);left=(so2( 1 )+so2(2) )/ 
2;rt=(so2(a)+so2(a-l))/2;wl=avespec(wlso2,l);wlleft=(wl(l)+wl(2))/2;wlrt=(wl(a)+wl(a
l))/2; 
end; 

%360band 
if length( avespec )==360, 
wlso2=[253:263];a=length(wlso2);so2=avespec(wlso2,2);left=(so2(1)+so2(2))/ 
2;rt=(so2(a)+so2(a-l))/2;wl=avespec(wlso2,l);wlleft=(wl(l)+wl(2))/2;wlrt=(wl(a)+wl(a
l))/2; 
end; 

%228band 
if length( avespec )==228, 
wlso2=[169:180];a=length(wlso2);so2=avespec(wlso2,2);left=(so2(1)+so2(2))/ 
2;rt=(so2(a-l)+so2(a-2))/2;wl=avespec(wlso2,l);wlleft=(wl(l)+wl(2))/2;wlrt=(wl(a
l)+wl(a-2))/2; 
end; 

%216band 
if length(avespec)==216, 
wlso2=[162: 167];a=length(wlso2);so2=avespec(wlso2,2);left=(so2(1)+so2(1))/ 
2;rt=(so2(a)+so2(a))/2;wl=avespec(wlso2,l);wlleft=(wl(l)+wl(l))/2;wlrt=(wl(a)+wl(a))/ 
2· 

' end; 

%204evenband 
if length(avespec)==204, 
wlso2=[150:156];a=length(wlso2);so2=avespec(wlso2,2);left=(so2(1)+so2(1))/ 
2;rt=(so2(a)+so2(a))/2;wl=avespec(wlso2,l);wlleft=(wl(l)+wl(l))/2;wlrt=(wl(a)+wl(a))/ 
2; 
end; 

% 102oddband 
if length(avespec)==102, 
wlso2=[73:78];a=length(wlso2);so2=avespec(wlso2,2);left=(so2(1)+so2(1))/ 
2;rt=(so2(a)+so2(a))/2;wl=avespec(wlso2,l);wlleft=(wl(l)+wl(l))/2;wlrt=(wl(a)+wl(a))/ 
2; 
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end; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%calculating the continuum of the so2 band 
cont=polyval(polyfit([ wlleft, wlrt],[left,rt], 1), wl); 

%normalizing the so2 band 
nso2=so2./cont; 
%normso2=[ wl,(nso2-mean(nso2(minsel) ))/( 1-mean(nso2(minsel)))]; 
normso2=[ wl,(nso2-min(nso2))/(1-min(nso2))]; 
normso2(: ,2)=( normso2(: ,2 )+off set) .I ( 1 +off set); 

plot(normso2(:,1),normso2(:,2),style);hold on; 

return 
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Plotspectra.m 
function plotspectra(rge) 
% 
%function plotspectra(rge ); 
% 
% This program plots 4 sets of spectra 
%figure 1 All spectra over entire wavelengths 
%figure 2 normalized co2 band 
% plots error bars on the g8 observations 
%error=sqrt((cal error)"2+(nims uncertainty)"2) 
%cal error=wll-wl3,where wll=nimswgen2(.2,l.07,124);wl3=nimswlg2(.14,l.0875,124) 
%c20 red 
%e14 green 
%c10 blue 
%c9 black 
%g8 cyan 
%c3 magenta 
%g2 green 
% 
%Do not plot c3asgard or c3crater as they do not normalize well (too few wavelengths). 

cd /jp2c/hibbitts/working/callisto/avespecs 

load ave_c20global.txt 
load ave_c20bran.txt 
load ave_e14global_new.txt 
load ave_clOcatena_new.txt; 
load ave_clOglobalOla_new.txt 
load ave_c10global02_new.txt 
load ave_clOpalimp_new.txt 
load ave_clOvalhal_new.txt 
load ave_c9globa101a_new.txt 
load ave_c9skuld_new.txt 
load ave_c9valhal_new.txt 
load ave_c9valspc_new.txt 
load ave_g8adlinda_new.txt 
load ave_g8buri_new.txt 
load ave_g8global01a.txt 
load ave_g8global02a.txt 
load ave_c3global_new.txt 
load ave_c3arings_new.txt 
load ave_g2global_new.txt 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%figure 1: Plotting the normalized 4 to 4.5 region for all spectra 

%figure( 1 );elf ;axis([ rge ]);hold on 
figure(2);clf; 

%the c20 observations which are not plotted on the original version 
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%ave_c20global 
load wavesel 
wavesel=w 1228c20; 
templ=nimswgen2(1.27 ,l .197,124);temp2=ave_c20global(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l:l 7,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i
l)+l)))),temp2(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-l)+ l))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=0.02;style='ro'; 
this=normalizing( avespec, wavesel,offset,sty le); 
figure(2);hold on; 
axis([4.05 4.4 0 1.2]); 
x=[ 4.07: .001 :4.39] ;plot(x, 1 *ones(length(x)), 'b-- ') 

%ave_c20bran 
load wavesel 
wavesel=wl228c20; 
temp 1=nimswgen2(1.27, 1.197, 124 );temp2=ave_c20bran(: ,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l :17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i
l)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ 1))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[temp l(wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=0.02;style='ro'; 
this=normalizing( avespec, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_e 14global_new 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217 :312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(0.75,1.15,124);temp2=ave_el4global_new(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=1:17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavese1>=(24*(i-
1)+1)))),temp2(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ 1))),'b' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=.02;style=' go'; 
this=normalizing( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c 1 Oglobal02_new 
wavesel=[2:2:48, 74:2: 168,194:2:216,217 :312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.75,l.095,124);temp2=ave_c10global02_new(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i
l)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ l)))+.O,'b' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[ temp 1 ( wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.05 ;style=' bx'; 
this=normalizing( aves pee, wa vesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c 1OglobalO1 a_new 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168,194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.75,l.095,124);temp2=ave_cl0global01a_new(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=1:17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+1)))+.0,'b' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[templ (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.05;style='b*'; 
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this=normalizing( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c 1 Opalimp_new 
wavesel=[1:48,73: 168,193:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.75,1.095,124);temp2=ave_c10palimp_new(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavese1>=(24*(i-1)+ 1)))+.01,'b' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i== 1,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=.02;style='bx'; 
this=normalizing( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c 1 Ocatena_new 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.75,l.095,124);temp2=ave_cl0catena_new(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ 1)))+.01,'b' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.05;style='bx'; 
this=normalizing( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c lOvalhal_new 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168,194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.75,l.095,124);temp2=ave_cl0valhal_new(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
l)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ 1)))+.015,'b' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.05 ;style='bx'; 
this=normalizing( avespec, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c9global 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168,194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.47,1.08,124);temp2=ave_c9global01a_new(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+1)))+.03,'k' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=.02;style='k*'; 
this=normalizing( avespec, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c9valhal_new 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168,194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.47,1.08,124);temp2=ave_c9valhal_new(:,2); 
%for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i
l)+l)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ 1)))+.03,'k' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.02;style='kx'; 
this=normalizing( avespec, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c9skuld_new 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168,194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408]; 
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temp 1 =nimsw gen2( .47,1. 08, 124) ;temp2=ave _e9skuld_new(: ,2); 
%for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-l)+ l)))+.035,'k' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespee=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.02;style='kx'; 
this=normalizing( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_e9valspe_new 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168,194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.47,1.08,124);temp2=ave_e9skuld_new(:,2); 
%for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ l)))+.04,'k' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespee=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.02;style=' kx'; 
this=normalizing( avespee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%g8global0la 
wavesel=[2:2:48, 74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217 :288,290:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.15, l.07,124);temp2=ave_g8global01a(:,2); 
%for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavese1>=(24*(i-1)+ 1)))+.035,'e' ,'linewidth',1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespee=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.02;style=' e*'; 
this=normalizing( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%g8global02a 
wavesel=[2:2:48, 74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217 :288,290:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.15, l.07,124);temp2=ave_g8global02a(:,2); 
%for i=l: 17,plot(templ (wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavese1>=(24*(i-
1)+ l)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel::>=(24*(i-1)+ 1)))+.035,'e' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespee=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.02;style=' ex'; 
this=normalizing( avespee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%g8adlinda 
%wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168,194:2:216,217:288,290:2:408]; 
%templ=nimswgen2(.15, l.07,124);temp2=ave_g8adlinda_new(:,2); 
%for i=l :17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & %wavese1>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & %wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ 1)))+.035,'e' ,'line
width',1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
%avespee=[templ (wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=.02;style=' ex'; 
%this=normalizing( avespee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%g8buri 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168,194:2:216,217:288,290:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.15, 1.07,124);temp2=ave_g8buri_new(:,2); 
%for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ 1)))+.035,'e' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
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avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=.02;style=' ex'; 
this=normalizing( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c3 global_new 
wavesel=[2:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(-l.18,1,124);temp2=ave_c3global_new(:,2); 
%for i=l : 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavese1>=(24*(i-1)+1)))+.055,'m' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=O;style='m*'; 
this=normalizing( aves pee, wavesel,offset,sty le); 

%ave_c3arings_new 
wavesel=[2:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(-1.18,1.02,124);temp2=ave_c3arings_new(:,2); 
%for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ l)))+.055,'m' ,'linewidth' ,l); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[ temp 1 ( wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=O;style=' m *'; 
this=normalizing( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_g2global_new 
wavesel=[l :408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(-l.57,1,124);temp2=ave_g2global_new(:,2); 
%for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ 1)))+.12,' g' ,'linewidth' ,1); 
%if i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=O;style=' go'; 
this=normalizing( avespec, wavesel,offset,sty le); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%annotating the plot 
%figure 1 
%axis([l 5 0 .2]);title(' Average Spectra from each observation' ,'fontsize' ,14) 
%xlabel('Wavelength (\mum)' ,'fontsize' ,12) 
%y label(' Scaled Reflectance',' fontsize', 12) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Plotting the g8gaussian on the same plot but out to further wavelengths 
figure(2); · 
bigwl=[ 4.15: .001 :4.35]; 
biggSgauss=l .0021*asygauss(4.2578,.0316,.0334,bigwl); 
plot(bigwl,1-bigg8gauss, 'linewidth' ,1); 

%title('Normalized C0_2 absorption band from 17 observations' ,'fontsize', 14) 
xlabel('Wavelength (\mum)' ,'fontsize' ,12); 
ylabel(' Scaled Reflectance' ,'fontsize' ,12); 
orient landscape 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

return 
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Plotspectra_gany.m 
function plotspectra_gany 
% 
%function plotspectra_gany 
% 
%This program plots 4 sets of spectra 
%figure 2 normalized co2 band 
%c9 + 
%g8 * 
%g7 /\ 
%g2 x 
%gl 0 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/shapes2 

%Plotting the g8gaussian on the same plot but out to further wavelengths 
figure( 1 );elf; 
x=[4.07:.001 :4.39]; 
plot(x, 1 *ones(length(x)),'b--') 
hold on; 
bigwl=[ 4.15:.001 :4.35]; 
bigg8gauss= 1.0021*asygauss(4.2578,.0316,.0334,bigwl); 
plot(bigwl,1-bigg8gauss,'linewidth' ,1); 
axis([ 4.1 4.4 0 1.2]); 

%Plotting the g8gaussian on the same plot but out to further wavelengths 
figure(2);clf; 
x=[4.07:.001:4.39]; 
plot(x,1 *ones(length(x)),'b--') 
hold on; 
bigwl=[4.15:.001 :4.35]; 
bigg8gauss=l .0021*asygauss(4.2578,.0316,.0334,bigwl); 
plot(bigwl,1-bigg8gauss,'linewidth' ,l); 
axis([4.l 4.4 0 1.2]); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% 

%glnippur 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/glnippur/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[2:2: 144,145: 192, 194:2:408]; 
wlco2=[];for i=1 :204,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty( a)==O;w lco2=[ wlco2;i] ;end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(-l.3,1.,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l:l 7,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
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l)+ l)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-l)+ l))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
offset=O.O;style='bo'; 
this=normalizing_gany( a vespec, wavesel, w lco2,offset,style); 

%glmempis 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/glmempis/point/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[2:2:288,289:336,338:2:408]; 
wlco2=[];for i=l :228,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty( a)==O;wlco2=[ w lco2;i] ;end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(-l.3,l.,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-l)+ l))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
offset=O.O;style='bo'; 
this=normalizing_gany( avespec, wavesel, w lco2,offset,sty le); 

%glamon 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/glamon/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[2:2:48,49:96,98 :2:408]; 
wlco2=[];for i=1:228,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty( a)==O; w lco2=[ wlco2;i] ;end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(-l.3,l.,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l:l 7,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-l)+ 1))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
offset=O.O;style='bo'; 
this=normalizing_gany( avespec, wavesel, w lco2,offset,sty le); 

%glglobal 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/glglobal/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[2:2:96,97: 144, 146:2:408]; 
wlco2=[];for i=l :228,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty( a)==O;wlco2=[ wlco2;i] ;end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(-1.3,1.,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l :17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i
l)+ l)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ 1))),'r', 'linewidth',l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
offset=O.O;style='bo'; 
this=normalizing_gany( avespec, wavesel, w lco2,offset,style ); 

%glmirray 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/glmirray/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[2:2:240,241 :288,290:2:408]; 
wlco2=[];for i=1:228,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty(a)==O;wlco2=[wlco2;i];end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(-1.3,l.,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l:l 7,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ l)))),temp2(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+1))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
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offset=O.O;style='bo'; 
this=normalizing_gany( a vespec, wavesel, wlco2,offset,style); 

%g2sippar 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/g2sippar/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[2:2:408]; 
wlco2=[];for i=1:204,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty( a)==O;w lco2=[ wlco2;i] ;end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(-1.3,1.,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+ 1))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
offset=O.O;style='bx'; 
this=normalizing_gany( avespec, wavesel, wlco2,offset,sty le); 

%g2antum 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/g2antum/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[ 1 :2:408]; 
wlco2=[];for i=1:204,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty( a)==O;wlco2=[ w lco2;i] ;end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(-l.3,1.,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=1:17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-l)+l))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
offset=0.15;style='bx'; 
this=normalizing_gany( avespec, wavesel, w lco2,offset,style ); 

%g2tammuz 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/g2tammuz/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[2:2:408]; · 
wlco2=[];for i=1:204,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty(a)==O;wlco2=[wlco2;i];end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(-l.3,1.,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l:l 7,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ l)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-l)+l))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
offset=O.;style='bx'; . 
this=normalizing_gany(avespec, wavesel, wlco2,offset,style); 

%g7kittu 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/g7kittu/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[l :48,73: 168, 193:408]; 
wlco2=[];for i=1:360,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty( a)==O;w lco2=[ w lco2;i] ;end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(-.25,l.055,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=1:17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+1)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-l)+l))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
offset=0.03;style='b"'; 
this=normalizing_gany( aves pee, wavesel, w lco2,offset,style); 
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%g8melkart 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/g8melkar/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2:96,97: 168,194:2:408]; 
wlco2=[];for i=1:216,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty( a)==O; w lco2=[ w lco2 ;i] ;end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(0.13,l.07,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l:l 7,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+ 1)))),temp2(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+1))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
offset=0.02;style='b*'; 
this=normalizi ng_gany( a vespec, wa vesel, w lco2,off set,sty le); 

%g8uruk 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/g8uruk/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[2:2:48, 74:2:96,97: 168,194:2:408]; 
wlco2=[] ;for i=l :216,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty(a)==O;wlco2=[wlco2;i];end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(0.13,1.07,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l:l 7,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+1)))),temp2(find(wavesek= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+1))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
offset=O.O;style='b*'; 
this=normalizing_gany( avespec, wavesel, w lco2,offset,style ); 

%g8osiris 
%load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/g8osiris/avespec.txt 
%wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2:96,97:168,194:2:408]; 
%wlco2=[];for i=l:216,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty( a)==O;wlco2=[ wlco2;i] ;end;end; 
%templ=nimswgen2(0.13,l.07,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l:17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & %wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+1)))),temp2(find(wavesek= 24*i & %wavesel>=(24*(i-1)+1))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
%offset=O.O;style='b*'; 
%this=normalizing_gany(avespec,wavesel,wlco2,offset,style); 
%this=normalizing_gany( aves pee, wavesel, w lco2,off set,sty le); 

%g8transi 
%load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/g8transi/avespec.txt 
%wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2:96,97: 168, 194:2:408]; 
%wlco2=[] ;for i= 1 :216,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty( a)==O;wlco2=[ w lco2;i] ;end;end; 
%templ=nimswgen2(0.13,1.07,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesek= 24*i & %wavesel>=(24*(i-
1)+1)))),temp2(find(wavesek= 24*i & %wavese1>=(24*(i-1)+1))),'r' ,'linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
%offset=0.02;style='b*'; 
%this=normalizing_gany( avespec, wavesel, w lco2,offset,style ); 
%this=normalizing_gany( avespec, wavesel, w lco2,off set,sty le); 
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%c9drklit 
load /auxl/hibbitts/working/ganymede/c9drklit/avespec.txt 
wavesel=[2:2:48, 73: 168, 194:2:408]; 
wlco2=[];for i=1:228,a=find(wavesel(i)==x425);if 
isempty(a)==O;wlco2=[wlco2;i];end;end; 
templ=nimswgen2(0.47,1.08,130);temp2=avespec(:,2); 
%figure(l);for i=l: 17,plot(templ(wavesel(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavese1>=(24*(i
l)+ l)))),temp2(find(wavesel<= 24*i & wavesel>=(24*(i-l)+ l))),'r' ,' linewidth' ,l);if 
i==l,hold on,end;end;grid on; 
offset=0.05;style='b+'; 
this=normalizing_gany(avespec,wavesel,wlco2,offset,style); 

return 
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Plotspectra_S02.m 
function plotspectra_so2 
% 
%function plotspectra; 
% 
%This program plots 4 sets of spectra 
%figure 1 normalized S02 band 
%c20 red 
%e14 green 
o/oclO blue 
%c9 black 
%g8 cyan 
%c3 magenta 
%g2 green 
% 
%Do not plot c3asgard or c3crater as they do not normalize well (too few wavelengths). 

cd /jp2c/hibbitts/working/callisto/avespecs 

load ave_c20global.txt 
load ave_c20bran.txt 
load ave_e14global_new.txt 
load ave_c lOcatena_new.txt; 
load ave_clOglobalOla_new.txt 
load ave_c10global02_new.txt 
load ave_clOpalimp_new.txt 
load ave_c lOvalhal_new.txt 
load ave_c9global0la_new.txt 
load ave_c9skuld_new.txt 
load ave_c9valhal_new.txt 
load ave_c9valspc_new.txt 
%load ave_g8adlinda_new.txt 
load ave_g8buri_new.txt 
load ave_g8global01a.txt 
load ave_g8global02a.txt 
load ave_c3global_new.txt 
load ave_c3arings_new.txt 
load ave_g2global_new.txt 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

figure(! );elf; 
axis([3.8 4.2 0 1.2]); 
x=[3.8: .001 :4.2] ;plot(x,1 *ones(length(x)), 'b-- ') 
hold on; 

%ave_c20global 
%load wavesel 
%wavesel=wl228c20; 
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%templ=nimswgen2(1 .27,l.197,130);temp2=ave_c20global(:,2); 
%avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=0.02;style='ro'; 
%this=normalizingso2( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c20bran 
%load wavesel 
%wavesel=wl228c20; 
%templ=nimswgen2(1.27,l.197,130);temp2=ave_c20bran(:,2); 
%avespec=[templ (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=O.O;style='ro'; 
%this=normalizingso2( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_el4global_new 
%wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168,194:2:216,217 :312,314:2:408]; 
%templ=nimswgen2(0.75,1.15,130);temp2=ave_el4global_new(:,2); 
%avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=.O;style=' go'; 
%this=normalizingso2( aves pee, wa vesel,offset,sty le); 

%ave_c10global02_new VERY NOISY 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217 :312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.75,l.095,130);temp2=ave_cl0global02_new(:,2); 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.O;style='bx'; 
%this=normalizingso2(avespec,wavesel,offset,style); 

%ave_c10global01a_new NOISY 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.75,l.095,130);temp2=ave_cl0global01a_new(:,2); 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.O;style='b*'; 
%this=normalizingso2( avespec, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c10palimp_new OKAY 
wavesel=[l :48,73: 168,193:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.75,1.095,130);temp2=ave_cl0palimp_new(:,2); 
a vespec=[ temp 1 ( wa vesel)' ,temp2] ;off set=. O;sty le=' kx' ; 
this=normalizingso2( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c10catena_new NOISY 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168,194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.75,1.095,130);temp2=ave_cl0catena_new(:,2); 
avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=.O;style='bx'; 
%this=normalizingso2( avespec, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c10valhal_new NOISY 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168,194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.75,l.095,130);temp2=ave_cl0valhal_new(:,2); 
avespec=[templ (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.O;style='bx'; 
%this=normalizingso2(avespec,wavesel,offset,style); 

%ave_c9global VERY NOISY 
wavesel=[2:2:48, 74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217 :312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.47,1.08,130);temp2=ave_c9global01a_new(:,2); 
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avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=.O;style='k*'; 
%this=normalizingso2( avespec, wa vesel,offset,sty le); 

%ave_c9valhal_new NOISY 
wavesel=[2:2:48, 74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217 :312,314:2:408]; 
temp l=nimswgen2(.47, 1.08, 130);temp2=ave_c9valhal_new(: ,2); 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.O;style=' kx'; 
%this=normalizingso2( avespec, wavesel,offset,sty le); 

%ave_c9skuld_new GOOD 
wavesel=[2:2:48, 74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217 :312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.47,l.08,130);temp2=ave_c9skuld_new(:,2); 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.O;style='bx'; 
this=normalizingso2(avespec,wavesel,offset,style); 

%ave_c9valspc_new GOOD 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217:312,314:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.47,1.08,130);temp2=ave_c9skuld_new(:,2); 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.O;style='bx'; 
this=normalizingso2( aves pee, wavesel,offset,sty le); 

%g8global0la CALIBRATION? 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217 :288,290:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.15, l.07,130);temp2=ave_g8global0la(:,2); 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.O;style='ko'; 
this=normalizingso2( avespec, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%g8global02a CALIBRATION? 
wavesel=[2:2:48,74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217 :288,290:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.15, 1.07,130);temp2=ave_g8global02a(:,2); 
avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.O;style='kx'; 
this=normalizingso2(avespec,wavesel,offset,style); 

%g8buri CALIBRATION? 
wavesel=[2:2:48, 74:2: 168, 194:2:216,217:288,290:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(.15, l.07,130);temp2=ave_g8buri_new(:,2); 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=.O;style='kx'; 
this=normalizingso2( avespec, wavesel,off set,sty le); 

%ave_c3global_new 
wavesel=[2:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(-1.18,1,130);temp2=ave_c3global_new(:,2); 
avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2];offset=O;style='k*'; 
this=normalizingso2( aves pee, wavesel,offset,style ); 

%ave_c3arings_new 
wavesel=[2:2:408]; 
templ=nimswgen2(-1.18,1.02,130);temp2=ave_c3arings_new(:,2); 
avespec=[temp 1 (wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=O;style='k*'; 
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this=normalizingso2( avespec, wavesel,off set,style ); 

%ave_g2global_new 
wavesel=[ 1 :408]; 
temp 1 =nimswgen2(- l .57, 1, 130) ;temp2=ave_g2global_new(: ,2); 
avespec=[templ(wavesel)' ,temp2] ;offset=O;style=' go'; 
%this=normalizingso2( avespec, wavesel,offset,style ); 

axis([3 .9 4.15 0 1.2]); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

return 
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